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PREFACE

This Program Base Design grew out of two streams of influence that

converged on the Japan Baptist Mission in 1970. Either stream likely would

have provided sufficient impetus, but the combined effect was to stir the

Mission to an unprecedented effort to define and plan its work.

One stream of influence was the initiative taken by the Japan Baptist

Convention to terminate its dependence on foreign subsidy. Resolving to

establish its identity as an independent, self-supporting body, the Con-

vention entered into negotiations with the Mission to form a new working

relationship. This in turn prompted theMission to consider its own long-

range strategy for Mission work in Japan.

Another stream of influence was the effort of the Foreign Mission

Board to formulate a strategy for the decade of the seventies. The overseas

Division prepared background material for use by all the missions and en-

couraged strategy studies on the field to supplement the studies carried

out in Richmond. Dr, Winston Crawley called attention to "the great im-

portance of overall planning on a long-range basis and of continuity in

moving toward the objective determined in that planning."

Under the influence of these two streams, the Mission in 1970 elected

a Strategy Study Committee to prepare study materials and make recommendations

concerning long-range planning- During the months that followed, the

Committee prepared fourteen study papers on a wide range of topics. Many

members of the Mission contributed to these papers.

In November 1971, Dr. We L, Howse, newly appointed East Asia Pro-

gramming Consultant, met with the Committee and introduced the concept of a

program base design to undergird the planning process. The Committee

recommended the concept to the Mission and began developing the necessary

materials. Meanwhile, Dr. Howse and members of the Committee visited

station meetings to explain the proposed process.

To insure quality material acceptable to the Mission as a whole, the

Committee proceeded at a slow, deliberate pace. Instead of assigning a team

of writers to produce the Program Base Design’s twelve sections simulta-r

neously, it developed the sections consecutively- Drafts of each section
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were circulated and discussed widely, and subsequent drafts reflected the
helpful suggestions brought to the Committee. Sections 1-5 were discussed
at Mission Meeting in July 1972. and sections 6-8 at a special Mission
Meeting in November. All twelve sections were to be submitted to the July
1973 meeting for Mission action.

The Committee is grateful to Dr. Howse for his personal guidance and
his East As^ Planning Manual

, from which this Program Base Design draws
extensively without further acknowledgement, and to Dr. Annie Ward Byrd,
formerly with the Sunday School Board, for her editorial assistance.
Finally, the Committee wishes to express appreciation to the members of
the Mission for encouragement and constructive criticism during the three
years it has functioned.

Strategy Study Committee

June 1973
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INTRODUCTION

The Program Base Design is a basic guide for use by the Mission in

developing comprehensive and strategic long-range plans. The Design con-

sists of twelve elements or sections which answer three fundamental ques-

tions :

Why does the Mission exist?

What is the Mission *s work?

Row should the Mission do its work?

The sections may be grouped as follows:

Why?

1. Biblical Foundations

2. Historical Background

3. Philosophy

4. Needs

5. Intentions

What?

6. Program Structure

7. Relationships

How?

8. Organization

9. Human Resources

10. Physical Resources

11. Financial Resources

12. Administrative Guidance

Each section begins with an outline of the section’s content and an

introduction designed to indicate its purpose. The following chart shows

at a glance how each section contributes to the planning process.
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POLICIES
OBJECTIVES STRATEGIES ORGANIZATION TRAINED PROCEDURES

AND ACTION PLANS -5 EQUIPMENT MONEY -?
SYSTEMS

NEEDS GOALS ACTIONS PATTERN PERSONNEL
SUPPLIES CRITERIA

—K—

'

7 V A 7 i /\ / / \

PROGRAM HUMAN PHYSICAL FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATIVE

NEEDS INTENTIONS STRUCTURE
ORGANIZATION

RESOURCES RESOURCES RESOURCES guidanca

The planning process is described in detail in East Asia Planning Manual ,

which should be used with this Base Design. Other documents that should be con

suited are:

Operations Manual ; Constitution, Bylaws, policies, procedures, guidelines

Inventories ; personnel, property, cars, equipment, supplies.

East Asia "How-To" Series

Manual for Missionaries

Policy Book. , Missionary Journeyman Program

Base design of each organization component.

The Program Base Design is intended for the planning cycle of 1975-77,

It is subject to revision by the Mission at any time, but particularly in

1975 in preparation for the second cycle of 1978-80,

The mechanics of this Base Design are based primarily on A Manual of

Style , twelfth edition (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1969).

Scripture quotations are taken from the Revised Standard Version unless other-

wise indicated in the notes.

Technical terms are defined in the Glossary appended to this Base Design.

vi
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INTRODUCTION: APPROACHES TO THE BIBITCAL MATERIAL

1.1 In the early 1900s, when it was fashionable to seek extra-Biblical

motivation for Christian missions, W. 0, Carver insisted that "the foun-

dation principles . . . are to be found in the Bible. He may have

seemed old-fashioned at the time, but not in our day. Since the 1930s,

there has been a growing trend in missionary circles to resist the

"multiple foundation" theory. About ten years ago, for example, when

the International Missionary Council and the World Council of Churches

commissioned Johannes Blauw to write a Biblical theology of missions, he

responded with The Missionary Nature of the Church , a convincing brief
2

for "an exclusive limitation to a Biblical foundation." Missiologists

are more and more convinced that the only antidote for the malaise and

confusion in missions today is a return to the Bible.

1.2 Most Baptists support this trend. "As people of the Book," they

have always stood for the priority of Scriptures as the Word of God. A

study committee of the Baptist denominations in North America summarized

their position: "The Bible as the inspired revelation of God’s will and

way, made full and complete in the life and teachings of Christ, is our

authoritative rule of faith and practice." It follows, then, that

Baptists seek to design their programs and build their activities on

Biblical foundations, which in turn center in and rest upon Christ, the

ultimat e foundat ion

.

1.3 While holding to the authority of the Bible, Baptists have rejected

any authoritarian interpretation of Scripture. They have adopted no

binding creed. Rather they have sought to train and encourage all

believers to participate in the ongoing process of interpretation under

the guidance of the Holy Spirit. Indeed, the right of private and indi-

vidual interpretation is inalienable. Yet at the same time, the practice

of Joint interpretation is indispensable. The genius of Baptists lies

in the sustained balance—or tension—between diversity and unity in

k
their understanding of the Bible.

1.1* The same tension is apparent in works on the theology of missions.^

At least four approaches to the Biblical foundations may be discerned.

3



1.5 The legalistic approach stresses the missionary commands of

Scripture, particularly the Great Commission. What Christ commanded,

the church must fulfill to the letter. Obviously, this approach has

contributed immeasurably to the spread of God’s kingdom, for the Great

Commission has been the dominant motivation for the modern missionary

movement.^ When asked whether he was moved to missionary service by

faith or by love, Adoniram Judson replied that it was neither; rather it

Y
was "that last command."

1.5 This approach shows a negative side also. By sifting out prooftexts

for missionary activities, it fails to comprehend the full Biblical

message. It also spawns needless controversies, such as whether the

Great Commission was a mandate for the original apostles only, as

Luther, Calvin, and Zwingli taught, or for the whole ongoing church, as

Q
Carey insisted.

1.7 The exemplary approach seeks not prooftexts but precedents. What

is crucial is not whether a particular activity is commanded, but whether

the apostles engaged in it. "In the practice of the apostles," said

James Scherer, "we find authentic guidance for the Christian mission in

every age."^ Roland Allen was convinced that what Luke wrote about the

work of the early missionaries "was really intended to throw light on

the path of those who should come after. Both Scherer and Allen were

wise enough, however, to distinguish between instructive examples and

binding precedents. They agreed that the apostolic examples provide an

authentic point of view, not a detailed program of action.

1.8 Carried to the extreme, this approach makes an idol of the past.

It treats the Bible as an exhaustive treasury of examples—which it is

not—and fosters empty debate on what constitutes a legitimate exten-

sion of Biblical precedents.

1.9 The formal approach plays down the specific commands and precedents

in the Bible and seeks to extrapolate a single form or element that

seems crucial to the whole missionary enterprise. This element may be

the apostolic testimony (marturia ) , as Barth suggested, or a fixed

pattern or preaching ( kerygma ) , as C. H. Dodd taught. In some circles

4



1.10

1.11

1.12

1.13

the crucial ingredient is service (diakonia ) Such an approach has

genuine value: it charts a path through a maze; it brings order out of

a complexity of data that bewilders and confuses

.

This approach errs, however, when it makes any single factor a test

of what constitutes true missions. This violates the principle of

diversity in the Bible and deprives the church of a rich, variegated

pattern of missions.

The functional approach rejects the objective authority of specific

statements in the Bible and seeks those principles that transcend time

and space. It treats the Bible as an historical document conditioned by,

but not limited to, its environment. V/hat is vital is to stand where

the apostles stood, face to face with God, and then try to meet the

needs of the world as they met the needs of theirs. Johannes Blau*.; takes

12
this approach with consummate skill.

This approach, like the others, requires caution. It tends to mini-

mize the divine authority of Scripture. It treats the Bible not as a

foundation but as one of two foci in the missionary enterprise—the

other being the contemporary situation. So this approach runs the risk

of depriving the Christian mission of specific guidance that God may

offer through the Biblical witness.

All four approaches contribute to a proper understanding of the

Biblical foundations. No one approach is adequate: without the correc-

tive of the other three, it may distort the role of Scripture. Dr.

Carver struck a happy balance: he understood the Biblical principles

not so much as "the authority of an imposed duty" as "the impulse of the

13
very spirit of our Religion, the genius and the very life of our Faith."

Indeed, the Bible is alive and throbbing; through it the Holy Spirit

constrains without forcing. Its authority is dynamic, not rigid and

mechanical. But authority it is. Commands, examples, unifying themes,

functional principles—all contribute valuable insights to our under-

standing of the Biblical foundations.

5



1.15

1.16

1.17

.18

1.19

THE BASIS OF MISSIONS: GOD’S MISSION

The concept of missions is intrinsic to the message of the Bible

even if the term is missing from its vocabulary. "Missions" is used

in this paper to comprehend the whole sphere of the evangelistic task

of the church. The singular form "mission" is often used to stress the

unity of the Christian world mission. Semantics apart, Christian

missions is the task of the church derived from God’s mission.

The Nature of God’s Mission . The Bible portrays God as one v;ho

sends. He sent Abraham (the first missionary?) to the land of

Palestine, Moses to the king of Egypt, Isaiah and Jeremiah to the people

of Jerusalem. When the time was ripe, he sent his Son into the world,

and he dispatched John the Baptist to announce his arrival.

Christ sent out the Twelve and the Seventy to the people of

Israel. After his resurrection, he dispatched the apostles to all the

nations. He sent Ananias to minister to Saul, and then Saul (Paul)

18
to preach to the Gentiles. Christ and the Father also sent (and

continue to send) the Holy Spirit to dwell in the hearts of believers
19

to comfort and guide, and the Spirit sent out missionaries.

God, therefore, is both sender and One who was sent. The Father

sent the Son and the Holy Spirit, and the Son also sent the Spirit.

20
Both Son and Holy Spirit were sent. So the triune God was the original

missionary society and the pioneer missionary.

The Bible stresses one supreme mission—God’s mission. His self-

assigned mission is to reconcile mankind to himself, so that all people

might share in the blessings that a loving God intended. This reconci-

liation is necessary because man, created in God's image as the reflection

of his glory, rebelled to serve his own selfish interests. He also

violated his fellow man who bore God's image. By sin, man alienated him-

21
self from God.

The Role of Israel . To carry out his mission of reconciling man to

himself, God first chose a people to bear witness to his name and

eventually to bring his Son into the world. Though God chose a parti-

cular people, he did so for universal ends. Israel was the elect nation

6



1.20

1.21

1.22

1.23

through which-ail- the families of the earth would be blessed.

The Jews were slow to comprehend their role in God's mission. For

centuries they thought of God as their exclusive property; Gentiles

could share in his salvation only by becoming a part of the Jewish nation,
23as Ruth and other proselytes did. Even the soil in Israel was sacred,

and Naaman carried some. back to Syria so that he could worship the Jewish
2k

God there. Jonah tried' to flee God's presence by leaving Israel, only

to learn that God not only dwelt among the Gentiles but also—and this
25was a greater shock—wanted to show them mercy.

It remained for the prophet Isaiah to grasp the fundamental truths

of God's mission: one God rules all the world; Israel is God's instrument
26of universal salvation; the nations will be saved by faith. With his

vision of the Suffering Servant, Isaiah realized that Israel's election

was for service, not privilege and honor, and that God's service may

involve suffering and shame. Yet honor and privilege would be found in

27
the suffering and shame, since it was the way of God's service. Who

is the Suffering Servant? The nation Israel, or perhaps even the

28prophet himself, but ultimately Jesus Christ.

Even after the chastening years of the exile, however, the missionary

spirit which Isaiah had looked for failed to materialize. As H. H.

Rowley said, "Judaism became exclusive instead of aggressive, a little

29
garden walled around instead of a great missionary force." Yet with

the spread of Greek civilization and the circulation of Greek Scriptures,

the Jews became increasingly zealous to pull Gentiles through the narrow

entrance to their garden.

The time of Jesus was the missionary age par excellence in Jewish

30
history. Many ’'god-fearers" were attracted to the monotheism and

moral law of the Jews. They took no part in the ceremonial law and did

not become circumclzed. "Such people existed in large numbers, and were

to be found listening and worshipping in every synagogue ,
and Indeed

31
provided Paul with his most fruitful field for evangelization."

7



1.24 Jesus condemned the kind of missionary activity engaged in by many

1.25

1.26

1.27

1.28

scribes and Pharisees, who would "traverse sea and land to make a single

32
proselyte." Their aim was not to lead men to God but to make converts

for Phariseeism. Their self-centered zeal and burden-imposing require-
33

ments actually prevented people from finding God. Some of these

proselytes, outdoing their Jewish teachers, provided some of the most

3A
tenacious opposition to Paul's missionary work.

The Ministry of Jesus . Jesus formally announced his mission in a

synagogue service at Nazareth, his hometown. He had returned "in the

power of the Spirit" from Judea, where he had been baptized by John and

35
tempted by Satan. Reading from the prophet Isaiah, he said:

The Spirit of the Lord is upon me,
because he has anointed me to preach good news to the poor.
He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives
and recovering of sight to the blind,
to set at liberty those who are oppressed,

^
to proclaim the acceptable year of the Lord.

In quoting this passage, Jesus identified with the Suffering

Servant of Isaiah, for the ideas embodied here are closely related to

37
those of the Servant Songs. He conceived of his mission in terms of

ministry and sacrifice: "For the Son of man also came not to be served
3 0

but to serve, and to give his life as a ransom for many.""^

Anointed by the Spirit, Jesus preached the gospel to the poor—the

I>overty-stricken "people of the land" as well as to spiritually destitute

39publicans like Zacchaeus. He kept on the move to reach as many people

as possible. "I must preach the good news of the kingdom of God to the

other cities also," he said, "for I was sent for this purpose."

He proclaimed release to the captives—a crippled woman "whom Satan

bound for eighteen years"; a wild man who had been bound with chains and

fetters; a dead man tied up with bandages; and even Pharisees enslaved
hiby mammon and oaths and rules. He proclaimed recovery of sight to

blind men like those who harassed Jesus for doing good on the Sabbath
Upday and yet boasted, "We see."



1.29

1.30

1.31

1.32

1.33

Jesus set at liberty those who were oppressed. He restored leprous

outcastes to society, pled the case of widows who were cheated out of

their houses, and freed an adulteress from her captors, who themselves
ii3

were slaves to sin. He shared himself, contrary to custom, with a

despised Samaritan woman and dramatically proclaimed that the temple in

Jerusalem, from which Gentiles traditionally were excluded, was a house
^ hk

of prayer for all the nations

.

These examples show that Jesus dealt with the whole person. He

ministered to needs that were physical, mental, and emotional as well as

spiritual. In his dealings with people, furthermore, he employed loving

tact and showed deep respect for their personality—even the sinful

woman in the house of Simon.

Jesus also proclaimed the acceptable year of the Lord—the year of his

favor, the dawn of the age of salvation. He launched his ministry with

the proclamation, "The kingdom of God is at hand."^^ The kingdom, God's

sovereign rule, was present because Christ was present, and Christ

1+T
embodied the kingdom. He urged people to repent and believe, to seek

1+8
the kingdom and enter it, to treasure it above all else. "It is your

Father's good pleasure," he told his disciples, "to give you the king-

dom. He taught them to pray for its coming, for it was future as

well as present.

Jesus further stated his mission at Ceasarea Philippi. When his dis-

ciples called him the Christ, he told them, "The Son of man must suffer

many things. . . and be killed. This suffering, though incredible to

his disciples, was integral to his mission. Having limited his earthly

ministry mainly to the Jews, Jesus expected to win the Gentiles by his

death: "And I, when I am lifted up from the earth, will draw all men to

myself

.

By his death on the cross, Jesus fulfilled the first and major phase

of the divine mission: the reconciliation of God and man. It pleased God

"through him to reconcile to himself all things, whether on earth or in

53
heaven, making peace by the blood of his cross." God acknowledged this

achievement by raising Jesus from the dead and exalting him as Lord.

Baptist scholars Johannes Schneider and G. R. Beasley-Murray , among

others, emphasize that this reconciliation was an objective, once-for-all

9



1 . 3^

event that took place prior to and apart from any response on man's part.^^

Indeed, the death and resurrection of Christ inaugurated a whole new

history. It was the key to God's plan of the ages, the heart of his

. . • j. 56
purpose to unite all things in Christ.

The second phase of the divine mission Jesus entrusted to his fol-

m5T
lowers. "As the Father has sent me," he said, "even so I send you."

It was necessary for men to recognize their need of reconciliation, to

5Q
repent and believe the gospel,' to "receive the reconciliation." There-

fore, it was necessary for messengers to spread the good news and make

the appeal: "We beseech you on behalf of Christ, be reconciled to God."^^

As Beasley-Murray told the Baptist World Congress in Tokyo, "The ministry

of reconciliation is the counterpart to the achievement of reconcilia-

tion by the Son of God, and without that ministry the achievement does

not reach its goal."^"^ That ministry was entrusted to the church, through

which God's eternal plan and purpose—"the mystery hidden for ages"

—

would be made known and accomplished.

THE AGENCY OF MISSIONS: THE CHURCH

1.35 is surely a fact of inexhaustible significance," said Lesslie

Newbigen, "that what our Lord left behind Him was not a book, nor a

creed . . . but a visible community." The New Testament describes this

community, not by rational definition, but by a series of images that

bring into focus its missionary function. Three images stand out sharply:

1.36 A Royal Priesthood . In the Old Testament period, Israel was God's

kingdom of priests. She failed to carry out her mission and eventually—

by rejecting the Messiah—turned away from that mission.

1.3T Peter described the church as "a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a

holy nation, God's own people, that you may declare the wonderful deeds

of him who called you out of darkness into his marvelous light." Like

Israel, the church was elected for function, not status; for mission,

not salvation alone. And as was the case with Israel, the whole church,

the corporate people of God, was entrusted with this priesthood. The

New Testament speaks of Christians as priests only in the plural, though

this would imply, of course, the priestly role of each believer.

10



1.38

1.39

l.Uo

l.kl

*’My priestly service," said Paul, "is the preaching of the gospel of

God ... to offer the Gentiles to him as an acceptable sacrifice."^^ As

priests, the people of God should present their ovn bodies as a living

sacrifice, and the fruit of their lips as the threefold sacrifice of

praise, intercessory prayer, and testimony.^^ They also should offer two

other sacrifices: good works, and gifts to supply the needs of others.

The early church put these teachings into practice. Their worship evi-

dently was "the celebration of faith before the eyes of mankind and a

68
proclamation of that faith before all people."

The people of God, following the command and example of Jesus,

observed baptism and the Lord’s Supper, Just as Israel had observed cer-

tain ordinances given by God. These ordinances were supportive of the

69
missionary function of the church. Each was a missionary drama with

past, present, and future aspects, a vivid testimony to God's eternal

love a,nd purpose.

Baptism, the immersion of a believer in water, commemorated Christ's
7 j

own death and his burial and resurrection which followed.

It signified the believer's present experience with the living Lord: his

death to sin and resurrection to a new life, and his incorporation into

the body of Christ. It also pointed to the future, symbolizing a resur-

T2
rection with Christ that meant a continuing unity with him.

The Lord's Supper, through the symbols of bread and wine, likewise

remembered Christ's passion, the giving of his body and blood for the sal-

vation of mankind, and it signified a new covenant between God and his

people. It honored the living Lord through thanksgiving (eucharist) and

communion (koinonia), which included a symbolic partaking of Christ

himself. And it prefigured the Messianic banquet in the kingdom of God

. 75
and proclaimed the Lord's death until his coming again.

The Body of Christ . Paul likened the church to the body of Christ,

who is its head. Ml believers were baptized by one Spirit into the

one body, and so became members of Christ, in union with him and under his

control. Just as a human body has hands, feet, eyes, and ears, each of

which is a vital part of the whole, so the church was made up of different
7A

kinds of members that together formed a unified whole. God combined
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the parts in a way conducive to harmony and mutual concern. "If one member

suffers," said Paul, all suffer together; if one member is honored, all

7Q
rejoice together." The members of the body were to grow up into Christ,

the head.
80 With each part working properly, the whole body would build

itself up in love.

Jesus prayed to the Father that his followers might become perfectly
82

one, so that the world might know that God had sent him. He recognized

the missionary value of church unity. When this unity was threatened by

dissension between Paul and the Judaizers over the issue of circumcision,

the Jerusalem conference heard both sides and worked out an amicable

settlement that preserved the integrity of the gospel and furthered the

83
mission of the church.

Though the New Testament writers recognized the unity of the church as

an ideal to be maintained for the sake of the mission, they also warned

against a superficial unity based on compromise in matters of doctrine and

ethics. John warned against receiving those who denied the historical
8U

reality of the Incarnation. Paul enjoined believers to separate them-

selves from other Christians who lived in idleness and not in accord with

the apostolic tradition, who insisted on salvation by works of the law
Or

instead of faith, or who practiced gross immorality. ^ Yet he urged the

86
restoration of lapsed members to the fellowship.

Paul recognized the church at Corinth as the body of Christ.

Apparently, he thought of the local church, not as a member or fragment of

the body, but as the whole body in a given place, the one church in local

embodiment. So when Paul learned that the church at Corinth was divided

into q.uarreling factions named after Apollos, Peter, Paul, and Christ, he

strongly denounced their dissensions and urged them to be united. "Is

88
Christ divided?" he asked.

The Community of the Spirit . On the day of Pentecost, after Christ's

ascension, the Holy Spirit fell upon the apostles and empowered them to

witness so effectively that three thousand persons were added to the

89
company of believers. Continuing his work of energizing and guiding the

church, the Spirit spoke through Peter to the Sanhedrin, witnessed through

Stephen the martyr, led Philip to the eunuch, ordered the leaders at

Antioch to send out Paul and Barnabas, and directed Paul throughout his

12
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90missionary Journeys. The early church was an expanding community of the

Spirit, one that flourished by "participation in the Spirit.

When the Holy Spirit fell upon Cornelius and his household, Peter knew
92at once that they should be baptized. Indeed, the test of whether one

93belonged to the Christian community was whether he had the Spirit. The

church was no sociological group. Cutting across social and racial lines,
.

oi^
it comprised all who were regenerated by the Spirit. Christians enjoyed

the fellowship of both their local congregation and the other churches they

visited in their travels. They had high regard for the larger group, as

seen in the emphasis on "hospitality to strangers"

The Holy Spirit ruled over the church’s worship and fellowship, pro-

96ducing both ardor and order in the congregation. He also apportioned

to the church’s members specific gifts; wisdom, knowledge, faith, healing,

97miracles, prophecy, tongues, and interpretation of tongues. He gave

98
these to be used for the common good. Exercising their gifts of the

Spirit, Christians engaged in prophecy, administration, teaching, stir-

99
ring speech, charity, and leadership. Paul urged them to seek the higher

gifts, and to exercise all their gifts in love, the first fruit of the

Spirit.

The Holy Spirit also assigned functional offices. "And these were his

gifts: some to be apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, some pastors

and teachers, to equip God’s people for work in his service, to the

building up of the body of Christ. All believers were expected to

serve, following the example of Christ, but those with leadership gifts

were expected to train and equip others for service. The whole community

played a role in the one ministry to the world.

In summary, the church of the New Testament was the priesthood of God

the Father, the body of Christ the Son, and the fellowship of the Holy

Spirit. It was created by, and entrusted with, the mission of God. In a

sense, the church itself was mission. In another sense, the church

engaged in mission as its primary task, and for this purpose some of its

number served as missionaries.

13
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SPECIAL WORKERS IN MISSIONS; THE MISSIONARIES

The great mission of Christianity," Harnack wrote, "was in reality
accomplished by means of informal missionaries . While the apostles
remained in Jerusalem after the martyrdom of Stephen, believers spread the
gospel as far as Phoenicia and Cyprus. In Antioch, some of them dared
to preach to Greeks also and thus produced the outstanding missionary church
of the first century.

Although the Mev Testament world was a man's world, women also played
a prominent role in the church's mission. Just as they had done in he
earthly ministry of Jesus. The pages of Acts are graced by the names
of Dorcas, Lydia, Priscilla, the four prophesying daughters of Philip, and
the upper-ranking women in Berea and Thessalonica.l°5

^
role in the conversion of their husbands.

Apparently there were no restrictions on who could baptize and admin-
ister the Lord's Supper, though the evidence is indecisive. Ananias, a
belxever in Damascus, probably baptized Paul.^^^
correct abuses in the observance of the Lord's Supper at Corinth, he
appealed to the whole church and made no mention of official leaders.

Special ministries, as indicated in Ephesians 4. were subservient in
place and purpose to the full ministry of the whole church and each member
n It. for they were given to equip all of God's people for service.

apostles and other specialkers played such a strategic role that the New Testament focuses almost
exclusxvely on their activities. The apostles received the Great Commis-
sion as stewards for the whole body of believers. Some of Paul's choicestphrases - ambassadors for Christ, ministers of reconciliation, stewards ofthe Gospel - appear in a context in which he is describing his own min-

repeatedly reminds his listeners thathe responsibility of the ministry of the Church is given to the whole

Of fh. CKu„hl‘'
" "

^

The authority of the apostles was gradually superseded by the collec-
tion of New Testament Scriptures, but their function as pacesetters in
spreading the gospel and establishing and nurturing churches was passed onother special workers. Their ministries continued to serve as basic

14
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112patterns for later missionaries.

Status of the Missionaries . The first and foremost Christian mis-

sionaries were the apostles (literally, "sent out ones"). Jesus appointed

the Twelve "to he with him, and to be sent out to preach and have authority

113
to cast out demons." After a "trial run" during the ministry of

Jesus, they became a semi-professional group. To replace Judas Iscariot,

they chose Matthias, who had been associated with them from the baptism

11^
of John and had witnessed the resurrection. As their responsibilities

increased, they turned administrative matters over to the Seven (deacons?)

and gave themselves to prayer and the ministry of the Word.^^^

Then Paul was converted. His call to apostleship seemed to pose a

threat to the authority of the Twelve, for he claimed to have a divine

commission in no way inferior to theirs. Some Christians, uncon-

vinced, disputed his claim and dogged his steps throughout his ministry.

Meanwhile, the term apostle, in a less formal sense, was applied to

lid
other leaders also, including James and Barnabas. It came to be used

of roving missionaries who, unlike the settled ministers elected

119
by the churches, felt themselves called directly by God. Their

credentials were their lives, their message, and their Christian effective-

ness. Some, however, were false prophets who peddled the gospel for selfish

gain.^^"^ Paul attacked such men as doctrinally and ethically dangerous,

121
Just as he was attacked on the same grounds.

Closely associated with the apostles were the prophets (the two terms

overlap somewhat). The prophets were preachers—sometimes predictors of

divine truth—-and they included Agabus , Judas , Silas , and the four

daughters of Philip. Another group, the evangelists ("missionaries"

in Goodspeed's translation), supplemented the work of the apostles but
123

lacked their authority. Dr. Carver called them "home missionaries."

Timothy, a pastor, was urged to "do the work of an evangelist."

The leaders of local congregations—bishops, elders, pastors—were

not regarded as missionaries. Their function was more internal than

external, more church-oriented than world-oriented. Yet they too bore

some responsibility for the church's outreach, for anyone who aspired to

I 125
be a bishop had to "be well thought of by outsiders".
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These special workers were entitled to financial support. They gave

themselves so fully to the church's mission that they had to depend on other

Christians for their livelihood. Just as the temple priests in the Old

Testament lived off of the sacrificial offerings, so "the Lord commanded
126

that those who proclaim the gospel should get their living by the gospel."

Elders who labored in preaching and teaching were considered worthy of

double honor—which meant double pay, or at least "adequate salary", as

127
Phillips translated it.

Paul encouraged generous giving to missionary work and maintained
128

the right of all missionaries to be provided food and drink. He

accepted aid for his own work from various churches. To some extent, he

supported himself by tentmaking, especially to show his integrity and

avoid becoming a burden to others. ^ He refrained from accepting aid

from those among whom he was working at the time. He preferred to receive

gifts for his work rather than for himself and liked to point out the

130
benefits to the givers in participating in God's mission. At times,

131
he tactfully requested help to set him forward in his journeys.

Third John enjoined support of itinerant workers. Cornell Goerner

saw in this passage "all the essentials of the support of foreign mis-

sionaries . Missionaries were due traveling expenses and living

necessities "as befits God's service," since they "accepted nothing from

the heathen." Those who supported the missionaries had a part in

their achievements. Though the missionaries expected support from those

who were able to provide it , they went about their work faithfully

whether or not that help was forthcoming.

The missionaries depended on Christians in yet other ways. "You also

must help us by prayer," Paul told the Corinthians, "so that many will

give thanks on our behalf for the blessing granted us in answer to many

prayers. They not only were supported by prayer but were met,

entertained, comforted, encouraged, and sent on their way, "commended by

135
the brethren to the grace of the Lord."

Characteristics of the Missionaries . The amazing success of the New

Testament missionaries was due in large measure to the quality of their

personal life. This quality expressed itself in:
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1. Transformed Character

136John, the Son of Thunder, had become the apostle of love. Peter,

the cursing hothead, had become the rock of faith. Paul, the perse-

cuting Pharisee, had become the bearer of hope to the Gentiles, Their

witness was based on personal encounter with Jesus Christ; what they were

urging on others, they had experienced in their own lives. Their very

personalities taught the meaning of conversion,

2. Consistency

The missionaries showed a striking consistency between lip and

life, between belief and behavior. They were effective because their

behavior was "holy and righteous and blameless." This does not mean

they were perfect, for they were mere earthly vessels containing the di-
140

vine treasure. For example, Peter played false and showed a lack of
141principle in withdrawing from the Gentiles at Antioch.

3. Joy

The missionaries were filled with joy—the irrepressible overflow

of their life in Christ. Intoxicated with the Spirit, they sang psalms
142

and hymns and spiritual songs. Though Paul was ridiculed, shipwrecked,
143

imprisoned, and flogged, he never ceased to rejoice in the Lord. It

was from prison, in fact, that he wrote his supreme epistle of joy:

Phllippians

.

4 . Endurance

Peter and John refused to restrain their witness no matter how much
144 . .

the Sanhedrin threatened or punished them. Paul counted it a privi-

lege to suffer for Christ’s sake; the marks of persecution that he bore
145

in his body merely confirmed his boast to be a slave of Christ. The

missionaries deeply impressed the world by keeping the faith, by holding

fast their testimony, especially in the face of martyrdom.

5. Power

The missionaries preached the gospel "not only in word, but also in

power and in the Holy Spirit with full conviction." Through them "God

also bore witness by signs and wonders and various miracles.
nU7

Demons

w’ere cast out, the sick were healed, and the gift of the Holy Spirit was

148
bestowed by the hands of the apostles and other missionaries. The power

of God displayed through them enabled the success of their mission. "So

149
the word of the Lord grew and prevailed mightily."
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1.70 Motives of the Missionaries. What motivated the early Christians who

1.71

1.72

1.73

1.74

1.75

launched the missionary movement? James Stewart summed up the New

Testament evidence in one word: Christ. Christ was the one reason, the

single motive, for all that they did.^^^ The missionaries had an over-

whelming urge to share Christ because he was the greatest discovery of

their lives. This was especially true after his resurrection. They

became convinced that he was more than a personal treasure: he was Lord

of all creation.

Harry Boer expressed the motivation in another single word:

Pentecost. As Jesus had promised in his ascension message, the

apostles received power to witness when the Holy Spirit came upon them.

They learned that "the Spirit is a Spirit of life who transmits His life

152
through witness ." The Holy Spirit—Christ’s Spirit—motivated the

whole missionary enterprise as recorded in the book of Acts.

To grasp fully the motivation that they derived from Christ and his

Spirit, we must look at it more from the human side. The Biblical strands

are complex and intertwined, but four main motives can be distinguished.

1. Gratitude for God’s Love.

The apostles were gripped and overwhelmed by God’s love, which they

had experienced through Christ. Paul, for example, never ceased to give

thanks that God’s love had been poured into his heart, that Christ had
153

loved him and died for him. It was God’s grace that had made him a

154
minister to the Gentiles. He persisted in his mission because the love

of Christ controlled him and left him no choice}^^ John stated the same
156

truth another way: "We love, because he first loved us."

Christ had convinced the apostles that mission was grounded in the very

nature of God who gave, and that it must be expressed in the lives of those

related to such a God. The example of Christ was so stirring, so compelling,

that they had no thought but to sacrifice themselves in the service of others,

to have the mind of Christ that led him to empty himself and take the path

to the cross^"^^ This devotion to Christ was the dominant missionary motive

in the New Testament period.

2. Call and Commission.

According to the Old Testament, God called the whole people of Israel
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into his service, but he also called individuals—Moses, Isaiah, Jeremiah,
158and Amos—for specific tasks. Likewise in the New Testament, God called

all "who are God's people" to be his witnessesl"^^ The call to be a Chris-

tian was also a call to "lead a life worthy of the calling.

Within the context of this supreme calling, God called individuals for

special ministries. The apostles were called to follow Christ and were com-

missioned to the task of disciple-making. The Holy Spirit called ?aul and

Barnabas to a particular task in missions.

1 £ o
Paul strongly asserted that he was ''called to be an apostle" He

was "entrusted with a commission", which laid a compulsion on him so that

he exclaimed, "Woe is me if I do not preach the gospel! He based his

mission to the Gentiles on this commission, which he received on the road

to Damascus, and on the Lord's command in Isaiah: "I have set you to be

a light for the Gentiles, that you may bring salvation to the uttermost

_ . - nl64
parts of the earth.

The Eleven received the Great Commission, as stated in the Gospels

and Acts. Yet strangely, in some ways, they acted as if they had never

heard it. For example, the Matthean version commanded them to baptize in

the name of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit, but according to Acts, they

baptized in the name of Jesus Christ. More surprising still, they

seemed to be unconcerned about witnessing to "the nations". No doubt

the apostles had a reason for staying in Jerusalem after the martyrdom of

Stephen, but it seems that by then they would have told other disciples

about the Commission. Yet those who were scattered abroad as far as

Phoenicia, Cyprus, and Antioch spoke the word to Jews only.^^^

The Book of Acts seems to indicate that no one witnessed to Gentiles

(except to those who were Jewish proselytes) until Peter, stirred by a

vision and guided by the Spirit, went to the house of Cornelius. While

he was preaching, the Spirit fell upon all who heard the word. Peter
1

then authorized baptism on the basis of the Spirit's surprising act.

Back in Jerusalem, where he was harshly criticized for going to the

Genti.les, Peter defended his action by carefully relating how the Spirit

had fallen upon the household of Cornelius. Convinced by his testimony,

the church reached this conclusion: "Then to the Gentiles also God has

l68
granted repentance unto life."
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Despite the absence of any appeal to the Great Commission, surely the

apostles and others too were aware of it and moved by it. They would

strive to keep Christ's commandments because they loved him. As Roland

Allen suggested, perhaps they regarded the Commission as a "spiritual"

command as over against a "legal" command. No sanctions were attached;

no rewards were offered, no punishment threatened. Instead, assurance was

given of Christ's presence that would enable the apostles to carry out the

. 169
assignment

.

Harry Boer suggested that the Commission was a law that corresponded to

God's command to Adam and Eve: "Be fruitful and multiply, and fill the

earth and subdue it."^^*^ This was no mere command, but a divine law that

governed the life of man. For the early church, therefore, obedience to

the Great Commission was "the response of a healthy organism to the law of

.. nlTl
its life.

Other scholars have seen the Great Commission as a triple action coro-

nation text, patterned after the enthronement of the Son of Man in the book

of Daniel. The three actions were: (l) elevation of Christ to the place

of power and authority; (2) proclamation of his lordship to the nations;
172

and ( 3 ) enthronement of the king as guardian of his messengers.

Probably the disciples regarded the commission as a bestowal of privilege,

as authorization to proclaim the lordship of Christ until his return in

glory.

3. Sense of Responsibility

The early missionaries knew from the teachings of Jesus ,
especially

his parables of the talents, pounds, and watchful servant, that they were

stewards entrusted with a heavy responsibility, and that Christ was depending

on them to discharge it faithfully. They aimed to please Christ, just as

174
Christ had pleased the Father in all things. Paul, who called himself

a steward of God’s work, mysteries, and grace, determined "to lead a life

worthy of the Lord, fully pleasing to him." He became all things to

176
all men to accomplish this. He appealed to men with the fear of the Lord

before his eyes, for he knew he must give account of himself at the judgment

seat of Christ. Indeed, the early missionaries feared lest they disappoint

their beloved Master; their sense of responsibility was keen. And this
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sense was heightened by their expectation of the Lord's early retumP^
4. Concern for Mankind

The New Testament missionaries felt deep concern for man "having no
180hope and without God in the world." They shared something of the com-

1 R1passion Jesus had shown when he wept over Jerusalem. Paul could wish

himself cut off from Christ if that would mean the salvation of his own
182

people, the Jews. Indeed, he felt obligated to share with all men the

gospel that is the power of God for salvation to every one who has faith.

This concern for the unsaved was a driving force in the early missionary

movement. Again, the expectation that Christ would soon appear heightened

this motivation.

THE PROGRAM OF MISSIONS: WORLDWIDE MINISTRY

The program of missions carried out in the New Testament period may be

considered under three categories: objectives, strategy, and methods.

Missionary Objectives . The objectives of the early missionaries were

based solely on the purpose of the divine mission: the reconciliation of

all mankind to God. Stated in terms of the Great Commission, their objec-

tives were to preach the gospel to all creation (Mark, late addition); bear

witness—preaching repentance and remission of sins

—

to the end of the

earth (Luke and Acts); forgive sins (John); make disciples of all nations,
l84

baptize them, and teach them to observe Christ's commands (Matthew).

Another objective was to hasten the coming of the Lord. This was

implied in Jesus' words, "The gospel must first be preached to all nations."

Peter urged his audience in Solomon's portico to repent "that he may send

1 86
the Christ appointed for you". In Second Peter, believers were urged

T Av
to work to hasten the day of the Lord. In New Testament missions,

eschatology and mission were irrevocably united. As William Manson put it,

"The parousia lay right over the path of the world mission, and its coming
l88

would be conditioned by the fulfillment of the missionary task."

Stating this objective another way, the missionaries intended not only

to witness to all nations but to do so as quickly as possible- On urgent

business, they had to "go quickly and tell" the good news in anticipation

of the Lord's return. This does not mean that they expected to win the

whole world. They had to "save some, by snatching them out of the fire."'^^'^
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Though it was God's will for all men to be saved-which explained the
delay in Christ's return—many would reject the offer of salvation.^^^
Paul said that from Jerusalem and as far round as Illyricum he had fully
preached the gospel of Christ, ^ though only a tiny minority of the popu
lation had entered the faith.

1,89

1,90

The overall objective of the missionaries was to work with God in
accomplishing his mission. God, who alone knew the times and seasons,
would establish his kingdom and accomplish his will in his own way-partly
with the help of his servants,

Missi^SH^y. “i-ionary strategy Of t.he early church was
xrected day by day by the Holy Spirit. He was the leader of the mission-

ary expansion of the early church. He directed Phillip's witness to rbe
Ethopian offlcal, sent Peter to the house of Cornelius, told the Church
at Antioch to set aside Paul and Barnabas for their missionary work, pre-vented them from speaking God's message in Asia, and called them to give thegood news to Macedonia

.

^

1.91 We can assume, however that the early missionaries had to make many
decisions by faith when specific directions of the Spirit were not given
God chose to work through human agents to accomplisn his divine strategy
and he took the risk of human fallacy into account .when he chose this
method

.

1, Gentile Strategy

The early church apparently had two conflicting strategies for winning
the Gentiles. The Jerusalem church believed they could convert them by
taking the gospel "to the Jew first." They based this strategy on the
Scriptures, for the Old Testament references to the future conversion of
the nations pictured the Gentiles as coming on a pilgrimage to Zion. These
passages implied that God would not send missionaries to the Gentiles,
since he would summon them to Jerusalem to learn his word^-^^

The Jerusalem church likely regarded the teachings and example of
Christ as further support for this strategy. Jesus told a Canaanite woman
that he was sent to the lost sheep of the house of Israel. ^9^ He forbade
the Twelve to go among the Gentiles or Samaritans .^97 Though he shared his
ministry with a few Gentiles, he took no initiative in reaching them. ^98
He clearly spoke of the future conversion of the nations but described
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them as coming to join the fellowship of the patriarchs

The apostles employed the Jerusalem strategy on the day of Pentecost

when they preached the gospel to people gathered from many nations to

worship God. These who had come from afar, including many circumcised

Gentiles, heard the good news proclaimed in their own tongues.

When God did not immediately fulfill the eschatological expectations

of the Jerusalem church, the way was left open for the development of

another strategy. The new approach, developed most

emphasized a different strand of Old Testament thought: Israel's dis-

obedience and God’s choice of a faithful remnant to accomplish his

sovereign purpose. Paul viewed Israel's recent past as a case of default

in mission. He believed that God would use a remnant of Jews to convert

the Gentiles and thus provoke the Jewish nation to Jealousy and ultimate

salvation. In this view, Israel's rejection of the Messiah was destined,

though partial and temporary.

This latter strategy called for an aggressive campaign to reach the

Gentiles, though like the former, it recognized that God was sovereign

in the work of salvation. Naturally, the Judaizers vehemently opposed

Paul's reasoning. In their eyes, he was reversing the priorities in God's

plan of salVation as set forth in the Scriptures and violating the divine

ordinance of circumcision. But Paul's strategy won out. He apparently

made a symbolic concession to the alternate strategy by having a formal

delegation of Gentile converts to take a special collection to the church

at Jerusalem.
202

2. Geographical Expansion

Jesus mapped out a geographical strategy when he told the apostles that

they would begin their witness at Jerusalem, move into Judea and Samaria,

203
and then go to the ends of the earth. Persecution sent disciples into

Judea and Samaria, and the Holy Spirit initiated the foreign thrust, first

. u 204
through Peter, then through Paul and Barnabas.

The outward movement generally followed the natural lines of communi-

cation. The five provinces to which First Peter was addressed, for example,

. i 205
appear in the exact order one would have followed in a normal Journey.

Likewise, the seven churches in Revelation all stood on the great circular
20o

road that bound together the most important part of the province of Asia.
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1.99 Paul chose to work in Roman provinces and concentrate on the strategic

cities from which the gospel could easily spread throughout the provinces.

According to Donald McGavran, Paul went to places where relatives of

Christians in Antioch were living, so that he could make use of these

207
family connections. Roland Allen pointed out that Paul selected cities

with military posts, where his Roman citizenship would assure him of pro-

tection and freedom; centers of Greek civilization where the level of

education was high, since Christians were expected to give a reason for

the hope within them and to learn many things; places of Jewish influence,

where he would have a ready-made audience of his own people; and commercial

centers, which were highly influential and proud of their natural leader-

208
ship. His strategy was to seize these strategic centers of intellectual

1,100
^

and comm'^rcial activity and make them centers of Christian activity and
209

evangelism "as God opened the door."

1.100 Paul seemed to stake out the whole world at once as his claim. He

moved on relentlessly, concerned that the gospel be preached everywhere.
210 .

He aimed especially at those who had not heard the gospel before. His

systematic onslaught against the Roman Empire eventually changed

Christianity from a circle with Jerusalem as its center to an ellipse with

Jerusalem and Rome as the two foci. Twenty years after Paul began his
211

ministry, churches were functioning throughout the Mediterranean basin.

I.IQI 3, People Movements

Paul—and many others no doubt—witnessed to anyone and everyone who

Would listen. Yet with so many people and so little time to reach them,

he seems to have gone after the leaders in a community. He preached to

the proconsul of Cyprus, the Procurator Felix and his successor Festus,
212

King Agrippa, the chief magistrate of Malta, and the Emperor himself.

Such men, if converted, would influence many others for the gospel. Thus

Paul was being consistent with this strategy when he told Timothy to put
2

his teaching into the charge of men who would be competent to teach others.

1.102 Paul made full use of contacts through relatives, friends, and social

groups—even the slave class. By building bridges with the bond of relation-
214ships, he extended the circle of believers rapidly.
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I.IOT

A. Cultural Adaptation

The early missionaries followed a basic prinriple of communication.

They expressed their message in a framework which their hearers understood.

They met people where they were in order that they might lead them to where

God wanted them to be. Paul said he was willing to become all things to

all men in order that by all means he might win some?^^

In preaching to the Jews, the apostles naturally made full use of the

Jewish Scriptures to show that Jesus was the long awaited Messiah, VJhile tney

proclaimed without fear or favor the historic facts of the birth, life,

death and resurrection of Jesus, they set these facts in the context of

the plan and purpose of God revealed in the Old Testament. This flexible

communicative approach made possible a success among Jews which was never

repeated after rigid creedal statements produced a Jewish reaction.

In ‘preaching to Gentiles, the missionaries used a similar strategy to

establish communication. Peter began his message to Cornelius, a god-

fearer, by commending his relationship to God: "In every nation any one who

fears him and does what is right is acceptable to him."^^^ Building on

Cornelius' limited knowledge of Judaism, he proclaimed salvation to him and

his household. In a sense, Cornelius was saved both in spite of and

because of his prayers and almsgiving; his earlier faith was both a barrier

and a bridge to his new faith.

Paul approached his purely Gentile audiences through the light of

natural revelation instead of the Jewish Scriptures. At Lystra, a backward

agricultural area, he tactfully urged the uneducated people to turn from

218
idolatry to the one God who had given them good harvests and glad hearts.

At Athens, the cultural center of the empire, Paul took a sophisticated

approach, quoting from two Greek poets and skillfully developing the truths

they had expressed. He combined an Epicurean doctrine (God needs nothing

from man) with a Stoic belief (God is the source of all life). Yet boldly,

Paul directed his listeners from idols to the one God who had sent Christ

219
and was commanding them to repent.

The New Testament writers established contact with Gentiles by using

terms that figured prominently in Greek and Roman religions. John intro-

duced his Gospel with a startling exposition of the Logos, a key term in
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Greek thought, a word used in everyday conversation. After cirousing his

readers' attention, however, he moved on to other appealing concepts and

never again mentioned the Logos

.

Logos was one of many terms, including kurios (Lord) and soter (Saviour),

which appeared frequently both in the Septuagint and in Roman religions.

In using these words, the New Testament writers took care to preserve the

Old Testament meaning and steer clear of pagan meanings that might imperil

the Christian message. Paul used mysterion in the sense of a divine

decision to be revealed, not as a secret to be kept as in the mystery

religions . John used gnosis as an element of faith that is subordinate

to love, not as secret knowledge in the Gnostic sense.

When the writers used a Greek expression that was foreign to the Old

Testament, they gave it a Christian baptism. Paul used metamorphosis to

mean, not the mystical identification with the cyclic process of nature,

but a transformation and renewal in Christ by which one may know the will

of God. The writers avoided some terms

—

eros , for instance—which were too

burdened with the wrong content. Others they used only in a negative
2

sense: daimon , for example, which the Greeks regarded as both good and bad.

Finally, the New Testament writers showed courage in using the vocabu-

lary that best suited their purposes. They dared to use the term

euangelion (gospel) even though it meant putting it against the euangelion

of the divine Emperor, who was worshipped as the incarnation of the empire.

For the sake of communication, they ran the risk of being misunderstood,

of seeing the message perverted. They struck a breathtaking balance between

conservation and adaptability, between safeguarding the unique content of

the gospel and establishing genuine lines of communication with men of other

faiths. This flexible approach in the communication was effective in

terms of results. In terms of mission strategy it implied that the Church

is free to be itself in whatever environment it finds itself.

5. Church Development

Another phase of mission strategy was the development of churches.

On their first missionary journey, Paul and Barnabas made disciples in

various cities as far as Derbe, then retraced their steps through Lystra,

Iconium, and Antioch, "strengthening the sould of the disciples, (and) ex-

horting them to continue in the faith." He and Barnabas also appointed
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elders for them in each congregation, and with prayer and fasting committed

them to the Lord in whom they had put their faith." Whether the appoint-

ment of elders was merely a recognition of their leadership gifts or a more

formal ordination is unclear. Paul and Barnabas had received a similar
225

appointment for their work from the prophets and teachers at Antioch.

Continuing his missionary Journeys, Paul usually stayed a few months in

each city, though he remained in Corinth for a year and a half and in

Ephesus for three years, probably because they were large, influential

centers. During this period, he laid the groundwork for a continuing
226

church. Evidently he instructed converts in the meaning of baptism,

for his letters assumed this knowledge. He delivered such "traditions"
227

as the resurrection appearances and the significance of the Last Supper.

Though Paul was a master teacher and church planter, he never assumed

that the initial instruction was sufficient. True, he left young churches

in the hands of the Lord and the local leadership. Yet at the same time

he kept in touch with them through frequent correspondence and trusted

assistants such as Silas and Timothy. Whenever possible, he visited the

churches in person. Whenever necessary, he exercised his authority as an

apostle, though he would approach the churches as a concerned father rather

22fi
than as an absolute master. He gave special attention to the leaders, as

seen in his impassioned speech to the elders at Ephesus and his practical

229
letters to Timothy and Titus

.

Paul commended the Thessalonians for spreading the faith throughout

230 ... • •

Macedonia and Achaia. * He praised the Philippians for supplying his

231
financial needs on a continuing basis. The development of churches,

it seems, was both an objective to be achieved and a strategy for

achieving the purpose of the mission.

Evangelistic Methods . The New Testament missionaries spread the gospel

by every worthy method available to them. These included:

1. Public Meetings

The early missionaries took advantage of the opennes of the synagogues

to preach to Jews and godfearing Gentiles. It was customary for visitors

or members of the congregation to be asked to read the Scripture or deliver
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the exposition. At Antioch in Pisidia. for example, Paul delivered a model

missionary sermon to the congregation in the synagogue. He showed wisdom

and tact in respecting the sensibilities of his audience without compromising

232
the truth of his message.

The missionaries also followed the well-established custom of preaching
233 •

in the open air—in courtyards, open fields, river banks, and market places.

They took advantage of the opportunities afforded them by the crowds

which gathered to attend such Spirit-led events as Pentecost and the cure

^ m 1
234

of the lame man at the Beautiful Gate of the Temple. Unplanned events

sometimes provided a rich harvest in the providence of God.

During his three-year stay in Ephesus, Paul took over the lecture

hall of Tyrannus. He lectured daily from 11 a.m. to h p.m., overcoming

the siesta obstacle by the sheer force of his presentation. He made full

use of his intellectual equipment, combining the qualities of teaching and

^35
preaching.

Household Evangelism. The early missionaries used homes for spreading

the gospel, including those of Jason at Thessalonica, Titius Justus at

Corinth, Philip at Caesarea, Lydia and the jailor at Philippi, and

Stephanas at Corinth. Prisca and Aquila were especially noted for "the

church in their house". The household was the basic institution both

in Israel and in Graeco-Roman society. Since the head of the household,

the father, held undisputed sway over the members, to convert Cornelius

and the Philippian jailor was to convert their households also.

According to the Book of Acts, homes were used for prayer meetings,

daily teaching and preaching, evangelistic services, in-service training

for upgrading one's ministry, all-night instruction and fellowship, and

entertainment of traveling evangelists . In Ephesus, Paul taught from

house to house; in Rome, while living in his own house under guard, he

. .. 239
preached Christ to all who came to visit him.

3. Personal Witnessing

In the New Testament period, individuals led other individuals to

Christ. Andrew brought his brother Simon to Jesus. Philip brought

Nathanel?^^ Another Philip, one of the Seven, witnessed to the Ethiopian
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241
eunuch and baptized him. These positive, aggressive encounters often

produced a lasting, personal relationship. Paul, regarding himself as

father to those whom he had led into the faith, sought to keep in touch

242
with them and encourage them in Christian living.

1.122 4. Written Testimony

While most of the early believers witnessed orally, a few who had the

talent used the power of the pen. In trying to present a wholly unique ex-

perience, these writers invented a new literary form which we know as the

Gospels. A Gospel is a testimony of faith, or rather a collection of

testimonies, designed to present the claims of Christ and lead readers to

243
faith in him.

1.123 John wrote his Gospel "that you may believe that Jesus is the Christ,
244

the Son of God, and that believing you may have life in his name". Mark

and Luke obviously had a similar evangelistic purpose, though they did not

state it as John did. Matthew alone among the evangelists wrote more for

insiders than outsiders, though he eventually made a major contribution to

the missionary movement with his forceful statement of the Great Commission.

Luke supplemented his Gospel with the Acts, which continued his major theme

of salvation and also documented the missionary thrust of the early church.

1.124 These writers, particularly Luke, wrote with such love and tact that

the Gospels proved to be far more effective for evangelism than the
245

apologetic writings that followed in the second and third centuries.
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INTRODUCTION

2.1 Nothing is more basic to long-range planning than a

comprehensive understanding of what has happened up to the

present. "Those who cannot remember the past," said George

Santayana, "are condemned to repeat it." Lamartine was more

positive when he said, "History teaches everything including

the future."^

2.2 Missionaries can learn history best by sifting the evidence,

old and new, and then writing it afresh in the light of their

own experience. What they produce will be a subjective account,

written from a specific, limited perspective, but all written

history is subjective. Missionaries do well to form their own

judgments rather than merely acquiesce in the judgments of

others

.

2.3 In writing history, of course, missionaries run the risk of

making mistakes, both factual and judgmental, as do the profes-

sional historians. Yet a work containing errors may make a

significant contribution to man’s knowledge. This is true of

Kenneth Scott Latourette’s History of Japan ,
in which the

Baptist historian dared to pass judgment in areas where more

accurate historians like Edwin Reischaeur kept silent.

2.4 A large segment of the Mission’s historical background

appeared in Section One, for the Bible itself is history. It

traces what happened in ancient Israel and the early church

and focuses on those events through which God revealed himself

to man. It shows that God’s saving acts, which climax in the

incarnation, death, and resurrection of Christ, took place in

human history.- The Bible is a record of God’s mission breaking

into that history and initiating its transformation through a

program of missions.
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2.5 Since Biblical times, God has continued to work out his

will and purpose for mankind. The progressive expansion of

Christianity, like the progressive revelation in the Bible,

has been marked by peaks and valleys along the way. Latourette

described this phenomenon as an ascending spiral with a cyclic

pattern of advance followed by recession. This figure also

describes the uneven development of mission strategy, the focus

of the narrative that follows.

DEVELOPMENT OF CHRISTIAN MISSIONS

Conversion of the Roman Empire (to 500 A.D. )

2.6 From the historical point of view, Christianity started

at the right time and the right place to become a world religion.

If Jesus had been born a half century earlier, some scholars
3

say, the spread of Christianity would have been inconceivable.

The enforcement of the Roman peace; the spread of the Greek

language; the missionary activity of the Jews; the trend toward

monotheism in Graeco-Roman religions and philosophies; the

popularity of the mystery faiths—these and other factors helped

to give Christianity such a good start that it suffered no

major setback during the first five centuries. "Never before

in the history of the race," said Latourette, "had conditions

been so favorable for the acceptance of any one faith by so

4
large a proportion of mankind."

2.7 Yet more than favorable conditions were necessary for the

spread of the new faith. Christians had to seize opportunities;

they had to execute a program of action. The New Testament is

witness to their aggressive strategy.

2.8 The momentum and direction of the New Testament church

burst into the second and third centuries. Itinerating
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missionaries or "apostles" continued to preach the gospel.

Laymen in increasingly large numbers spread the faith as they

traveled throughout the empire on business. In a new development,

bishops became responsible for evangelizing the cities or

territories under their jurisdiction, and it was in these organized

bishoprics that the church grew most rapidly. "It was not an

individual matter but a group responsibility," said Edmund Soper,

"and not until the group functioned as a group under competent

leadership and strict authority did the church make progress."^

2.9 As seen in the writings of the Apologists, the motives for

spreading the faith were much the same as those expressed in the

New Testament. Missionaries were impelled by a sense of devotion

and duty to Christ and concern for the lost. Travelling

evangelists claimed a divine call. Irenaeus, a missionary to

Gaul, once quoted the Great Commission in a passage about the

Spirit*s descent upon the church.^

2.10 Missionary strategy also followed the New Testament pattern.

Missionaries, following the example of Paul*s urban strategy,

had made converts in all the main cities of the empire by the

end of the third century. The villages were largely untouched,

but the urban Christains made up about ten per cent of the total

population. Then in the fourth century, the gospel overflowed

from the cities into the countryside,^

2.11 The strategy of cultural accommodation was continued and

expanded. Apologists made use of Greek philosophy to explain

Christian concepts, but like Paul, they refused to compromise

with idolatry. The missionaries who carried the gospel beyond

the borders of the empire took a similar approach. They converted

pagan shrines, festivals, and customs to Christian usage but

8
destroyed idols ruthlessly.
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2.12
based on Paul*s approach to

2.13

2.14

Still another strategy was

influential people as a means of reaching the masses. Men of

the caliber of Justin, Clement, Origen. and Tertullian sought

to convert the intellectuals and magisterial class. Gregory

the Illuminator was the first to win a king: Tiridates ,
ruler

of Armenia. The Armenian aristocracy accepted the king*s new

faith, and then the whole nation become Christian. The potential

dangers in this method became most apparent when Constantine,

allegedly converted through a vision, made Christianity the state

religion of the Roman Empire. A radical change—much of it

for the worse—took place in the church's outlook and methods.

Missions, along with the settled ministry, become more professional,

and from the year 398, laymen were formally prohibited from

preaching. Individual conversion was largely replaced by group

conversion, with the result that masses of pagans came into the

^ 10
church without a genuine change xn character.

Conversion of Europe and Witness to Asia (500 - 1500)

Early in this period, Islam, the first major threat to

the Christain faith, arose and eliminated or slowly strangled

the churches in North Africa and parts of southeast Asia. Yet

during the same years ,
Celtic monks advanced the faith into

northern and central Europe, and Nestorians entered China and

Japan. Later in this period, Russia was Christianized.

This period saw the rise of monasteries, the forerunners

of Protestant missionary societies. The monks that they trained

and sent out were the chief agents of missionary expansion until

the rise of Protestant missions. The Nestorians supplemented

their monastic system with a Bible school, so that trained

merchants also spread the faith throughout Asia.
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2.16

2.17

2.18

Boniface, an eighth-century English missionary to the

Germans, is credited with the first well-developed strategy

in the history of missions. He made converts, founded monasteries,

and established schools that taught, among other things,

agriculture, grazing, and domestic arts. He recruited clergy

from among the German converts and brought teaching nuns from

England—the first time that women were formally enlisted in

mission work. Boniface sent regular reports and requests to

the home church in England and even discussed mission strategy

with officials there. In return, the home church supported
13

him with personnel, money, supplies, and prayer.

The missionaries concentrated their efforts mainly on the

rulers, and the converted rulers—Charlemagne, for instance

Christianized their own and other peoples by coercive methods.

Though such methods are foreign to the New Testament, the fact

remains, as Soper pointed out, "that there is no people which

today is looked upon as Christian, whether it be Protestant

or Orthodox or Roman Catholic, which did not become Christian

during this period and in this way."

Some missionaries, however, continued to demonstrate that

coercion was unnecessary. Francis of Assisi preached in love

and peace, and Raymond Lull, "the fool of love, persuaded men

by skillful use of reason and debate. Their ministries helped

in a small way to offset the scandal of the Crusades.

Nestorian immigrants from China reached Japan possibly

as early as the sixth century but disappeared as a distinct

community by the ninth century. They apparently were absorbed

by Buddhist sects as a result of their policy of extreme cultural

accommodation. Several Buddhist sects in Japan show this early

Christian influence in their observance of baptismal rites and

, 15
their practice of prayer.
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In the thirteenth century. Kublai Khan, whose mother was

a Nestorian, offered Christianity one of its most strategic

opportunities in history. He aske'd the Pope to "send one hundred

learned men to instruct the people in western knowledge and in

the Christian religion. The Pope failed to respond, however,

and when Kublai Khan died in Peking twenty-five years later, he

had seen the face of not more than one out of the hundred

missionaries he had requested.

Into All the World : (1500 -)

When the Pope formally divided the non-Christian lands

between the crowns of Spain and Portugal, he obligated those

monarchs to evangelize the peoples under their rule. This made

missions a function of government. France likewise undertook to

evangelize its colonies. So for the first time, Christianity

18
became a worldwide religion.

The Portuguese did little to carry out the Pope's orders

in India and the Far East, but they did create a lower-class

Christian community in Brazil. The Spanish, working in Central

and South America, developed an effective policy of preserving,

civilizing, and Christianizing the Indians under their control.

Yet they made no serious attempt to build up an indigenous

ministry—a serious defect that has never been fully remedied.

The French, using a different strategy in North Africa, left

Indian civilization Intact and did the necessary adapting

themselves. The missionaries lived in the villages, preaching,

teaching, and baptizing, though with little lasting success.

The Indian tribes, often inflamed with white man's fire-water,

continued to war against one another and killed many of the

missionaries. French missionaries fared better in Indo-China.

There Alexander de Rhodes developed a new strategy of training^^

native lay evangelists, who in turn won thousands of converts.
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2.23

2.24

2.25

The most innovative missionaries of this period were the

Jesuits. Their order, the militia-like Society of Jesus, required

unswerving obedience to the Pope and unstinting effort to convert

the pagan world. Francis Xavier, a master organizer and strategist,

embarked on his missionary journeys with authority from both the

Pope and the King of Portugal. He aimed to convert nations,

not individuals; his strategy was to start with rulers and

20
precipitate people movements.

After reaching Japan in 1549, Xavier concentrated his efforts

on the nobility but met with little success. After more than a

year he learned that he was ridiculed and despised mainly because

of his tattered cotton garments and humble appearance. Changing

to fine clothes, he approached the powerful daimyo of Yamaguchi

with official credentials and precious gifts, and was granted

an unused temple as well as formal recognition for his ministry.

. . j 21
People then flocked to hear him, and hundreds were baptized.

Xavier’s successors, under the leadership of Alessandro

Valignani, lived in Japanese houses, wore Japanese clothing,

and followed local customs. They published large quantities of

literature and established schools, seminaries, and hospitals.

They adapted their message to the indigenous culture and Introduced

Latin terms only when Japanese equivalents proved to be a

stumbling block. So successful was their strategy that by the

early seventeenth century, the number of Christians had risen

to 300,000—1.5 per cent of the population. Only the cruel,

repressive policy of the Tokugawa regime succeeded in bringing

22
this rapid growth to a halt.

Was the "Christian Century" a blessing to Japan or was it

a curse? On the plus side, the missionaries set a new and

higher standard for helping orphans, widows, lepers, released
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prisoners, the sick, and the poor. They raised the status of

women and children and strengthened marriage and the sense of

community. By introducing Western science and technology,

they set in motion the process of modernization. Most Important,

perhaps, they inculcated a widespread belief in one God and

thereby Influenced the founders of several theistic faiths.

These include Toju Nakae ,
founder of Japan*s Wang Yang-ming

Confucianism (from which many Protestant converts later came);

Atsutane Hirata, who developed a theistic school of Shinto;

and the nineteenth century founders of Tenrikyo, Konkokyo, and

- 23
Omotokyo

.

On the minus side, Christianity was branded an "evil

religion" in the consciousness of the majority of the Japanese

people. Numerous anti-Christian books were written and widely

circulated. As in the first century, Christians were accused of

cannibalism and infanticide, and stories of their alleged crimes

were passed down from generation to generation. In the nineteenth

century, the Japanese instinctively put their hand to their throat

when Christianity was mentioned. Even today, a residual aversion

to Christianity continues to hinder the communication of the

1
24

gospel.

After the Reformation, Protestant missions developed very slowly,

partly because the Reformers believed that the church had no

responsibility for pagans outside the boundaries of Christendom.

When the Puritans came to America, however, they brought the Indians

into their expanded borders and therefore became obligated to

evangelize them. Paced by John Eliot, the "first evangelical mis-

sionary," they sought to convert the Indians individually and develop

in each one the faith and character of an English Puritan. To

accomplish this objective, the Puritans gradually adopted a three-

fold strategy of evangelizing through preaching and teaching, gathering

the converts into Congregationalist churches, and establishing
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Christian towns to protect the converts from bad influences. In

these towns—each built around a church and a school house—mis-

sionaries gave the Indians a well-rounded education together with

religious instruction and trained many to be pastors and teachers.

Boarding schools were introduced to further protect young people

. t. u 25
from heathen ways.

Probably the first truly foreign missionaries in Protestantism

were the German Pietists of the Danish-Ualle Mission. Working in

India from 1705, they stressed worship, preaching, catechization

,

education, translation work, the production of vernacular literature,

and—somewhat later—medical work. Obviously, they were ahead of

their time in mission strategy. Beginning in 1734, Moravian mis-

sionaries, under the direction of Count Zinzendorf, took the gospel

to despised and neglected peoples (ironically, their prize convert

was an Oxford graduate—John Wesley) . Their strategy was to tell

the simple story of God*s love and reconciliation through Christ,

and to gather into fellowship those who believed the gospel. If

there were no converts, they were to go elsewhere, but actually they

showed remarkable staying power. These missionaries supported them-

... .26
selves by home crafts and industries.

Although these earlier Protestant efforts were significant

both in their achievements and in the precedents they set for later

missions, a new era in missions—the modern missionary movement

burst on the scene in England in 1792, That year William Carey

published his celebrated pamphlet. An Enquiry^ Obligations

of Christians to ^ Means for tl^ Conversion of ^ Heathen, and

in a passionate sermon challenged the Northamptonshire Baptist

Association to "expect great things from God. attempt great things

for God." His efforts led to the fromation of the Baptist Mis-

sionary Society, the first Protestant organization whose sole purpose

was sending missionaries to non-Christians. Appointed the Society’s

first missionary, Carey sailed for India in 1793. "I will go down
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2.32

into the well," he told his friends upon departure, "if you will

hold the rope at the top."^^ Other societies sprang up, and hundreds

of missionaries, motivated by the Great Commission, traveled along

the routes of Protestant Europe's colonial expansion. Thanks to

the Industrial Revolution, ordinary church members had the means

i,
28

to support the new outreach.

The societies and boards began their work with policies inherited

from the American Indian missions and the Danish-Halle Mission. The

home directors merely would hand a detailed set of instructions

to each missionary when he sailed. Half a century passed before

it was discovered that missionaries on the field could best formulate

policy and strategy, subject to ratification by the board in the

29
homeland

.

In India, the Baptist "Serampore Trio" of Carey, Marshman, and

Ward developed the strategy that was copied and applied in most

areas. Carey, a self-educated genius, set as his objective an

independent church. This required an educated native ministry to

lead it and a literate, Bible-reading laity to sustain it. So he

established elementary schools and a college and launched a wide-

ranging program of Bible translation and publication work that

included vernacular newspapers and magazines. The Trio also worked

for social reform, pressuring government and religious leaders until

suttee, temple prostitution, and other evils were abolished. They

devoted much scholarly research to Hinduism as well as to mission

30
Strategy.

Gradually, however, Protestant missions in various countries

fell into a pattern of vast mission stations where the converts

gathered and worked for the missionaries as servants, teachers, and

evangelists. Often rejected by their family and society, the converts

came to depend on the mission for their livelihood. Thus developed

the crippling practice of paying Christians to do the church work

31
they should have done voluntarily

.
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2.44

By the end of the nineteenth century, a second great strategic

objective had been added to the three-self formula of Venn and

Anderson. This objective was the leavening and transforming of

society, especially through the influence of Christian institutions.

This new emphasis came partly out of the impact on American theology

of social Darwinism with its doctrine of inevitable progress. In

mission thinking, the old idea of calling out a people for God's

name gave way to a new eschatology: the kingdom would come on e; rth

39
through Christian efforts.

Ironically, there developed at the same time an ecclesiastical

variant of "the white man's burden." Africans and Asians came to

be regarded as inferior in leadership qualities and unable to lun
•

their own churches. "At the turn of the century,' says Pierce Beaver,

„40
"all missions were paternalist and colonialist.

Until the World Missionary Conference at Edinburgh in 1910,

Protestant mission strategy generally had a threefold aim: indiv-

idual conversions, church planting, and social transformation.

It sought to achieve these aims through three types of action:

evangelism (including all kinds of church work), education and medicine.

With respect to other religions, the intention was to displace them

41
and convert their adherents.

Since 1910, emphasis has focused on the independence and authoriL.

of the national churches, and more recently, on "partnership in

obedience" among all churches. Terminology that hints at inequality

sending and recieving churches, older and younger churches—has

fallen into disfavor. In general, "mission" has largely replaced

"missions." New methods. Including rural development, urban

industrial work, and mass media communications have come into focus.

Taking an independent course, Roland Allen developed a strategy

for pioneer work that became popular with faith missions especially

after World War II. His strategy was to follow Paul's practice of
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Southern Baptists, after separating from their northern brethren

in 1845 over a number of complex issues, particularly the question

of whether slaveowners were qualified for missionary service, adopted

China as their first mission field. There they followed the strategy

of most other denominational missions in building compounds that

Included a church, school, and missionary residences. T. P. Crawford

of North China insisted that the Board adopt a policy of no financial

support for native workers, church buildings, or schools, but the

Board refused to alter its more flexible approach. Crawford then

initiated the "gospel mission" movement, which called for the abolition

of boards in favor of direct missions support from a church or churches

Several of the missionaries who separated from the Board with Crawford

j 36

had second thoughts later and were reappointed.

Southern Baptists cooperated with other mission boards through

auxiliary services such as Bible societies and in the apportionment

of fields by comity agreement. The main purpose of comity among

Protestant bodies was to stretch available resources and assure the

evangelization of every region. A secondary purpose was to avoid

the confusion and strife of overlapping and competing programs.

The most obvious result was the widespread phenomenon of "denom-

inatlonallsm by geography." Excluded from comity were major cities

and one whole country: Japan. Northern and Southern Baptists entered

into comity agreement for Japan, but separate denominations did

37
not

.

In the 1860s ,
Protestants belatedly adopted Boniface *s policy

of using single women. Since the regular boards and societies

stubbdrnly refused to send unmarried women abroad, church women

in desperation began organizing their own boards. This added a

new dimension to Protestant missions. The single missionaries

educated and liberated women, gave them medical care, and led them

, t.
38

with their children—into the church.
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Unfortunately, an uncontrollable temper hampered his preaching and

colportage work. A rough-and-ready type of missionary, he often

resorted to "man-of-war methods." He fell into serious conflict

with both missionaries and nationals

.

Despite the valiant efforts of the missionaries, only about

twenty-five conversions were made in this first period, mainly

because Christianity was proscribed by law. Not until 1872 was

the first Protestant church organized. By then the nissionaries

had come to believe that a more united effort was required. Repre-

sentatives of the Presbyterian, Reformed, and Congregational Missions

held a convention that year and said in a resolution: "We, as

Protestant missionaries, desire to secure uniformity in our modes

and methods of evangelization so as to avoid as far as possible the

evil arising from marked differences."'^® However, denominationallsm

. . 49
continued, much to the distress of Japanese Christians.

Period of_ Rapid Advance (1873-1889 )

Under pressure from Western governments, Japan in 1873 removed

the notice-boards proscribing Christianity and opened the door for

a large influx of missionaries. The American Baptist Missionary

Union sent its first representative, Dr. Nathan Brown, who though

sixty-six and feeble, wanted to return to Assam. Six years after

arriving in Japan, this astonishing man published the first New^

Testament in Japanese, which he had translated from the Greek.

Two of the most effective Christian witnesses were laymen

employed by government agencies. Captain Leroy L. Janes, a West

Pointer, produced the thirty-five-member Kumamoto Band, which

included such outstanding Christian leaders as Tsurin Kanamori,

DanjS Ebina, andTokio Yokoi.^^ Dr. William S. Clark, president

of Massachusetts Agricultural College, bequeathed the thirty-one-

member Sapporo Band after a stay of only eight months. Out of this

group came KanzS Uchimura, highly revered founder of the Non-Church
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limited missionary engagement by which the Holy Spirit could develop

a church that was spontaneously missionary. Though inspiring and

thought-provoking, Allen’s writings had little application to older

43
fields with churches already set in their ways.

More recently, Donald A. McGavran launched the Church Growth

Movement, which translates conservative theology into a dynamic

missionary axiom: "Concentrate on the responsive elements of society.

Taking issue with the "Christian presence" strategy and other broad

approaches, McGavran insisted on a single focus: the multiplication

of churches. "Right strategy," he said, "can be discerned, learned,

taught, and executed . He has Inspired and directed much scientific

research in methodology.

PROTESTANT MISSIONS IN JAPAN

Period of Legal Ban (1859-1873)

The first Protestant missionaries—six American men entered

Japan in 1859. Four of them. Including Dr. J. C. Hepburn, had

served in China and knew the strategy used there. All were mature

and capable, as were the majority of those who arrived soon after.

"This is the chief reason," says Richard Drummond, "for the extra-

ordinary influence which the Protestant missionaries were able to

exert upon large areas of Japanese life in the last third of the

, ..^3
nineteenth century.

In 1860, the American Baptist Free Mission sent Jonathan Goble,

an ex-marine who had served on Commodore Perry’s flagship. Though

not as highly educated as his immediate predecessors, Goble was

more inventive—witness the jinrikisha. Though snubbed by Hepburn

as unqualified for Bible translation work on grounds of poor

scholarship and Baptist bias, he rendered Matthew into Japanese and

^

got it published despite the ban on Christianity a Protestant first.
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In general, the missionaries instilled the principle of each

congregation supporting its pastor from the free-will offerings

of the members. This pattern may have hindered the growth of churches

not only in the country where there was no money to support a foreign

religion, but even in the cities, for it deterred the emergence of

lay leadership

Meanwhile, the professional Protestant ministers rapidly assumed

responsibilty . In 1884, D. C. Greene warned that "the time during

which you can wisely send missionaries to Japan will soon be over.

He predicted that national Christian leaders would rely on missionaries^

less and less, so that the chance of missionary success would be

"so small- that any man not educated as a specialist would be extremely

foolish to enter into it."^^ In 1872, Dr. Hepburn, noting the

tremendous strides in Japanese medicine, said that he was no longer

needed as a physician. In 1893 he retired to the States saying that

• t

Japan no longer needed foreign evangelists either.

This period of rapid growth reached its peak in the years 1882-

89, when Christianity swept the country like wildfire and the word

"revival" took root in the Japanese language. Protestant church

membership increased six-fold, from about five thousand to thirty

thousand. A few missionaries predicted that the Emperor would emerge

as a new Constantine and the whole nation would be converted within

ten or fifteen years. One young missionary arriving at Yokohama

was told by his seniors, "You're too late to help. Japan is already

, . ,i62
turning to Christ.

Period of Reaction and Retarded Growth C1889-190£)

The wholesale adoption of Western culture in the 1880s, Including

an uncritical acceptance of Christianity, triggered an extreme reaction

Crusading under the banner of "Preserve our national values," conservat

leaders accused the missionaries of being "the cat's paw of foreign

aggression" and branded their religion as bataakus^- "stinks like
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Movement, and Inazo Nitobe, Quaker statesman and educator of inter

52
national stature.

The third group of influencial Christians, the Yokohama Band,

grew out of the work of appointed missionaries. The best known

member of this band, Masahisa Uemura, more than any other Japanese

addressed himself to the problem of missionaries. Though he deeply

respected them, he felt free to criticize missionaries for tempting

the Japanese with money that might be harmful, failing to mingle

directly with the nationals, and setting a poor example by their

intellectual malnutrition and spiritual decay. The older ones who

have done their job well, he said, should be "clothed in brocade

53
and returned to their native villages."

Nearly all the Japanese ministers in this period and thirty

per cent of the church members came from the samurai class, which

made up only five per cent of the population. This was because

the collapse of feudalism in 1868 had left the samurai spiritually

destitute and in need of a master to replace their former feudal

lord. And since the converts came mainly from the clans that had

opposed the Meiji Restoration, Protestantism assumed an anti-

establishment posture. Most of the non-samurai converts were pro-

fessional people, who were attracted to Christianity because of its

cultural assets. Thus the church consisted mainly of the professional
34

bourgeois middle class and the students who fed their ranks.

Among the denominations, only the Quakers adopted the strategy

of going first to the lower classes. They found little response,

"The Quakers ought to have begun with the intellectual classes,

1
13 3

one critic said, "for every movement in Japan is from the top.

At the other extreme, the Unitarians failed with their purely

intellectual approach because they disregarded the intuitive nature

. 56
of Japanese reasoning.
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their graduates to enroll in higher government schools. This made

possible increased enrollments and large capital grants from supporting

missions. In the same year, the missions won the right to own property

• T
69

in Japan.

Japanese church leaders took most of the initiative in promoting

nationwide ,
interdenominational evangelistic campaigns. The

Forward Evangelistic Campaign of 1901-04 reached 300 churches and

reported an attendance of 300,000 with 15,000 inquirers. Following

the 1913 visit of John R. Mott, the Cooperative Campaign of Evangelism

embraced ninety per cent of the Protestant movement. Featuring

more than a hundred well-known speakers, it registered an attendance

of 800,000, with 27,000 inquirers In 1928, Toyohiko Kagawa, who

had gained public notice through social reform work, launched his

Million Souls Movement with the conviction that a nation the size

of Japan urgently required a Christian community of not less than

one million. This campaign merged into the Kingdom of God Movement,

, .. 72
with Kagawa still the central figure.

In the 1930s., missionaries and missions gradually recognized

the priority of Japanese Christian leadership. The Federation of

Christian Missions transferred most of its functions to the National

Christian Council and restructured itself into the Fellowship of

73
Christian Missionaries.

Protestant church membership rose from about 50,000 in 1901

to 242,000 in 1939. After the crisis of the war years, membership

climbed from about 200,000 in 1947 to 700,000 in 1971. With Roman

Catholic and Orthodox believers included, the Christian community
^

passed the one million mark that Kagawa had hoped for in the 1930s.
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rancid butter" (only foreigners ate butter).

Christianity cooled quickly, and church growth faltered.

The Meiji Constitution extended to the populace the excitement

of politics and elections, which detracted from Christian meetings.

The Imperial Rescript on Education, which described the Imperial

Throne as "coeval with heaven and earth," made State Shinto the

official religion of the schools and threw Christian education into

turmoil. The government also plunged into social welfare work^^nd

women’s education, fields formerly monopolized by Christians.

Meanwhile, the Japanese people took careful note of the drunken,

immoral lives of many "Christian" foreigners in Japan, the high-

handed manner in which "Christian" France seized Indochina^ and

eye-witness reports from visitors to "Christian" America. Kanzo

Uchlmura, for example, reported his shock at finding that most people

in the United States were different from the few missionaries he had

met. The God that Americans worshipped, he said, was the Almighty

Dollar, and the "Jesus Christ" they used in daily conversation was

only a swear word.^^ Missionary C. S. Eby tried to explain the problem.

"America is not a Christian nation," he said. "There are no Christian

nations"^^—words that Billy Graham repeated seven decades later

in the Tokyo Crusade.

Period of Growing Maturity (1900- )

To launch the new century in 1900, more than four hundred

missionaries gathered in Tokyo for an eight -day conference. They

enthusiastically discussed various strategies for winning Japan

to Christ but paid little attention to the role of Japanese Christians.

They determined to renew their efforts particularly in literature

68
evangelism and Christian education.

In 1901 the government recognized Christian schools to the

extent of granting draft deferment to their students and permitting
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80
missionaries, and then moved on to Kobe for language study. A

minor crisis the next year led to a change in the comity agreement

between the two groups. Dr. H. H. Rhees , the senior Northern Baptist

missionary, returned to the States, leaving his heavy responsibilities

with a young colleague who had started a mission in Osaka. McCollum

volunteered to take over the work in Osaka, and in consultation

with Dr. Henry Mabie, ABMU Secretary-elect who was then visiting

in Japan, agreement was reached that Osaka would become a Southern

Baptist station. The McCollums moved as soon as possible, but the

Brunsons remained in Kobe because of a teaching commitment at a

1 81
government school.

In 1891, when the Hheeses returned from furlough, they objected

to having Southern Baptists in central Japan while Kyushu lay

neglected. The missionaries discussed the matter anew and consulted

with their Boards. The formal decision: Southern Baptists would

work in Kyushu. After returning to Kobe temporarily, the McCollums
„82

followed the Brunsons to Kokura "under stress of circumstances.

Northern Baptists had laid the foundation for the work in Kyushu.

They maintained one of their best staffed and equipped stations in

Yamaguchi Prefecture, just across the straits from Moji. One mis-

sionary had conducted regular home meetings in Wakamatsu. Mutsuo

Goto, a Baptist pastor, had been at work for a year in Kokura when

Brunson arrived with the result that Southern Baptists inherited

a mission there with twenty-five members. After working with Brunson

83
and McCollum, Goto pioneered with W. H. Clarke in Kumamoto.

Tetsuya Kawakatsu, first and greatest of the Northern Baptist pastors

(he was the stylist for Nathan Brown

’

s New Testament), came to Fukuoka

on loan for one year to assist E. N. Walne, but he decided to work

with Southern Baptists permanently. In his remarkable ministry,

Kawakatsu led many to Christ, including Yugoro Chiba, first president

. 84
of the Fukuoka seminary.
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Prewar Period (1889-1941 )

Southern Baptists* first missionaries to Japan were appointed

in 1860, only one year after its opening to Protestant missions.

But they never reached the field. The John Q. A. Rohrers were lost

at sea. and the J. L. Johnsons and Crawford H. Toy were prevented

from sailing by the Civil War.^^

The War was followed by long years of reconstruction and

financial stress that made it difficult for Southern Baptists to

support their existing fields, much less enter a new one. Not until

1888, after persistant prodding by Matthew T. Yates of China, was

the Board ready to unshelve its long-standing plan to enter Japan.

The Convention report that year pointed out that Japan was""so

situated geographically as to afford the most valuable strategic

territory for the boundless regions beyond. It further recognized

the duty of helping Northern and English Baptists who already were

at work there. The "feeble Baptist force" of 31 missionaries and

692 members, said Board Secretary R. A. Tupper, stood at "fearful

odds" against the Pedo-Baptist consolidations, which totaled 383

missionaries and 11,305 members. He feared that the disparity

would greatly increase, giving "a vast preponderance against views

. 1
1

7

8
and doctrines of inestimable importance.

The Board reached an understanding with the American Baptist

Missionary Union that Southern Baptists would work to the south

and west of Kobe. The exact location was to be decided after their

language study, when they would be "better prepared, with counsel

from the Board, to make a settlement judicious and satisfactory to

79
all concerned."

In 1889, the J. W. McCollums and J. H. Brunsons arrived in

Yokohama, where they were warmly received by the Northern Baptist
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In the same year, 1903, the Seinan Bukai (Southwestern Association)

was organized with seven churches and three missions. This association

was a fraternal, consultative body with no administrative functions,

since the Mission assumed full responsibility for operations. A

little later, the Mission authorized a Standing Committee with three

members each from the Mission and Association to advise on, and

sometimes act on, matters pertaining to Japanese nationals and

90
cooperation with the churches.

Meanwhile, Northern Baptists became unable to staff their south-

western work because of heavy personnel losses due to health, and

Southern Baptists wanted a larger field in Japan. Negotiations

between the two Boards in 1907-08 resulted in the Northern Board

transferring its work in Yamaguchi and Hiroshima Prefectures to

Southern Baptists and recognizing their right to enter Shikoku.

The churches involved, handicapped by their isolation from other

Northern Baptist churches, stood to benefit from the new associatior

with their close Baptist neighbors. The Southern Mission paid

$33,800 for the church buildings, schools, and mission residences

91
in Shimonoseki and Chofu.

After years of giving informal training to pastors or sending

them to the Northern Baptist seminary in Yokohama, the Southern

Mission in 1907 opened a seminary in Fukuoka. The next year, the

two Associations held their first joint Convention, known as the

Nihon Baputesuto Kum^. This was the beginning of serious efforts

for Baptist cooperation on a nationwide scale.

At a joint Mission Meeting in 1909, the two Baptist groups

voted to establish a seminary in Tokyo that would replace the separate

schools at Yokohama and Fukuoka. The Boards were asked^to provide

$50,000 on a fifty-fifty basis for land and buildings. Reported

C. K. Harrington of the Northern Mission: "This union of the

seminaries, and the removal of all territorial lines, making the
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.UanUs to t.ese bo.rowed foundations, t.e

pioneers made a good record in their first decade o

in comparative statistics on church membership.

Southern Baptists^

1891
1894
1897

1900

30

45

60

75

All Protestants

31,360
35,534
36,207
37,068

87

J nlaces the missionaries preached and

Using rented homes and meeting p .

taught both in Japanese and English. They devoted many hours a

L Lstructing pastors and evangelists, during the Sino^

War of 1894-95 (and later in the Russo-Japanese War

they witnessed in military camps and hospitals. "We
„

ourselves strictly to evangelistic work," said Walne. « po

McCollum added, "is building self-supporting churches.

in an address to the 1900 Missionary Conference in Tokyo,

Hct-ir <?trateKv: CD preach the gospel

McCollum summed up his evangelistic strategy
. ,

. . .

not confusing it with western civilization,

1„ ,n «posltot, .ay, not confusing
uve the gosp. 1

(2 ) CO., in olo.. contact .1th the p.opl.f «n<l

gatahllahlng p.r.anent voth „a. ettt.n.ly difficult tot land-

lord. .ould rent th.lr hulldlng. only te.pot.rily if « a .

ordinance, prohibited Christian -ctlng pl.c

,„..t door, and .Indo.s open let passersby -top and listen. Pub

.chool teacher, pressured their pupils not to attend Sunday

in 1,00 the southern Baptist .l..lonarie.-f our couples-org.nlaed

th,..el,e. into a Kls.lo, at Pukuoha. hatha. Maynard .
no.inat.d

by Mccollu., .as elected chalrn.n, and Main. ™s chose, to dr. t

the constitution. HcCollu. and Maine, the language co»itte.. fir

.aanlned each other. Three year, later^the Mission beca.e a luridieal

person with authority to own property.
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"is one cause of our lack of progress. . . , The day of small men, poorly

equipped, is over in Japan." Increasingly, the missionaries also

recognized educational work as an effective method of evangelism.

They envied the work done by other denominations. In fact, Mission

schools had become so much a part of the educational scene that the

Fukuoka community, suffering from a shortage of schools, began urging

the Southern Baptist Mission to respond to the need. The Mission

renewed its request for Board approval and won a promise of $30,000

for capital funds. At length, in 1916, Seinan Gakuin Academy opened

with 105 boys enrolled. The night school continued with 75 students.

Meanwhile, the joint seminary in Tokyo recognized Meiji Gakuin

as its preparatory school without consulting with the Southern Missior>,

which had gone on record against such a move. The Southerners were

concerned that Baptist policy was being overly influenced by Presbyterian

and Reformed views. They also objected to the great distance that

separated the seminary from their field, since the students from

t. t.
101

Kyushu were unable to preach in their own churches.

In 1917, the Mission voted to discontinue the seminary relationship

the following year since the two boards had different policies as to

cooperation with non-Baptist bodies. The Southern Board had decided

"not to co-operate with other denominations in Theological Education

on the foreign field." The two groups not only closed their joint

seminary in 1918, they scaled down the annual joint Convention to

102
a Triennial Convention.

In the same year, the Koishikawa Church in Tokyo voted unanimously

to stay with the Southern group. The Mission in turn decided to add

to the church a student hostel and missionary residence. When Board

Secretary J. F. Love visited Japan in the fall, he asserted,

"Southern Baptists have the right to work anywhere in the Empire."

The Clarkes were transferred to Tokyo the next year.
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whole of Japan the field for both missions, will aid greatly in

unifying the work.." He also mentioned "the adoption of a uniform
^

policy in dealing with the Japanese churches and Christian workers.

It is doubtful that the Southern Mission understood the agreement

to be so far-reaching.

The joint seminary opened in 1910 with Dr. Chiba, president

of the Fukuoka seminary, as dean, and G. W. Bouldin as Southern

Bantist missionary representative on the faculty. Each side had

95
equal representation on the Board of Trustees.

Although the Southern missionaries had seen the need for a

seminary from the early years, they had shown less enthusiasm for

general educational work. At the Baptist Annual Conference in 1896,

McCollum had expressed the prevailing view: "Organize Christian

schools when we have a Christian constituency who want them, not

bef ore."^^

By 1909, however, the Mission thought the time had come to

start educational work. It asked the Board for permission to open

a boys* school in the fall of 1910, using the Fukuoka seminary

buildings that would be left vacant from the seminary *s move to

Tokyo. Replied the Board: "We do not think it best to take up

academic and collegiate work in Japan.

In 1911, in a compromise approach, the Mission opened a night

school with 120 students. Three objectives were indicated: (1) to

put the vacant seminary property to good use; (2) to provide pre-

seminary training for pastors; and (3) to provide a shielded school

atmosphere for children of Christians in the area. The Association

98
then had 10 churches and 535 Christians.

The Mission continued to fedl that a day chool for boys was

essential. "The inefficiency of some of our workers," it reported,
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Southern Baptist missionaries participated in the Conference of

Federated Missions on an individual basis and occasionally served

as officers.

The Convention revised its constitution in 1926 to enlarge the

authority of the annual meeting and to set up various committees

with more administrative responsibility. Further revisions in 1933

raised the Convention to a position of equality with the Mission.

The Executive Commitee, composed of seven Japanese and five missionaries,

was given authority over the evangelistic work, including the management

of funds.

In the early years of Seinan Gakuin and Seinan Jo Gakuin, mis-

sionaries served each school as principal and made up two-thirds

of the trustees. When the schools became juridical persons, mis-

sionary representation on the trustees was reduced to one-half,

and in 1939, under government pressure, to zero.

The Mission had owned all church property since 1903, when it

became a juridical person. In 1926 it offered to sell the property

to the churches on liberal terms, but no church accepted the offer.

From 1934 it allowed Japanese to serve jointly with missionaries

as trustees of the juridical person, and in 1939, under governmental

pressure, it surrendered control of the juridical person, including

, . Ill
property ownership.

In summary, Southern Baptist work moved through three stages:

Mission-centric stage (1889-1933); Mission-Convention parity stage

(1933-1939) ;
and Convention-centric stage (1939- )

•

After fifty years of work, the Mission reported 2,700 church

members. Compared with 50,000 Methodists or 55,000 Presbyterians,

the number seems small. But Southern Baptists entered the field rela-

tively late, and then they failed to see the urgency of educational

evangelism. They attracted few outstanding leaders. Although a
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Afterward, the Board advised that the Mission was free to assign

missionaries anywhere but that it would be wise not to enter any

field already manned unless the other Baptists requested assistance.

Evidently, the Board still considered it a questionable practice

to duplicate the efforts of other Baptist groups and risk offending

them

.

The Mission founded Seinan Jo Gakuin in 1922 with three objectives:

(1) to provide education for girls not reached by government-sponsored

schools; (2) to train workers for churches and kindergartens; (3) to

reach homes with the gospel. The school opened with 96 girls

selected by examination from 160 applicants, and developed into a

five-year Higher School.

Other Mission programs of work included a Good Will Center in

Tobata, an extensive literature ministry centering in Fukuoka and

Shimonoseki, and church development throughout the Mission's territory.

Like the school programs, these depended on the availability of

funds from the Board, which often was unable to meet the Mission's

106
requests

.

Japanese Baptists took a first step toward autonomy in 1918

when the Southwestern Association reorganized itself and took a new

name: Nihon Baputesuto Seibu Kumiai (Japan Baptist Western Convention).

The new constitution, written by a committee that included J. H.

Rowe and Bouldin, recognized all missionaries as voting messengers

at the annual conventions. It allowed each church two messengers

for the first ten members and one for each additional ten members.

It further empowered the Executive Commitee to negotiate with the

Mission.

When the National Christian Council was formed in 1923, the

Convention joined, and thereafter it sent representatives to each

annual meeting. The Mission voted not to participate. However,
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Postwar Period (1945-
)_

Southern Baptist mission work in Jpan was reestablished during the

Allied Occupation of 1945-52. The first contacts with Japanese Baptists

were made through chaplains and other American military personnel.

Early in 1946, through the good offices of a chaplain. Pastor Kiyoki

Yuya of the Mejiro Church in Tokyo sent a letter to Secretary Rankin

with six requests to the Foreign Mission Board: (1) reopen the seminary,

either separately in Fukuoka or jointly with Northern Baptists in

Tokyo; (2) send missionaries, including seminary teachers; (3) send

missionary doctors and nurses, and establish a hospital and sanitarium;

(4) establish a school to train Christian nurses; (5) send agricultural

missionaries to give spiritual training, which farm youth , formerly

received from the Army; (6) let Japanese Baptists share in the work, to

avoid becoming too dependent on outside aid.^^® Dr. Rankin expressed

appreciation for the suggestions and promised to study them. “Nothing

can break the bonds of fellowship," he said, "which join us with each

119
other as fellow Christians."

Edwin Dozier arrived in Japan in October. After a brief visit

with Pastor Yuya, he went to Fukuoka to renew fellowship with Baptist

leaders in Kyushu and explain the Board's intentions, "Southern Baptists

have received God's call to preach the gospel to Japan, he said, and

are, therefore, not waiting on Japanese Christians or non-Christians to

invite us, although we would greatly like to join hands in the work with

our former co-workers." He explained that the Board's aim in Japan

would be to preach Christ, not further a denomination, but that it

could best carry out its aim through denominational missions. Southern

Baptists, he added, were unwilling to cooperate with Japanese Baptists

within the Kyodan. Noting that Northern Baptist missionaries were

urging their churches to stay in the Kyodan, Dozier suggested a single

Baptist Convention that would embrace not only the work of Southern

Baptists but also that of Conservative Baptist missionaries, one of whom

, ,
120

planned to locate in Shinomoseki,
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cumulative total of sixty-four missionaries served in Japan,

many stayed only one term or less. The Mission also made a poor

showing in interpersonal relationships and neglected strategic

planning.

With the passage of the Religious Bodies Law in 1939, it became

apparent that the two Baptist Conventions would have to unite or lose

government recognition, for only those denominations with at least

fifty congregations and five thousand members could qualify. In

January, 1940, they met in joint convention and elected Dr. Chiba as

president. The only missionary present was Edwin Dozier. The joint

seminary opened in Tokyo in April, and Max Garrott joined the faculty.

Later in the year it became evident that the Ministry of

Education would not recognize the Baptist denomination even though it

met the legal qualifications. Under government pressure, the Baptists

became bloc number four in the United Church of Christ (Kyodan)

,

which comprised all Protestant bodies except the larger part of the

Anglican Church and some smaller groups that refused to join. The

Seventh Day Adventist Church, for example, declined to participate and

was later dissolved by government order.H^

The majority of the participating denominations wanted the Kyodan

to be a federation of blocs that allowed considerable autonomy in

creed, mode of worship, and evangelistic work, but the government

required a thoroughly authoritarian structure. Under the Religious

Bodies Law, the head of the Kyodan appointed, disciplined, or dismissed

all clergy, merged or dissolved congregations, and controlled all

- , . . 115 T^a'nt'Hst ctiurcb. polity went into eclipse,
finances and activities . Baptist cnurcu y y

Baptists continued to meet as a group until 1942, when they were

told that bloc organizations would no longer be allowed. The Baptist

Seminary was closed and its facilities turned over to the Women ^s

Training School of the Kyodan.
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Gakuin Into a university, build a separate campus for the seminary, add a

junior college to Seinan Jo Gakuin, , establish a hospital in Kyoto, build a

student center and headquarters building in Tokyo, and erect assembly

buildings at Amagi after Baptist Military Fellowships in Japan had raised

money for the land. The Board also financed the establishment of churches

throughout Japan by providing funds for land, chapel, and pastorium in

each location. It further provided the bulk of the Convention's operating

budget, which included operating subsidies for the institutions also.

The Board adopted a goal of one hundred missionaries for Japan and

reached that goal in 1953, The Mission and Convention jointly developed

a strategy of placing a Japanese evangelistic couple and a missionary

couple in each of the forty-six prefectures. The Convention accomplished

its part of the plan by 1960, but the Mission faltered at the half-way

mark, largely because of the problem of children's schooling in the remote

areas. Where this strategy was carried out, it proved effective.

Missionaries and nationals working together developed churches faster

than either party working separately ,^25

In 1950, when a record twenty-nine missionares swelled the ranks of

the Mission, the first nationwide Pastors' and Missionaries* Conference

was held at Gotemba. The annual (later biannual) conferences proved to

be important forums for discussing the role and work of missionaries , 126

In 1950 and 1951, the Board sent preaching missions to Japan. In 1955

a team of missionaries and nationals conducted music evangelism at Asahigawa,

Sapporo, Otaru and Aomori, In the New Life Movement of 1963, about six hun-

dred preachers, musicians and laymen, mostly from the Baptist General Conven-

tion of Texas, held services in 151 churches and missions and five large audi-
127

toriums. They registered 23,053 decisions. The New Life Movement was in-

tegrated into the Convention's first Five-Year Advance Movement (1960-1964),

which emphasized local church responsibility in starting new missions, steward-

ship training, and surrender to full time Christian service. The challenging

five-year goal of doubling the number of churches and missions was eighty

percent achieved.
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However, Conservative Baptists concentrated their work in the Tohoku

district, and cooperation between the two groups was never realized.

On April 2-3, 1947, Missionary Dozier and twenty-three jnessengers

from sixteen churches met in Fukuoka to organize a new Baptist

Convention, From among several names suggested, the body chose to call

itself the Nihon Baputesuto Remmei (Japan Baptist Convention). It

declared that all Japan would be its field of work, as led by the Holy

Spirit. One reason stated was that this would help conserve members

who moved away from Kyushu.

The Kyodan, free from government control, chose to be a united

church, not a federation of churches. So the Baptist churches that formed

the Convention withdrew, as did a Reformed group, several Holiness

groups, the Salvation Army, the Lutheran Church, and the Anglican

Church, The Northern Baptist churches remained in the Kyodan but

formed a Baptist fellowship known as Shinsej^ Kai, This group in 1951

tried unsuccessfully to have the Kyodan recognize its existence as a

Baptist body working within the Kyodan. The churches then began

withdrawing and laying the groundwork for the Japan Baptist Union,

which was formally organized in 1959.
122

In 1947, General MacArthur, echoing words from the boom

1880s, predicted that Japan would be Christian within ten years.

The Foreign Mission Board’s report took a more realistic stance; Five

years hence when rehabilitation of the nation has progressed satisfactorily

complacency and indifference to the claims of God will set in." Yet the

Board was making far reaching plans. "We are not only prepared, said

Dr. Rankin, "but earnestly desire to project in Japan a much more extensive

missionary undertaking than we have approached in the past. Yet it was

not to be a unilateral undertaking. "We want to do this through Japanese

planning and thinking," he added.

The Board provided massive financial aid for the Convention and its

institutions. It provided the necessary capital funds to expand Seinan
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Missionaries had no funds for evangelism except for a small operating

account available through the Mission. A missionary who needed land and

building for a mission or church placed his request to the Board through

Convention channels. As early as 1955, however, the rapid increase in both

missionaries and pastors widened the gap between supply and demand. To

stretch the available funds, the Convention sharply cut the size of both

land and buildings, but this relieved the tension for only a few years

because of rampant inflation. Some missionaries grew dissatisfied with a

system that placed highly trained missionaries in Japan at great cost and

then failed to provide the tools they needed to do their job.^^®

In the fall of 1963, after the New Life Movement, a called Mission

Meeting faced the problem of a new strategy for Japan, but no decisive

steps were taken. Two missionaries launched into a mimeographed debate

on the role of the missionary. One argued that the Convention was not a

millstone around the Mission’s neck, but a marriage partner with whom the

Mission should willingly forego a measure of freedom for the sake of fruit-

fulness, He called this attitude *' active accommodation," The other argued

for 'positive affirmation" to break out of the Convention's slow approach to

the evangelization of Japan, He urged greater freedom and utility for the

missionaries in direct evangelism and suggested that the Mission engage in

projects neglected by the Convention, including radio and TV mass evan-

gelism, Baptist centers in large cities, and medical evangelism (apart from

the Baptist Hospital)

.

In 1966, the Mission, after extensive consultation with the Convention,

established the Cooperative Advance Program of Evangelistic Operations

(CAPEO) , Under this program, missionaries could obtain capital funds

through the Mission's own budget for a small plot of land and a temporary

building. It was expected that within a few years, a church could be

established that would provide its own meeting place, with or without

Convention aid, so that the Mission’s investment could be recouped for use

elsewhere. Several churches were developed through this program. Members

of other Missions sometimes viewed it with admiration, since they were
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Missionaries served in various capacities. Those assigned to

schools did more than teach: they filled such posts as chancellor,

president, dean, chaplain, and director, of religious activities.

Missionaries served as superintendent, business manager, and chaplain

of the hospital, and as director of the nursing school. Others worked in

the Good Will Center, Student Center, Jordan Press, and various

departments of the Convention. Still others devoted full time to the

Mission office.

The largest group of missionaries were assigned to field evangelism,

in which they filled such posts as pastor, associate pastor, director of

religious education, minister of music, or simply "missionary." They in-

volved themselves in preaching, teaching, visiting, counseling, conducting

clinics, and starting missions. They conducted English Bible Classes or

English classes, at church, home, or outside locations. Some helped in

kindergartens or nursery schools.

Some missionaries worked with English-speaking churches ,
which were

organized, beginning in 1958, to meet the needs primarily of American

military personnel. In general, the Board granted to each of these churches

capital funds for land and building equivalent to those required for

establishing a Japanese church, but with the understanding the the money

would be repaid into the Convention’s Revolving Loan Fund.

To enhance Mission-Convention cooperation, the Mission beean electing

a non-voting liaison member to each Convention committee. This

arrangement helped missionaries and nationals to understand one another’s

position better and provided helpful orientation for a large number of

missionaries. Usually a senior missionary was elected as a voting

member of the. Executive Committee, and occasionally a missionary was

elected to a lesser committee. A joint personnel committe was formed to

expedite the assignment of missionaries. In the Convention itself, the

nationals retained the full control that they had assumed in 1939. The

only regulations imposed from the Mission side were that requests to the

Board for funds had to be channeled through the Mission, and that funds

granted had to be used as designated.
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losing missionaries who felt unable to fulfill their calling within the

1

tight structures of the Japanese church.

From 1970, after the Tokyo Congress of the Baptist World Alliance, the

Convention took definite steps to free itself from financial dependence on

the Board and achieve true autonomy. It made plans to streamline its

organization and program and assume full responsibility for its operating

budget by 1977. This called for a new relationship with the Mission.

The two organizations worked out an agreement by which the Mission would

continue to cooperate with the Convention in pioneer evangelism, church

development, institutions, and other projects, with the Convention assuming

basic responsibility. In addition, the Mission could engage in evangelistic

projects on its own, though it would report to and discuss with the Conven-

tion the substance of each of its projects. Procedures were also worked out

by which the Mission as well as the Convention could provide financial aid

directly to an institution.

The prospects for a new era in Mission-Convention relations were

brightened by developments in other denominations also. In 1971 the Kyodan,

after a two-year study on missionary assignment and work policies (invita-

tions to new missionaries were suspended during this period) ,
announced a

positive attitude toward the missionary's place in Japan and recognized the

need for personnel who were flexible and creative. The Baptist Union

also ended a moratorium on invitations to new missionaries.

In 1972, the Council of Cooperation, which is responsible for the

assignment in Japan of some 275 missionaries from several North American

denominations, reaffirmed the need of missionaries ’both as a witness to

the nature of the church as transcending nation, race and class and as an

implementation of mission in Japan, After a period of dependence and

independence, relations between representatives of the North American

churches on the one hand, and the Kyodan and various institutions on the

other, entered a new age of interdependence, "We need each other,' they

agreed.
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INTRODUCTION

3.1 "Every writer," said Max Lerner, "has not one, but two philosophies

his more or less conscious artistic credo and . . . his often unconscious

vision of life and scheme of values."^ One philosophy directs his work,

the other shapes his life. One is utilitarian and practical; the other

foundational and supportive.

3.2 Every missionary also has these two philosophies. He holds certain

attitudes and ideas that motivate his work and determine his role in

missions. At the same time he leans, somewhat unconsciously, on the

underlying convictions shaped by his total life experience. Because he

deals with spiritual matters, the missionary, far more than the professional

writer, needs to integrate his philosophies into a whole. If he allows

them to diverge too sharply, he suffers tension and loss of efficiency.

3.3 The Mission, a team of missionaries committed to a common task, also

needs to integrate its philosophies. It can operate on the basis of a

common working philosophy that is too vague or superficial to arouse

dissent, but it likely will pay a heavy price in efficiency. It may

dissipate its strength trying to harmonize divergent philosophies that

surface from time to time. The Mission can function best by analyzing

all its constituent philosophies and defining the total philosophy that

underlies its program,

DEFINITIONS

3.4 The following definitions of key terms apply throughout the Program

Base Design,

3^5 Foreign Mission Boa^. The Foreign Mission Board, herein called

"the Board," is the agency of the Southern Baptist Convention entrusted

with the responsibility for overseas evangelism. It includes elected

Board members and a Richmond-based staff. From the Mission's point of

view, the Board is the authority to which the Mission relates through

the Secretary for East Asia,

3 6. Mission and Missions . A mission is a body of persons sent out to

perform a service or carry on an activity. Capitalized, the term means
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3.12 Association and Convention. An association is a district organization

3.13

3.14

3.15

3.16

of independent churches voluntarily joined together for cooperative

missions. In Baptist history, associations preceded conventions by about

two centuries. A convention, a cooperative organization larger than an

association, enables member churches to engage in more extensive mission

enterprises than are possible at the associational level. Convention

sessions are composed of messengers elected by the churches, not the

associations. Traditionally, the associations exist more for fellowsh'.p

and counsel, and the conventions more for the operation of institution

2
and agencies.

’'Convention,” when capitalized, refers to the Japan Baptist

Convention unless the context indicates otherwise. The Convention is

an organization of Baptist churches in Japan that have banded together

for the purpose of cooperative evangelism. Its member churches also

cooperate at the district level in associations.

THEOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES

Religious Authority . The Mission bases its philosophy on divine

authority, God himself is engaged in a mission to reconcile sinful

humanity to himself. All mission activity derives from God's prior

mission, and all authority derives from his supreme authority.

1. Christ said, '‘All authority in heaven and on earth has been

given to me,”^ The eternal Son of God, he became a man and directly

revealed God s loving mission through his life, death, and resurrection.

His command to make disciples of all nations challenges the Mission to

evangelize Japan, and his promise to come again insures that all Japan

will kneel before him,

2, The Holy Spirit, who came upon the church at Pentecost,

continues to empower Christians for the work of missions. Representing

both the Father and the Son, he leads groups and Individuals to under-

stand and bear witness to the truth, and he prepares the hearts of unbelievers

to receive the truth.
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the Japan Baptist Mission, the body of missionaries sent out by the

Board to serve in Japan, not including Okinawa Prefecture. The term

also designates the organization through which these Southern Baptist

missionaries plan, conduct, and evaluate a cooperative program of work.

3.7 Not capitalized, "mission" has several meanings. It may indicate

a groups of Christians who are moving toward formal organization and

recognition as a church. It may refer to a particular Christian

ministry, such as a preaching mission. Or the term may denote a task

or responsibility with which a person or group is charged. More

recently "mission" has become a frequent substitute for "missions."

3.8 Used as a singular noun, "missions" is organized missionary work

in the broadest sense. Some mission leaders object to this term

because it connotes the traditional method by which a few people from

Christian countries carried the gospel to heathen lands. They prefer

the singular form to underscore the new understanding that all God s

people are engaged in the one mission of the church in the one missior

field of the world. But it can be argued that mission is properly

expressed through missions. So this Base Design uses the singular to

designate the idea but retains the plural to designate the enterprise.

39 Church and Churches . In this Base Design, the term church

usually refers to the whole body of Christians in the world or a part

of the world, such as the church in Japan. It is the Christian community,

particularly in its visible form as local churches. The term is also

used to refer to one of these local congregations; the plural form always

indicates local churches,

3,10 When properly modified, as in "Presbyterian Church, the term may

indicate a body of Christians bound together by a common creed or

authority. The expression "Baptist Church" is avoided, however, except

where modified to indicate a local Baptist church. Also avoided is the

use of "church" by itself to mean a church building or church service,

3 11 A local congregation may need to meet certain minimum standards to

qualify for membership in an organization of churches, but it can be a

church with only two members and no formal organization. A church is a

living organism, a cell of believers who together worship God and share

their faith with others.
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3.22

3.23

3.24

3.25

Ecumenical Relations. The Mission recognizes the spiritual unity

of Christ's church and encourages its members to participate in ecumenical

contacts
.
but it makes no formal alignment with any group except the

Convention. Although the Convention belongs to the National Christian

Council, the Mission prefers not to join. The Mission also chooses not to

join the Japan Evangelical Missionary Association, This position of

official neutrality enables its members to play a wider and more effective

mediate role in ecumenical relations than otherwise would be possible.

Some members may choose to join the Fellowship of Christian

Missionaries, while others may prefer the more conservative Japan

Evangelical Missionary Association, Members can contribute much to, and

learn much from, each organization. They also may participate in various

ecumenical and interdenominational conferences and crusades. Al-1 are free

to cooperate with other groups in ways that do not impair their role in the

Mission

.

Local Churches . In keeping with the New Testament and Baptist

tradition, the Mission emphasizes the strategic role of local churches

without slighting denominational organizations or the universal church.

Its purpose focuses on strengthening local churches rather than the

Convention as a whole. However, given the Japanese psychology and the

church traditions that have developed in Japan, the Mission cannot expect

Japanese Baptists to concur in its emphasis on local church autonomy. It

should listen honestly to their views while tactfully sharing its own

views about the purpose and function of the churches

.

Each church should undertake to share Christ with the surrounding

community and ultimately with the whole world, for a church exists by

mission as fire exists by burning. It should strive to develop mature

Christians and apply Christian principles in all of life’s relationships

through worship, witness, education, and ministry. More concret y,

should teach the Bible, win the lost, establish other churches, and develop

members to a higher level of dedication and a more intensive support of

missions
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3.17

3.18

3.19

3.20

3.21

3. The Bible derives its authority from Christ who endorsed and

fulfilled the Old Testament and gave shape to the New, and from the

Holy Spirit^ who inspired the writers and continues to illuminate

they wrote/ The New Testament, the apostolic witness to the historical

work of Christ and the Holy Spirit in the early church, serves as the norm

for the church in every generation,

4. History since Bible times continues the story of God's working

among men. The Holy Spirit speaks again and again through the lessons

of history. And the Bible comes to each person in the light of two

historical factors; his past experience and his present existence.

5. Baptist tradition, forged in response to history under the

authority of Scripture and the Holy Spirit, makes a further claim upon

Baptist missionaries. The Mission stands committed to certain principles

that its spiritual forbears proclaimed: the priesthood of believers, the

competency of the individual soul before God, believer's baptism, and

above all, the lordship of Christ.

Unity and Diversity . The Baptist view of authority leads to a

healthy balance between unity and diversity in theological beliefs.

The recognition of the lordship of Christ and the corporate nature of

believers holds Baptists together in a unity of purpose and a program of

cooperation, and the emphasis on the priesthood and competence of Individual

believers gives rise to a variety of Interpretations of the Bible. Yet

the two emphases, held in tension with one another, guard against rigid

conformity and authoritarianism on the one hand, and extreme individualism

and anarchy on the other. The New Testament itself shows this healthy,

creative tension; it Includes a wide range of beliefs and practices

within a common recognition that Jesus is Lord.

The Mission follows in this tradition. It is unified by a single

purpose; to develop Christian disciples and churches through witness and

ministry. This purpose presupposes the lordship of Christ and the

authority of the Scriptures, Yet the Mission subscribes to no statement

of faith and endorses no particular view of inspiration. While rejoicing

in its spiritual unity, it acknowledges a diversity of theological views

within its membership

»
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3.31

3.32

3.33

3,34

y

ttie universe, So the elements of truth in other religions are intended

to lead people to Christ, This view is widely accepted in Japan, Surveys

here have shown that the majority of Christians, even Protestants, regard

the gospel as the fulfillment of their former religion rather than its

negation,^

Both views make a valid point. The fulfillment theory rightly

emphasizes that the gospel, like gold or silver, must be alloyed with

something other than itself if it is to have any effective use. To

change the figure, the naked gospel cannot be communicated unless it is

clothed with the garments of a particular culture. This means that the

missionary in Japan has to preach the gospel in a language freighted

with Shintoist, Buddhist, and Confucian concepts unless he preaches in

English, and even then the prior religious tradition alters the intended

meaning in the mind of the listener

.

The dalectical view emphasizes that the content of the gospel does

not change, even though it can and must assume different forms. A

missionary should never compromise the gospel’s concern for the ultimate

with the Japanese preoccupation with the relative. While engaging in

genuine dialogue with adherents of other faiths, he must never surrender

the uniqueness of Christ or obscure the light of his truth.

Whatever points of contact or bridges may exist between Christianity

and other religions, the missionary and his attitude are the real key to

evangelistic success with those of other religions. His attitude attracts

or repels people more than the words he speaks. As Kraemer suggested,

the missionary should combine downright intrepidity with genuine humility.

He should boldly proclaim the uniqueness of the gospel while showing deep

respect for, other faiths,

CONDITIONS IN JAPAN

The Mission's philosophy is determined in part by those conditions

In Japan that influence the Mission's work. These can be considered only

briefly.^
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3.26

3.27

3.28

CP

0>

3.29

3.30

Each church should observe the Lord's Supper on a regular basis.

It should baptize new converts as soon as they have shown evidence

genuine faith in Christ. If the church has no pastor, it may designate one

of its members to administer these ordinances. The church is free to

organize itself as it sees fit and to call a pastor or pastors from within

or without its membership. It is also free to develop its own form of

worship and other functions.

In traditional missions terminology, each church should be self-

propagating, self-supporting, self-governing, and self -expressing

.

Though each church is free and independent, all the churches are spiritually

interdependent. They should work together for more effective and more

extensive ministries. They should share their insights and experiences

and develop certain norms to govern true cooperation.

Attitude toward Other Religions . The Mission does not subscribe to

any particular view of other religions. Two extreme positions are the

ultra-conservative view that assails the religions as "positively false

and pernicious" and the syncre^j^tj^ view that accepts them as equally

valid with Christianity. Between these extremes, two moderate views seem

to have Biblical support. The dlalectica^l view, held by many Protestants,

emphasizes the discontinuity between Christianity and other religions.

The ^f illment view, more popular with Catholics, emphasizes continuity.

Hendrik Kraemer, a leading proponent of the dialectical view, said

that the religions are man-made structures of thought and practice. The

most pious adherent of the best sect in the highest religion, he insisted,

must break completely with his old faith in order to become a Christian,

since the Christian gospel is absolutely unique. Kraemer allowed for a

positive though distorted response to God in the religions, but he

emphasized the overwhelming likelihood of a negative response.^

The fulfillment view holds that Christianity fulfills other religions,

not merely the universal aspirations of men, VJhatever is good, true, and

beautiful, wherever it is found, comes from the Holy Spirit. A continous line

runs between the gospel and the seeds of truth that God has sown throughout
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3.40

3.41

3.42

3.43

Convention is moving toward a yen economy in its operating budget, it still

looks to the Board for capital funds. The Board, however, is designating an

increasingly higher percentage of its budget to missionary support, lea'^^ing

proportionately smaller amounts available for caoital fimds throughout the world

Especially affected in Japan is the program of starting new churches. The

combination of rise in land prices and decline in Board subsidy has made it

impossible to buy large lots for churches in strategic locations. So the

Convention needs new ways to develop churches.

The Mission's program is even more seriously affected. Since Japan's

economy likely will continue to outstrin America's in rate of growth, the Board

may find it increasingly costly to maintain the present number of mission-

aries, The Mission must be especially alert to the proper stewardship of

dwindling resources.

Existing churches have much to gain from the nation's prosperity.

Their members have more money to contribute and more time to devote to church

activities. Churches that respond to the challenge of affluence will stress

Christian stewardship and provide training and opportunities for lay parti-

cipation in their ministries. They will also respond to the needs of non-

Christians who suffer boredom from increased leisure.

Social Conditions . Because of geographical isolation and various

historical and cultural factors, Japanese society is homogeneous and vertically

structured, so that each person shows deference to his superiors and expects

the same from his inferiors. The society is virtually closed to non-Japanese.

Even after a foreigner learns the language and absorbs the culture, he remains

an outsider to the Japanese,

The wise missionary involves himself with the people as much as

possible but never deludes himself into thinking he is one of them. He

accepts the handicap of his foreignness throughout his career. He resigns

himself to varying degrees of ostracism. At the same time, the missionary

should be fully aware of his immunity from traditional restrictions, of

his freedom from the web of society. Often he can gain access to people

who would snub a Japanese pastor; he can establish rapport across class

lines. And even where his face is a liability, his English ability and

foreign contacts make him attractive to many.
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3.35

3.36

3.37

3.38

3.39

Political Conditions . As is obvious from both Catholic and Protestant

mission history in Japan, the political situation influences greatly the

response to the gospel. During the past century, for example, Protestant

church growth has corresponded remarkably to the fluctuations in the

political relations between Japan and the United States. Since Japan

presently has a stable, pro-American government, American-based religious

missions face no threat in the foreseeable future.

The Mission avoids direct involvement in political affairs lest it

endanger the status of its members as foreign residents, a live issue

today is the continuing effort of the conservative government to

nationalize Yasukuni Shrine, where 2.5 million war dead are enshrined.

Most Christians see the move as a threat to the separation of religion and

state—a matter of particular concern to Baptists—as well as an ominous step

toward a revival of militarism. The problems are complex, however, and

while missionaries may well support their Japanese colleagues in the

struggle, the Mission as a whole does well to avoid direct involvement.

The Mission should not close its eyes, however, to the evils of

extreme nationalism, which seem to thrive in insular Japan. While

encouraging the development of indigenous churches, it should uphold and

represent the Christian community that transcends national and cultural

boundaries. It should emphasize that all Christians live as aliens in

this world and share a common citizenship in heaven.

Economic Conditions , Japan’s booming economy is a mixed

blessing. It has increased the demand for land far beyond the available

supply, forcing up prices so sharply that the average family, even with

a rise in income to the level of Western Europe, cannot afford to buy land

within a reasonable commuting distance of the metropolitan centers.

Rapid industrial expansion and the sharp increase in household heating

units and private automobiles have aggravated environmental pollution.

Because of their dependence on U, S. dollar^ a victim of inflation

and currency realignments, the Convention and Mission have felt the minus

side of prosperity more than the general population has. Though the
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3.49

3.50

3.51

3.52

3.53

Japanese literature stresses those emotions and experiences that

appeal to the Japanese, Repressed love, sorrow of parting, world-

weariness, and transience of life are highly popular themes that

serve as valuable guides for sermon preparation.

Traditional Japanese art is pervaded the concept of shibumi .

Literally the word means the taste that is rough and astringent. It

signifies an esoteric quality, introduced by Zen Buddhists, that

expresses the ultimate in aesthetics, the acme of elegance and refine* ent

It depends on restraint, insists on "nothing too much.'' Taking a

lesson from shibumi, missionaries do well to avoid Western ostentation

in the churches. They should emphasize God's self-restraint, his

hiddenness, his awe and majesty. They should give more attention to

church architecture, since many church buildings are ugly as well as

foreign. They should consider traditional Japanese forms of music as

a medium for Christian communication, though Western music also is well

entrenched in Japanese culture.

Religious Conditions . The heart of Japanese culture is the

religious heritage of the nation. This heritage is threefold. Shinto,

Buddhism, and Confucianism, a sort of tripod on which the country rests.

To change the figure, Shinto is the root. Buddhism the flower, and

Confucianism the leaf of the tree of Japanese culture.

Shinto, or "way of the gods," forms the root of Japanese religion.

It is "an amalgam of attitudes, ideas, and a way of doing things that

has become an integral part of the way of the Japanese people, ^ An

optimistic faith with no theology, it minimizes sin and guilt and values

simplicity, cleanliness, and refinement. Since Shintoists are not bound

by the vague gods they worship intuitively, they are free to listen to

the Christian message. Thus, the syncretistic ,
relativistic nature of

Shinto works in the gospel's favor.

Buddhism, though a foreign import, has become Indigenous to Japan

through a long process of change and adaptation. Unlike Shinto, it
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The family remains the basic unit of society, though the traditional

household with three or four generations is breaking down in favor of

the nuclear family. The generation gap, frequent job transfers of

husbands ,
a high percentage of working mothers ,

crowded living conditions

in the cities—these factors threaten the home and challenge Christians to

minister especially to families. Missionaries should promote and conduct

Christian services in homes, equip and encourage parents to provide

Christian nurture and education for their children, and seek to win whole

families to Christ.

Unfortunately, the vertical structure of Japanese society impedes

democratic processes and encourages pastor-centered churches. Church

members find it difficult to transfer allegiance from one pastor to

another unless the new pastor is officially sanctioned by the former

one as his successor. Churches seldom act independently of the

Convention to which they belong, Missionaries should learn to be

patient with this structure and recognize its positive value in creating

loyalties and cementing relationships.

Since education plays a key role in Japanese society, missionaries

should help churches build a comprehensive program of religious

education. As native speakers of English, they can offer language

instruction both to prepare Japanese people for involvement in the

international community and to gain a hearing for the gospel.

Cultural Conditions , Japanese culture, which is heavily indebted

to Chinese civilization, is the garment in which the gospel must be

clothed, the soil in which the church must be planted. The culture is

inseparable from the religions, to be discussed later.

The Japanese language, though completely different from Chinese in

structure, uses thousands of words borrowed from that langi’age and is

written with Chinese characters in an ingenious, unwieldy manner.

According to a Harvard report, it takes the average American six times

longer to learn Japanese than French. 8 So missionaries must be resigned

to many years of intensive study. This reduces the time available for

direct involvement in the work, but for many missionaries, direct

involvement is the best way to improve language skills.
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Ecclesiastical Conditions . The Christian churches in Japan report

a total membership of about one million, or one per cent cf the population.

About two-thirds of this number are Protestants, and one-third. Catholic.

The United Church of Christ (Kyodan) ,
the largest Protestant body with

200^000 members, has been crippled by disputes over social and political

Issues, including the Vietnam War, the Security Treaty with the Unitec

States, relations with China, and attitudes toward government-sponsored

projects. Many of the pastors and laymen have adopted a theology of

revolution that pits them against both the Japanese government and thf

Kyodan leadership. Several seminaries have been closed. Other

denominations, including the Convention, have been affected to a lesser

extent by similar disputes. With resumption of diplomatic relations

between Japan and the People's Republic of China and termination o* the

Vietnam War, tensions seem to have slackened.

While major denominations are showing little or no growth, oome of

the smaller sects, especially Jehovah's Witnesses and Mormons, are

increasing their membership rapidly. Certain Indigenous groups, includin^^

the Spirit of Jesus Church and the Original Gospel Movement, show

genuine vitality. Evidently the Japanese are still responding to

religious zeal, a trait that some missionaries unwisely relegate to the

Christian deviations.

PURPOSE OF THE MISSION

In view of all that has been said in Biblical Foundations, Historical

Background, and the present section, the Mission understands its purpose

as follows: to develop Christian disciples and churches through witness

and ministry. It seeks to fulfill this purpose in Japan in cooperation

with the Convention,

To develop is to unfold what has been folded up, to bring into the

open what has been hidden, to activate latent qualities and potentialities.

To develop land, for example, is to convert it from raw acreage into an

area suitable for residential or business purposes and to build upon it.

To develop people is to promote their growth in particular areas of usefulness.
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shows a deep consciousness of sin, retribution, and redemption. Many

Buddhists seek salvation through faith in Amida, a mythical savior, while

others pursue the way of self -effort, as in Zen. Buddhism challenges

missionaries to show that Christ is the only Savior, that Christian n>orality

is superior, that a loving Father breaks the chains of karma.

Confucianism, a system of ethics that orders the secular life of the

Japanese, is fast losing its influence. In general, it teaches obedience to,

and reverence for, parents and those in authority. It stresses the mutual

obligation in vertical relationships and contributes to Japanese socxety

a strong feeling for duty, order, and obedience. Thus, it overlaps with

Christian ethics but lacks the key of devotion to a supreme Lord.

The New Religions, which claim one-third of the population, stem mainly

from Shinto and Buddhism, but some of them draw upon the resources of

Christianity and other religions. They put special emphasis on the tangible

benefits—healing, friends, wealth—that. faith. renutedly brings in this life.

Their adherents, often zealous and dogmatic, are difficult to win to Christ.

Secularization in Japan serves a valuable religious function. It leads

to a deeper concern for man and society without excluding the relation

between man and God. Though in the West it tends to break down religious

influence, in Japan it has the opposite effect of making possible explicit

religious motivation. Secularization frees people from traditional religious

ties and makes them more open to the gospel.

Christian influence permeates, in varying degrees, all these religions.

The Christian doctrines of God, providence, personality, and vocation have

modified Japanese religious thought. The practice of monogamy, which

Buddhists and Confucianists formerly attacked as a threat to the family

line, has won general approval; even Emperor Hirohito accepted it against

the wish of his advisors.il The anti-prostitution movement, first promoted

by Christians, now enjoys widespread support, as does the temperance movement

and various types of social work.
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The Mission recognizes the need for thorough intellectual preparation

to supplement—not substitute for—spiritual preparation. This includes

the development of specialized skills in such fields as counselling,

English-teaching, music, medicine, and church development. In view of the

high level of intelligence and skills in Japan, it is imperative that

missionaries do a competent, professional job in whatever they undertake.

Furlough study and in-service training programs deserve high priority.

Missionaries further prepare to witness and minister to the people

of Japan by learning their language, as required by Board policy. True,

some missionaries with poor language aptitude can render effective

service through English and the language of love and concern. But

language skills add greatly to their effectiveness. Japanese is the

chief medium through which they touch the hearts of the people and the

main channel of communication with Convention personnel.

Since the body is vitally related to the mind and spirit, adequate

diet, rest, and exercise, supplemented by annual vacations and adequate

medical care, are an essential part of keeping fit for effective service.

Physical fitness enhances one’s intellectual and spiritual contribution

to the task in Japan.

Coordinated Program of Work . The wise deployment of personnel

requires a coordinated program. At times the concentration of forces

may be called for; at other times, the withdrawal of forces. Mobility,

flexibility, rotation—these common features of efficient operation

imply that the persons involved function as a group and not as individuals

only.

The Board has given to the Mission the power of self-government

and freedom of action on the field. Though it has set certain limits

in keeping with its responsibility to the Southern Baptist Convention,

in general it has left the Mission free to determine and direct its own

program. Thus, the Mission decides the assignment of its members and

exercises- general supervision and care of their work. It seeks to

coordinate their gifts in a cooperative effort to achieve its purpose.

Each missionary, on his part, seeks to cooperate wholeheartedly with the

decisions of the group and to carry his share of the load to the best of

his ability.
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and churches best fulfill their mission when they are free from cultural

and ecclesiastical restraints. Missionaries can perform a valuable service

by influencing local congregations with which they identify to achieve

greater spiritual strength within themselves and deeper reliance on,

and obedience to, the Spirit of Christ.

Though the Mission exists for the people of Japan, and its thrust

is outward rather than Inward, it cannot fulfill its purpose without

discharging certain responsibilities to its own members. It seeks to

enable each member to fulfill his individual calling in Japan, to find

a creative and challenging ministry here. It also undertakes to provide

the missionaries with continuing supervision and care and with adequate

logistical support,

STRATEGY OF OPERATION

Limited as it is in resources—human, financial, and physical

the Mission can hardly begin to meet the spiritual needs of Japan, Yet

it can minimize this inadequacy by maintaining a strong esprit de corps

and doing long-range planning. It can direct the energies and talents

of the group toward the accomplishing of specific objectives that

derive from the purpose. Such planning is not a substitute for the

leadership of the Holy Spirit but rather a response to his call for

total dedication to the work. The Mission’s greatest resource is its

personnel, and its major thrust should be the deployment of missionaries

in keeping with the Mission’s purpose and priority needs.

Preparation of Mission Personnel . Missionaries and journeymen

must be adequately prepared to carry out the Mission’s purpose. The

Board determines the qualifications for appointment and employment,

which include academic training and practical experience, and provides

general orientation. However, the Mission also should play a role in this

process of screening and orienting workers for Japan, and it should

encourage and guide the further preparation of missionaries on the field.

The most essential preparation is spiritual. The Mission encourages

its members to practice regular prayer, Bible study, and self-surrender

to God’s will, and to seek constant renewal for an effective ministry.

It should provide opportunities for spiritual development through group

experiences

,
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the years. It recognizes, however that this cooperation has relied

too heavily on the Board *s financial aid which, though in some ways

productive, fostered a sense of dependence and hindered the development

of a sense of responsibility and self-identity.

Aware of the defects in this method, the Mission rejoices in the

Convention’s voluntary move toward self-support. It recognizes that

changes in the decade of the ’70s calls for a new kind of cooperation

with the Convention. It continues to recognize that the Convention

has basic responsibility for pioneer evangelism, church development, and

other projects, but it further sees the necessity of the Convention’s

assuming responsibility for providing the funds for its work.

The Mission now seeks to cooperate primarily by supplying personnel

for Convention-related work and supporting them logistlcally . It

rejoices that the Convention similarly provides personnel to serve in

cooperation with the Brazilian Baptist Convention. The Mission also

appreciates the Convention’s initiative in requesting personnel, for

these requests make possible the placing of missionaries in posts where

their work profits from the counsel of Japanese Baptist leaders and

the stability of Convention ties.

The Mission welcomes the opportunity to assign personnel to

responsibilities such as evangelism and church development in cooperation

with a church or group of churches, advisory and promotional work,

Convention-Mission joint projects, and others. It encourages its

personnel to serve with Japanese co-workers on Convention committees to

which they may be elected.

Other missionaries, whatever their formal assignment, can become

involved in the life of a Convention church or mission. By attending

services faithfully, sharing their knowledge and experience, and

assuming formal positions of leadership when requested, they can help

to develop strong churches. Through personal contacts, English classes,

and other *projects they often attract people who otherwise might never

attend a church service.
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Though the Mission emphasizes personnel involvement in its new

philosophy of cooperation, it retains the option of providing lim ted

financial aid in response to formal specific requests. Because of it

heavy involvement in the Convention's operating budget in years pa ,

it is proper for the Mission to continue assistance temporarily, w

annual reduction in amount, to help smooth the transition to self-

^"'“xraddition to this phase-out assistance, the Mission will consider

formal requests for aid to special programs and projects of associations,

churches, and other Convention-related groups, provided such ^

are in keeping with the Mission's purpose and objectives. It will assist

these constituent groups rather than the Convention as a whole, rn t e

hope that they will be enabled to support the Convention more

This is in keeping with the Mission's belief that an autonomous Convent

is one that relies on and is supported by the churches, not one that

supports and controls the churches. However, the Mission will provide

aid only in keeping with the rules established by the Convention.

The Mission sees its provision of free personnel as indirect ai

that will not foster financial dependence. When it provides direct aid.

it will do so only in a manner that likewise respects the autonomy and

independence of the receiving body. This means that in every instance the

Mission will limit Itself to a minimal financial involvement.

^th Convention-Related Instltutî . The Mission hrg y

regards its contribution to the founding and development of educational

and medical institutions in Japan. It has played a vital role in the

life of Selnan Gakuin. Seinan Jo Gakuin. Japan Baptist Hospital, and

Baptist School of Nursing. But circumstances have changed, and it is

not desirable for the Mission to be involved directly in the management

of these institutions.

Since Japan ranks among the leading nations of the world both in

educational opportunity, even at the tertiary level, and im medical care,

the Mission has no obligation to provide such services. And since the

Convention is mature enough to train its own pastors and other leaders.
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the Mission need not involve itself directly in theological education.

It does not intend to start or operate any educational or medical

institution.

Th.e Mission desires to cooperate with Convention-related institutions

by providing trained personnel—missionaries and journeymen for specialized

service. Through their professional competence and religious dedication,

such persons can bear a positive witness for Christ and help preserve the

Christian principles on which the institutions were founded.

The Mission will make personnel available to the institutions in

response to specific requests and with the understanding that the

institution will cover the expenses directly related to the responsibilities

involved. The Mission will provide all logistical support. Though

institutions stand to profit financially from this arrangement, their

independence is in no way threatened. Indeed, they make available to

Mission personnel unique opportunities for fruitful witness and service.

If formally requested by an institution, the Mission may provide

direct financial assistance in cases that are in accord with the Mission’s

purpose and objectives. But it will limit itself to a minimal financial

involvement in keeping with the principle of self-support. It recognizes,

however, that the Seminary, Hospital, and Nursing School may require more

than minimal assistance during the initial period of transition.

The Mission is aware of opportunities for Christian witness in other

institutions, especially in secular universities that employ foreign

teachers. It encourages its members to accept positions with such

institutions and to share their faith with students and faculty.

The Mission involves itself directly with churches and encounter

centers but does not regard these as institutions in the sense used above.

It will attempt to provide personnel upon request to smaller Convention-

related "institutions" such as Baptist Student Center.

use of Financial Resources . The Mission should devote all available

funds to the fulfilling of its purpose. As stated above, it retains the

option of providing assistance to Convention-related churches, associations
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and institutions, but only in response to specific requests and in a way

that fully respects Mission-Convention agreements and the integrity an

independence of the bodies concerned. The Mission has the responsibility

of evaluating all requests in the light of its own purpose, objectives,

and priorities. It is particularly interested in assisting with

challenging projects.

The Mission seeks to provide logistical support for its members a

a level most conducive to effective service. It should keep the Board

informed of circumstances in Japan that merit special consideration within

the Board's worldwide policy of missionary support.

The Mission undertakes to provide housing that is conducive to health,

privacy, and relaxation-important factors in keeping missionaries fit for

service. It seeks to provide necessary cars, equipment, and supplies, and

to employ needed assistants. Since missionary salaries are the largest

budget item, good stewardship requires the expenditure of these additional

funds to enhance the missionaries' effectiveness.

Because of the high cost of land and buildings for churches, and in

keeping with the principle of self-support, the Mission should explore ways

to develop churches that do not require heavy investment ' in property. It

should encourage a more efficient use of existing facilities.

CONCLUSION

The Mission's philosophy, as stated above, doubtless will be amended

again and again. It seems unlikely, though, that its philosophy in the

forseeable future will lead to the Mission's dissolution. In the past,

some of Japan's most outstanding Christians, including Guido Verbeck,

predicted that the need for missionaries would end soon—only to regret

and retract their statements . The Mission believes it will be needed

as long as its purpose remains valid. Since Japan's population is only

one per cent Christian, and the Convention membership comprises only two

per cent of the Christian population, tbe need to develop Christian disciples

and churches through witness and service likely will not be fulfilled soon.
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INTRODUCTION

4.1 Missionaries can witness and minister effectively in Japan only

if they understand and address themselves to the needs of the people.

Following the example of Christ, they should meet people at the point

of their genuine need and help them find God*s all-sufficient grace,

4.2 Limited as the Mission is, it cannot hope to meet all the needs

in Japan, not even all the spiritual needs. Fortunately, other Christiar

groups also are at work. Yet the Mission sees certain needs as a

peculiar opportunity and therefore a special responsibility,

NEEDS OF PEOPLE WHO ARE NOT YET CHRISTIANS

4.3 God wills that all people come to the knowledge of salvation

through faith in Christ, This fundamental need for salvation may

be delineated with special reference to the Japanese as follows:

4.4 Contact with the Gospel

1. Opportunity and encouragement to read the Bible and other

Christian literature that presents the way of salvation.

2. A clear, personal explanation of the gospel.

3. Assurance that Christianity is a universal faith that

transcends all national and cultural boundaries.

4.5 Contact with a Christian Group

1. Introduction to a dynamic Christian group that gives evidence

of genuine joy; a sense of belonging to the group.

2. A demonstration of goodness and beauty in Christian lives.
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4.6 Contact with Christ

1. An awareness of one's sinful condition and need of repentance.

2. The experience of the new birth.

3. Identification with Christ’s church by profession of faith

and baptism.

NEEDS OF CHRISTIAN DISCIPLES

4^7 Becoming a Christian disciple means a new beginning. Some old

needs still remain. New needs are felt immediately and others develop

in the Christian life. Some of these needs are:

4.8 Christian Growth

1. Worship that continually renews and vitalizes faith.

2. Fellowship with other Christians.

3. Opportunities and guidance for consistent Bible study.

4. Obedience to the leadership of the Holy Spirit.

4.9 Christian Witnessing

1. Participation in the caring fellowship of the church.

2. Motivation and training for Christian witnessing,

3. A shared experience of stewardship of time, talents, possessions,

and life itself.

4. Experience which helps develop a worldwide evangelistic

concern.
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4.10 Christian Social Practices

4.11

4.12

4.13

1, Church activities to provide a rich social life for those

who have been estranged from society by becoming a Christian.

2. Christian services to fill the social void created by

non-participation in social and cultural practices such

as religious festivals, ghichi-go-san ,
memorials f'or the

dead

.

NEEDS OF THE CHURCHES

Churches are composed of people who have not graduated from

their humanity, which means that churches must recognize, accept,

and deal with human needs. The more-than-human aspects of the

fellowship of believers present other needs which are related to the

particular objectives and purpose of churches. Corporate needs

related to association and Convention structures are also important

church needs. Some needs of the churches for which the Mission

should be concerned are:

Spriritual growth

1. Worship services conducted meaningfully at times appro-

priate for regular attendance of the members.

2. Regular observance of the Lord's Supper.

3. Bible study for all ages.

4. Training for all members in witnessing, Christian growth,

and church responsibilities.

Evangelism

1. A comprehensive program of evangelism in local churches

as well as on an association- and Convention-wide level.
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2. Long-range plans for church growth and development of

new churches.

3. A marked increase in the number of Christian disciples,

4. A rapid increase in strong, spiritually vital churches.

1. Awareness of community needs and commitment to meeting

them,

2. Contact ministries for church outreach.

3. Aid to special needs groups.

1. God-called, effective patoral and lay leadership.

2. Increasing effectiveness of church leadership.

'3. Development of the leadership potential of church members.

4. Realistic concept of church leaders as fallible, not perfect

or almighty.

1. Adequate financial and physical resources for church life

and ministry.

2. Continual upkeep and effective administration of physical

assets

.

3. Stewardship of physical facilities to realize their full

potential for the Kingdom.

4.14 Service

4.15

4.16 Resources
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NEEDS OF MISSIONARIES

4,17 Missionaries share in the needs of all Christians, but the

following needs seem especially relevant:

4.18 Spiritual

1. Private and family devotions to sustain the spiritual

consistency and maturity required of Christian leaders.

2. Regular group worship experiences with other missionaries

and Japanese Christians.

3. An assignment that satisfies one's sense of divine call

and utilizes his spiritual gifts and resources.

4.19 Psychological

1. A clear concept of identity and role.

2. Meaningful, in-depth personal relationships.

3. A proper attitude toward work—to keep a proper balance

between work and play and to evaluate progress intelligently.

4. A proper attitude toward sacrifice— to accept sacrifices

gracefully but not to covet them.

5. Opportunities for healthy emotional expression—not

suppressing emotions for sake of "image."

6. A healthy family life—in spite of professional and situational

pressures that militate against it.

4.20 Intellectual

1. A balanced reading program of vocational and avocational

sub j ects

.
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4.21

4.22

4.23

2. Advanced training in schools, seminars, and confere

both on the field and on furlough.

3. Systematic study of the Japanese language with the help

of schools and tutors.

Logistical and Physicaj^

1. An adequate salary, comfortable housing, and necessary

transportation.

2. Sufficient work funds.

3. Balanced opportunities for work and play.

4. Reasonable support through evangelism aids and equipment.

Social

1. Opportunities for natural socializing within the Mission

and Convention.

2. Fellowship opportunities with other Christian groups.

3. Encouragement for vital relationships with neighbors and

non-Christian Japanese.

4. Regular contacts with relatives and friends.

Family

1. strategic location to provide adequate schooling for children

2. Educational materials for home education.

3. A vital family church life.

4. Opportunities for families to get to know the members of
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one another’s families.

4.24

4.25

5. A proper appreciation of the family’s American heritage.

6. Family understanding of, and commitment to, missionary life.

7. Mutual acceptance of, and prayer for, one another's families.

NEEDS OF THE MISSION

General , Intangible Needs

1. A vision of the possibilities and opportunities for

carrying out the purpose of the Mission.

2. A sense of support from the home base. Confidence that

the Board is committed to providing for the program needs

of Japan.

3. Unity of spirit and purpose, A commitment to the Mission

as an instrument for a fulfilling ministry for oneself

and others.

4. Mutual trust and respect. Preferring one another in love,

Committing oneself to others.

5. Teamwork. A cooperative effort for fulfilling the Mission's

purpose ,

6. Appreciation for the Convention. A sense of oneness with

the Convention in spirit and purpose.

Specific ,
Program Needs

1. A goal-oriented plan of Mission work.

2. The most effective use of the Mission’s resources.
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3 .

4.

5.

An efficient organization in which all missionaries parti-

cipate.

An annual Mission meeting which binds together in the Spirit,

increases effectiveness as a team, and challenges to the

fulfilling of the purpose.

A program of orientation for new missionaries and continual

training for the members of the Mission to increase their

effectiveness

.

6. A research and library center, providing the means for

continual research under the direction of the Mission and

making books, magazines, and other helpful materials

accessible to the members of the Mission,

7. A system of missionary deployment that utilizes the skills

of Mission members.

8. An adequate response to the challenge of an autonomous

self-supporting Convention.

9, Experimental and pioneer projects in evangelism.

4.26 PRIORITY NEEDS

1. A goal-oriented plan of Mission work.

2. A marked increase in Christian disciples.

3. Adequate communication and cooperation with the Convention

4. A rapid increase in strong, spiritually vital churches.

5. An adquate program of missionary development.

6. The most effective use of the Mission’s resources.
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INTRODUCTION

5.1 As used in this Base Design, intentions are statements of what a

group or individual is setting out to do. They are resolutions that chal-

lenge to commitment, effort, innovation, risk, and hope.

5.2 The Mission’s intentions are stated as purpose, objectives, and

goals. The purpose, based on the Mission’s understanding of its Biblical

foundations, historical background, and philosophy, is a single, comprehen-

sive statement of what the Mission intends to do as long as it exists.

The purpose serves as a lodestar to keep the Mission on course, a standard

for determining the Mission’s activities.

5.3 Objectives are statements of intent that bring the purpose to bear

on specific priority needs. They Indicate the focus of the Mission's efforts

during a particular planning cycle, not everything the Mission is doing or

intends to do toward fulfilling its purpose.

5.4 Goals translate objectives into intention statements that are con-

crete, dated, and measurable for results. They set the stage for strategies

and action plans and serve as criteria for evaluating their success.

5.5 All intention statements, though future-oriented, are based on

present understandings and should be examined frequently and revised at

the Mission’s discretion.

PURPOSE

5^5 Xhe purpose of the Mission is to develop Christian disciples and

churches through witness and ministry.

OBJECTIVES AND GOALS

To conduct the work of the Mission from goals based on long-range

To begin a goal-oriented plan on Mission work on January 1, 1975.

To prepare a more comprehensive plan of goal-oriented Mission

work for implementation beginning January 1, 1978.

To have the members of the Mission using a goal-oriented

approach to their work.

To make available materials for guidance in setting work goals

by January 1, 1976.

To conduct a workshop in goal-setting for each area bv December 1976

5.7 Objective 1:

planning.

Goal 1:

Goal 2:

5.8 Objective 2:

Goal 1

:

Goal 2

:
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5.9 Ob -jectlve 3:

Goal 1:

Goal 2

:

Goal 3:

5.10 Objective

Goal 1:

Goal 2:

5.11 Objective 5:

Goal 1:

Goal 2;

Goal 3

:

5.12 Objective 6:

Goal 1:

Goal 2:

5.13 Objective 1_.

Goal 1:

To increase the number of Christian disciples by improving

the effectiveness of missionaries in witnessing and ministering.

To provide a personal witnessing development activity in each

area by December 31, 1976.

To provide a development activity rn specific ministries

area by December 31, 1977.

To make available at least two teams for evangelistic services

each year during 1975-1977.

To maintain effective communication and cooperation with the

Convention.

To develop a specific plan of communication with the Convention

by January 1, 1976.

To develop a detailed plan of cooperation with the Convention

by January 1, 1977,

To participate actively in the development of churches.

To develop a plan for starting witnessing places by January 1, 1976.

To develop a plan for starting mission points in strategic locations

by January 1, 1976.

To develop plans for providing specific church-strengthening

activities by January 1, 1976-

To provide missionary development arcivities to up-grade and

up-date missionary skills.

To make available a detailed list of development opportunities

based on Mission needs by December 31, 1975.

To provide two workshops or other development activities each

year during 1975-1977.

To use Mission resources most effectively.

To complete by July 1, 1977 an analysis of Mission resources

with proposals for maximum utilization.

CRITERIA

5.14 criteria for Objectives . Each objective adopted by the Mission should meet

the following criteria:

1. Does it help fulfill the Mission’s purpose?

2. Does it meet one or more priority needs?

3. Does it match the potential of human resources?

4. Does it make the most effective use of physical and financial resources

5. Does it arouse and stimulate action?
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5.15 Criteria for Goals. Each goal that is adopted should be

1. Carefully researched

2. Easily understood

3. Strategic

4. Feasib le

5, Timely

6, Challenging

7. Measurable

8. Best among alternatives
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INTRODUCTION

^•1 The term "prograTn" refers to the Mission’s comprehensive program, which

embraces all the Mission’s tasks, or to any of the specific programs by which

the Mission seeks to fulfill its purpose. A task is a basic continuing activity.

A group of closely related tasks forms a program,

6.2 A Mission program has sub-programs, or sub-groupings of tasks within the

program. These include (1) study and research, (2) program design, and (3) operation.

Sub-programs indicate the work to be done and do not imply a specific division of

labor

.

6.3 The organization component that plans, conducts, and evaluates a program is

called a division. The Mission currently has six programs and six corresponding

divisions. The division does the work, the program ^ the work.

6.4 A project is a temporary, dated activity. If a project is experimental and

it proves successful, the Mission may assign it to a program as a new task or

adopt it as a new program.

6.5 THE COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM OF THE MISSION

Study ,
Research , and Evaluation

1. Study the Mission’s purpose and work.

2. Discover innovative methods of missionary work.

3. Study trends and developments in the Convention and its churches.

4. Study trends and developments in Convention-related institutions.

5. Discover strategic locations and positions where missionaries might

serve in institutions not related to the Convention.

6. Study programs and projects of other Christian organizations.

7. Conduct research projects and report findings.

8. Develop and make available criteria for evaluating program activities

in terms of goal achievements ,

9. Make all validated information available to the Mission and to

churches upon request.

6.6

Program Design

1. Prepare a Program Base Design for long-range planning; update the

Design according to the Mission’s schedule.

2, Use validated information from study, research, analysis, and

evaluation in designing Mission programs and projects.
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3. Develop planning processes; update program base designs and

planning processes according to an established schedule.

4. Design program materials needed by the Mission.

6 .7 Operation

1. Use the Mission Program Base Design to develop long-range plans

;

lead all Mission programs to develop long-range plans,

2. Organize the Mission to reach approved objectives and goals.

3. Conduct Mission programs and projects.

4. Participate in Convention programs and Mission-Convention projects.

5. Request new personnel to conduct the work as planned; orient new

personnel; provide opportunities for annual position-related

training for all personnel; provide assistance for all missionaries

in their assignment and work load.

6. Make available the necessary physical and financial resources for

conducting the Mission’s work.

7. Conduct the program to achieve approved goals within the established

budget

.

8. Use established policies, procedures, systems and schedules for

operating the Mission efficiently.

9. Use established criteria for evaluating work in terms of approved

goals, strategic plans, and use of resources; report to the Mission

by programs in terms of goal achievements.

6.8 THE PROGRAM OF STARTING AND STRENGTHENING CHURCHES

This Program comprises the activities of missionaries working in witnessing

places, mission points, and established churches. Generally, it is conducted in

cooperation with churches of the Convention.

Note: Witnessing place is a place where evangelistic activities such as

Bible teaching
,
preaching, and music are held on a regular basis.

Witnessing places may develop into mission points. A mission point

has a definite goal of becoming a church,

6.9 Study
, Research , and Evaluation

1. Discover the most effective principles, methods, and materials to

use in starting and operating witnessing places.
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6.10

6.11

2. Discover ways by which missionaries may help churches to enlist
lay Christians in starting witnessing places.

3. Discover strategic areas for starting witnessing places.
4. Discover the best use of Mission resources in ways to help churches

begin witnessing places.

5. Discover the most effective principles, methods, and materials to

use in starting and developing mission points.

6. Discover where missionaries can cooperate with local churches and

associations in starting and developing mission points.

7. Discover strategic locations for new mission points.

8. Discover the best use of Mission resources in assisting the starting

and strengthening of mission points.

9. Discover the most effective principles, methods, and materials to

use in strengthening churches.

10. Discover the best use of missionary personnel resources in strengthening

churches

.

11. Discover ways by which personnel with specialized skills can participate

in clinics for church leadership training,

12. Study the feasibility of pilot projects.

13. Evaluate the effectiveness of the Program in terms of progress

toward approved goals; report findings to Mission.

Program Design

1. Prepare a base design for use in long-range planning; up-date the

design according to the Mission's schedule,

2. Design strategic plans and materials for starting and developing

witnessing places and mission points.

3. Design innovative plans and materials for strengthening churches.

4. Design suggested programs for church-leadership training clinics.

5. Design plans and materials for missionaries with specialized skills.

Operation

1. Use the Program's base design to develop long-range plans according

to the Mission's planning procedures.

2. Provide program suggestions and materials for missionaries and

churches to use in starting witnessing places and mission points.

3. Interpret program suggestions and materials for starting witnessing

places and mission points.
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6.12

6.13

6.14

4. Start witnessing places and mission points in strategic

participate with established churches in these activities.

5. Use personnel with specialized skills to assist in implementing

these programs -

6. Provide human, physical, and financial resources as needed and

available for starting witnessing places and mission points.

7. Provide training for missionaries in starting and developing

witnessing places and mission points,

8. Provide program suggestions and materials for missionaries to use

in strengthening churches.

9. Interpret church strengthening program suggestion and materials

to missionaries, and to churches as requested.

10. Use personnel and materials as requested to assist churches in

establishing and conducting programs for church strengthening.

11. Train missionaries in church strengthening.

12. Conduct approved projects; make progress reports.

13. Conduct the Program to achieve approved goals within the established

budget

.

THE PROGRAM OF CHRISTIAN WITNESS IN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS

This Program comprises the activities of missionaries witnessing through

teaching and related services in educational institutions. It is conducted in

cooperation with the institutions involved.

Study ,
Research ,

and Evaluation

1. Study opportunities and effective methods for making a Christian

witness in educational institutions

-

2. Study effective ways to follow up the Christian witness in educational

institutions

.

3. Study effective ways to follow up converts and seekers even after

graduation .

4. Evaluate the effectiveness of the program in terms of progress

toward goals; report findings to the Mission.

Program Design

1. Provide a design for basic long-rang planning; correlate the design

according to the Mission*s and division's schedule.

2. Design supplementary projects, methods, and materials as decided

on by the division.
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6 .15 Operation

(Basic)

1. Participate in the instructional program and related activities

of educational institutions,

2, Facilitate the efforts of members of the program in leading

faculty and students toward Christian discipleship

,

(Supp lement ing

)

1, Make available materials for effective witness in educational

institutions

.

2, Provide assistance for improving professional skills.

3, Conduct approved projects; make progress reports,

Cimp lementing)

1, Use the program’s base design to develop long-range plans

according to the Mission's planning procedures.

2, Interpret the work of the program to the Mission.

3, Conduct programs to achieve approved goals within the established

budget

.

6.16 THE PROGRAM OF CHRISTIAN WITNESS IN MEDICAL INSTITUTIONS

This Program comprises the activities of missionaries witnessing through

the ministry of healing and related services in medical institutions.

6.17 Study ) Research ,
and Evaluation

1. Discover opportunities and effective methods for witnessing and

ministering in medical institutions.

2. Discover effective ways to follow up Christian witness and

ministry to patients.

3. Study the role of the medical missionary in Japan today.

4. Study the possibilities of Christian witness and ministry

through medical institutions.

5. Study how to continue the training of Christian nurses under the

present Japanese medical requirements and under the changing

situation in the Convention.
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6.18

6.19

6. Discover how medical missionaries can contribute to the main

tenance of Christian spirit and practice in Convention-related

medical institutions.

7. Study the feasibility of pilot projects that utilize the unique

contributions of missionaries.

8. Discover how missionaries can help Convention churches become more

involved in the work of medical institutions.

Program Design

1. Prepare a base design for long-range planning; up-date the design

according to the Mission's schedule.

2. Design a schedule showing the service desired of missionary

personnel by the medical institutions.

3. Design plans and materials for more effective evangelism and follow-

up of patients, including foreign residents.

4. Design pilot projects.

5. Design materials for interpreting the Program to the Mission.

Operation

1. Use the Program's base design to develop long-range plans according

to the Mission's planning procedures.

2. Participate in the ministry of healing and related activities in

medical institutions.

3. Provide assistance for improving professional skills.

4. Participate in Christian witness to hospital personnel and patients

using available resources.

5. Cooperate in follow-up of the ministry of medical institutions.

6. Contribute to the maintenance of a Christian spirit and practice in

all activities of medical institutions.

7. Conduct pilot projects; make progress reports.

8. Interpret the program to the Mission.

9. Make available materials for effective evangelism and follow-up.

10. Conduct the Program to achieve approved goals within the established

budget

.
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6.20 THE PROGRAM OF ENGLISH-LANGUAGE CHURCHES

This Program comprises the activities of missionaries serving in English-

6.21

language Churches.

Study , Research ) and Evaluation

1. Discover the potential for ministry through English-language

churches

,

2. Analyze the changing situation of English-language churches and its

implications

.

3. Research strategic locations for English-language churches,

4. Study the work of the Convention,

5. Evaluate the effectiveness of the Program in terms of progress

toward goals; report findings to the Mission.

1. Prepare a base design for long-range planning; up-date the design

according to the Mission's schedule.

2. Design projects and materials for English-language ministry.

3. Design English materials for interpreting the work of the Convention.

4. Design materials for interpreting the work of the English-language

churches to the Mission and Convention.

5. Develop qualification standards for English-language churches' staff

personnel .

1. Use the Program's base design to develop long-range plans according

to the Mission's planning procedures.

2. Provide guidance to the English-language churches in their ministry-

3. Assist in correlating the work of the English-language churches.

4. Assist in training church leaders.

5. Interpret the work of English-language churches to the Mission and

Convention.

6. Interpret the work of the Convention to the English-language churches,

7. Conduct approved projects; make progress reports.

8. Conduct the Program to achieve approved goals within the established

6.22 Program Design

6.23 Operation

budget

.
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6.24 THE PROGRAM OF CHRISTIAN ENCOUNTER MINISTRY

This Program comprises the activities of missionaries witnessing through

encounter ministries.

5^25 Study ,
Research ,

and Evaluation

1. Investigate how some rapidly growing religious groups are reaching

people

.

2. Study who secular man is, what his needs are, and where to contact

him.

3. Discover ways and means to communicate the gospel to secular man

and lead him to Christian discipleship

.

4. Discover effective methods and facilities for conducting encounter

ministry in Mission-operated center.

5. Discover effective methods and facilities for conducting encounter

ministry apart from Mission-operated centers.

6. Evaluate the effectiveness of the Program in terms of progress

toward approved goals; report findings to the Mission.

6.26 Program Design

1. Prepare a base design for long-range planning; up-date the design

according to the Mission's schedule.

2. Design innovative projects and materials for use in encounter

ministry.

6.27 Operation

1. Use the Program's base design to develop long-range plans according

to the Mission's planning procedures.

2. Use innovative methods and materials to witness and minister.

3. Make available plans and materials for individual and group witness

and ministry,

4. Train missionaries and others for encounter ministry.

5. Conduct encounter ministry in physical resources provided by the

Mission

.

6. Conduct projects; make progress reports.

7. Interpret the Program to the Mission.

8. Conduct the Program to achieve approved goals within the established

budget

.
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6.28 THE PROGRAM OF CHRISTIAN MINISTRY TO FAMILIES

This Program comprises the activities of missionaries developing and enriching

6.29

Christian family life in Japan,

Study , Research , and Evaluation

1. Discover areas and activities of missionary home life which enrich

Christian family life in Japan.

2. Discover areas and activities of missionary home life which need

strengthening

.

3. Discover areas and activities of the home life of other homes in

Japan which need strengthening.

4. Discover ways and means of developing and enriching family life

in Japan.

5. Evaluate the effectiveness of the Program in terms of progress

toward approved goals; report findings to the Mission.

1. Prepare a base design for use in long-range planning; up-date

the design according to the Mission’s schedule.

2. Design plans and materials for missionaries to use in building

Christian homes.

3. Design plans and materials for other people in Japan to use in

building Christian homes.

1. Use the Program's base design to develop long-range plans according

to the Mission's planning procedures.

2. Provide plans and materials for use in building Christian homes

in Japan.

3. Conduct conferences for missionaries and Japanese on developing

and enriching family life.

4. Conduct seminars and workships on improving communications and

understanding among members of families.

5. Sponsor such activities as family retreats, fellowship opportunities,

and recreation.

6. Make available consultation on family problems and relationships.

7. Conduct the program to achieve approved goals within the established

6.30 Program Design

6.31 Operation

budget

.
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INTRODUCTION

Various relationships, internal and external, play an important role

in the Mission s performance of its work. They should be identified, planned

for, and properly maintained. This section discusses the essential re-

lationships under four headings: legal, administrative, fraternal, and

program.

7.2 LEGAL RELATIONSHIPS

Foreign Mission Board . The Board grants a power of attorney to the

Treasurer to act on the Board's behalf in financial and legal matters in

Japan. His actions must conform to Board and Mission policy.

Japanese Government . The Mission is recognized by the Japanese govern-

ment as a corporate legal person. It reports to the Agency for Cultural

Affairs of the Ministry of Education. It also relates to the National Tax

Administration Agency of the Ministry of Finance, the Social Insurance

Agency of the Ministry of Health and Welfare, the Immigration Bureau of the

Ministry of Justice, and various agencies in local government.

7.4 Mission Members . As required by the Immigration Bureau for issuance

of visas, the Mission serves as legal guarantor of its members. The Mission

guarantees logistical support as well as all other expenses of the missionary

while in Japan and travel expenses back to the United States.

7.5 In view of the Mission's guarantee, each missionary should keep his

legal documents in good order, obey the laws of Japan, and conduct himself

in an exemplary manner.

7.6 ADMINISTRATIVE RELATIONSHIPS

Foreign Mission Board . The Mission is the Board's agent in Japan. It

derives its authority from, and is responsible to, the Board. In order to

conduct the work for which it exists, however, it is given the power of self-

government and freedom of action on the field within the limitation of the

Board's definition of its authority.^

7.7 "This relationship between the Board and the Mission requires that the

Board give the greatest possible consideration to the recommendations of the

Mission; it also requires that the Mission recognize that its own decisions

and plans must be made under the general supervision and authority of the

2
Board .

"
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7.8 Mission Members . As stated in Board policy, the Mission has general

supervision and care of all work of its missionaries.”^ It is responsible

for enabling missionaries to achieve maximum use of their spiritaul gifts

and personal talents.

Administrative Staff . The Administrative Staff is elected by the Mission

to do staff work for the Mission, its programs, and its members. They are

delegated certain responsibilities for leadership in planning, coordinating,

and evaluating the Mission's work, as enumerated in Section 8.

Program and Division . A program consists of a group of closely re-

lated basic continuing activities (tasks). A division is a component of

the Mission’s organization established to plan, conduct, and evaluate a

program. In short, the program is the work to be done, the division is the

organization that does it.

Mission Goals and Program Goals . The Mission is responsible for

identifying needs on a broader scope than those identified for a single

program. It sets objectives and goals based on priority needs.

A division participates in the Mission’s goals and actions to the de-

gree that they are inherent in the division's program tasks. At the same

time, it continues performing basic tasks which are not directly related

to current Mission goals.

Mission goals should be considered when program goals are developed;

both Mission goals and program goals should be considered when work goals

are developed.

FRATERNAL RELATIONSHIPS

Other Christian Groups . The Mission and its members have a fraternal

relationship with all others who are engaged in the evangelization of Japan.

The Mission makes no formal alignment with any group except the Convention

but encourages its members to participate freely with other Christian

missionaries and groups in ways that are mutually helpful to their work in

Japan

.

7.7 Japan Baptist Convention . The Mission has a special fraternal relation-

ship with the Convention. Since 1947 this relationship has been that of

the Mission working 'through the Convention' in its evangelistic endeavors
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in Japan. Recently, the Convention has reoriented itself to attain autonomy

and self-support, resulting in a dialogue out of which a new relationship

is developing. The Mission and the Convention are now fraternal bodies with

a strong desire to cooperate in the evangelization of Japan and have adopted

the following points of agreement:

1* We affirm that the Japan Baptist Convention is constituted of Baptist

churches organized for the purpose of cooperative evangelism. As such

it should be self-governing and self-supporting.

2. We affirm that the Japan Baptist Mission is an agency of the Foreign

Mission Board of the Southern Baptist Convention with responsibility

for the support and supervision of its missionary members.

3. The Japan Baptist Convention and the Japan Baptist Mission will con-

tinue to engage in cooperative evangelism in Japan, respecting the

spirit of our method of cooperation to the present.

4. The Japan Baptist Convention, as its part in this cooperative evange-

ism, will assume the basic responsibility for carrying out pioneer

evangelism, church development, and institutional and other projects.

The Japan Baptist Mission will cooperate with the Japan Baptist Con-

vention in these projects and may engage in evangelistic projects on

its own. It will report to the Convention and discuss with them the

substance of each of the Mission's projects.

5. When a Japan Baptist Convention-related institution with legal person

status requires financial aid, the Japan Mission and/or the Japan

Baptist Convention may cooperate in providing aid in response to the

request of the institution. (Procedures for this are listed separately.)

6. When joint discussion between the Convention and the Mission is con-

sidered necessary, the responsibility for this wi]] be that of the Con-

vention President and the Mission Chairman. They may, when they con-

sider it necessary, select appropriate committees to carry on the

discussions

.

7.9 PROGRAM RELATIONSHIPS

The Program of Starting and Strengthening Churches relates to:

1. The Program of Christian Witness in Educational Institutions

a. Through recommending students and staff to the institutions.
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7.10

b. Through receiving information on prospects for discipleship

and service,

2. The Program of Christian Witness in Medical Institutions

a. Through assisting in witnessing places and church-strength-

ening activities that result from the Program of Christian

Witness in Medical Institutions.

b. Through receiving information on prospects for discipleship

and service.

c. Through recommending students and staff to medical institutions,

3. The Program of English Language Churches

a. Through assisting the churches in their Japanese ministry.

b. Through obtaining personnel and materials for English ministry.

4.

5.

The

1 .

2 ,

3.

The Program of Encounter Ministry

a. Through assisting groups that desire to become a church.

b. Through obtaining information on prospects for discipleship

and service.

The Program of Christian Ministry to Families

a. Through publicizing such activities as family retreats

and conferences.

b. Through receiving materials and assistance for ministry to

families

.

Program of Christian Witness in Educational Institutions relates

The Program of Starting and Strengthening Churches

a. Through providing information on prospects for discipleship

and service.

b. Through obtaining recommendations of students and staff.

The Program of Christian Witness in Medical Institutions

a. Through recommending nursing students.

b. Through recommending paramedical and clerical nersonnel.

The Program of Encounter .'linistry

a. Through recommending eraduates for volunteer staff.

b. Through providing information on prospects for discipleship

and service.

to

;
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7.11

7.12

7.13

The Program of Christian Witness in Medical Institutions relates to

:

1. The Program of Starting and Strengthening Churches

a. Through providing information on prospects for discipleship

and service.

b. Through obtaining assistance in new work and church-strengthening

activities that result from the Program of Christian Witness

in Medical Institutions.

c. Through receiving recommendations for students and staff.

2. The Program of Christian Witness in Educational Institutions

a. Through receiving recommendations of student nurses.

b. Through receiving recommendations of paramedical and clerical

personnel .

3. The Program of Encounter Ministry

a. Through sharing volunteer staff workers.

b. Through obtaining follow-up of patients in encounter groups.

4. The Program of Christian Ministry to Families

a. Through conducting a program of family counseling,

b. Through obtaining ministry to families of patients.

The Program of English Language Churches relates to

:

1. The Program of Starting and Strengthening Churches

a. Through providing personnel and materials for English ministry.

b. Through obtaining assistance in their Japanese ministry.

2. The Program of Encounter Ministry

a. Through obtaining plans for establishing and conducting

encounter groups.

b. Through obtaining materials for use in encounter groups.

The Program of Christian Encounter Ministry relates to:

1. The Program of Starting and Strengthening Churches

a. Through obtaining assistance for groups that desire to

become churches.

b. Through supplying information on prospects for discipleship

and service.

2. The Program of Christian Witness in Educational Institutions

a. Through receiving information on prospects for discipleship

and service.
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3 .

7.14

b. Through receiving reconmiendations for volunteer staff.

The Program of Christian witness in Medical Institutions

4 .

5 .

The

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

a. Through following up patients.

b. Through obtaining volunteer staff memembers.

The Program of English Language Churches

a. Through providing plans for establishing and conducting

encounter groups

,

b. Through providing materials for use in encounter groups.

The Program of Christian Ministry to Families

a. Through obtaining assistance and materials for ministry

to families.

b. Through publicizing such activities as family retreats and

conferences

.

Program of Christian Ministry to Families relates to:

The Program of Starting and Strengthening Churches

a. Through providing materials and assistance for ministry to

families .

b. Through receiving publicity of such activities as family

retreats and conferences.

c. Through encouraging personal involvement in a local church

program.

The Program of Christing Witness in Medical Institutions

a. Through providing ministry to families of patients.

b. Through cooperating with the program of family counseling.

The Program of English Language Churches

a. Through providing materials and assistance for ministry to

families

.

b. Through obtaining participation in family retreats and

conferences .

The Program of Encounter Ministry

a. Through providing materials and assistance for ministry to

families

.

b. Through obtaining participation in such activities as family

retreats and conferences.
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7.15 Notes

1, Manual for Missionaries , Foreign Mission Board, SBC, 1971, p. 11.

2, Ibid.

3, These points of agreement are a translation of the Japanese

statement which was adopted by the Mission and the Convention

separately at their 1972 annual sessions.
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8.1 INTRODUCTION

Organization is the formal pattern by which members of a group re

late to one another and work together to achieve the group purpose.

3.2 An organizational chart shows how work responsibilities are arranged

and clarifies procedural channels.

8.3 Good organization produces more and better work with fewer people,

for it helps Individuals develop their full potential. Psychological

studies have indicated that individuals show more efficiency and

creativity when working in a structured group than when working alone.

The strength of a well-organized group greatly exceeds the sum of the

strength of its members,

8.6 Some Principles of Mission Organization

1. The Mission needs only enough organization to do its work as

efficiently as possible.

2. The Mission's organizational structures are flexible. They should

be retained only as long as they are actually needed.

3. The basic authority in the organization is the whole Mission,

Those elected to leadership responsibilities have delegated

authority

.

4. Program planning and execution are basically the responsibility

of the division.

5. The making of policy and the administration of policy are sep-

arate, distinct functions.

6. Lines of administration should be clarified and administrative

overlap avoided,

7. Supervision of work should provide adequate guidance and en-

courage individual initiative and creativity.

8. All members participate in the decision-making process at three

levels: 1) they participate in decisions of the Mission in

session; 2) they participate in decisions about the work of

their specific program or project; and 3) they decide their work

goals and actions.
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8.5 MISSION

General Information

1. Membership: All active missionaries of the Board who are assigned

to Japan, currently excluding Okinawa Prefecture.

2. Voting members: Appointed missionaries who have completed first-

year language requirements and missionary associates who have

completed one year of service.

3. Frequency of meetings: At least once a year.

4. Organization: Executive Committee with seven members, including

Chairman and Finance Officer; six divisions, each with a division

leader; projects as needed, each with a project leader; Recording

Secretary and Inspector-Auditor; Administrative Staff (Administrator,

Business Manager, Treasurer, Research and Design Consultant).

5. Responsible to the Board through the Secretary for East Asia.

8 . 6 Principal Function

The Mission acts as the Board's agent in Japan; under the Board's

general supervision and authority, it decides and achieves its objectives

and goals, and supervises the work of its members,

8 . 7 Responsibilities of Mission in Session

1. Decide Mission policies.

2. Approve the Program Base Design.

3. Decide Mission objectives and goals.

4. Validate annual goals and action plans of the programs and projects.

5. Determine new personnel needs and make requests to the Board,

6. Decide budgets and make budget requests to the Board.

7. Decide the Mission's organization.

8. Elect Executive Committee (including Chairman and Finance Officer),

Recording Secretary and Inspector-Auditor, Administrator, Business

Manager, Research and Design Consultant, division leaders, and

Mission project leaders: recommend Treasurer to Board.

8 . 8 NOMINATING COMMITTEE

General Information

1. Membership: Seven persons appointed by the Mission Chairman

from the Mission at large, with one member designated as chainr.an.
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2 .

8.9

8.10

8,11

8.12

8.13

Term of office: Serves only during the Mission session for which

it is appointed.

3, Responsible to the Mission.

Principal Function

The Nominating Committee nominates the Executive Committee, including

the Chairman and the Finance Officer, and the Recording Secretary and

Inspector-Auditor

.

Nominate the Mission Chairman, Finance Officer, other members of

the Executive Committee, and the Recording Secretary and Inspector-

Auditor

.

Nominate personnel to other positions when requested by the

Mission.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

General Inf ormation

1. Method of election: Recommended by the Nominating Committee and

elected by the Mission in session.

2. Membership: Seven members. Elected at large and including the

Chairman and the Finance Officer. The Administrative Staff and

division leaders are ineligible.

3. Term of office: Three years, with one-third of the members

terms expiring each year (three members when the Chairman's term

expires, two members in ocher years). No member may serve more

than two terms in succession,

4. Frequency of meetings: At least four times a year.

Principal Function

The Executive Committee recommends and interprets Mission policy and

evaluates progress toweard achievement of the Mission's goals.

Duties

1, Recommend policies to the Mission.

2. Interpret Mission policies and make necessary exceptions to

policy.

3. Plan and conduct Mission Meetings.

4, Nominate the Administrative Staff; elect persons to fill vacancies

Duties

1 .

2 .
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occurring on the Executive Committee between annual sessions of

the Mission.

5. Make missionary work assignments; assign missionary housing.

6. Classify Mission property; make changes in classifications.

7. Make recommendations to the Mission for updating the Program

Base Design for each three-year planning cycle,

8. Review and evaluate the Administrator's report on the Mission's

progress toward its goals.

9. Recommend to the Mission annually a unified plan of goals, action

plans, personnel needs, and supporting budgets; recommend to the

Mission a comprehensive budget (total Mission and Convention-

related) .

10. Act on necessary changes in Mission goals, action plans, and budgets

between Mission sessions; act on changes in program or project

goals, action plans, budgets, and personnel which involve extra-

program or extra-project budget or personnel changes,

11. Assign missionaries to programs and projects based on Mission-

approved action plans.

12, Review the Chairman's evaluation of the Administrator's performance.

13, Review and approve quarterly trial balances and the annual report of

the Treasurer.

8.14 MISSION CHAIRMAN

General Information

1. Method of election: Recommended by the Nominating Committee and

elected by the Mission in session.

2. Term of office: Three years. May not succeed himself.

3. Responsible to the Mission.

8.15 Principal Function

The Mission Chairman serves as moderator and official spokesman for

the Mission.

8 . 16 Duties

1. Moderate all meetings of the Mission and Executive Committee.

2. Prepare and circulate in advance an agenda for each meeting.

3. Act as official spokesman for the Mission; hold responsibility
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8.17

8.18

8-19

4 .

5 .

6 .

7 .

8 .

9 .

10 .

for oHlcl.1 dl.ou..l«n. b.two.o th.
Co.v.ot o„,

r.c.lv. .nd proc... p.r.oooel »d budget te,«.=t. ft"- •

Convention end Its r.l.ted chutche. end institutions.

Appoint the Nominating Committee.
=

le.d tb. Mission to ..t.bll.b end ..Int.m essentl.l elleles.

Prepare the Administrator's job description; ass st

Administrator in preparing work goals.

Evaluate the Administrator's performance.

Review the Administrator’s evaluation of the Administrati

Staff’s and program leaders’ performance.

Prepare the Mission Annual Report.

Be available to missionaries and their families to assist n

work relationships and personal problems.

FINANCE OFFICER

election: Recommended by the Nominating Committee

and elected by the Mission in session.

T.™ of offlco: Thru, yours. Mu, not suoc.ed hl.solf.

R..pon.lbl. to tb. Mission through tho E»outlvo Comittoo.

This office is required by Japanese law.

Principal Function
.

The Finance Officer supervises the Mission’s financial affairs in

accordance with Japanese legal requirements.

Duties

Supervise the Mission’s financial affairs.

Review the annual audit of the Treasurer’s books.

Review and co-sign the quarterly trial balance and the annual

financial report to the Foreign Mission Board.

4. Assume responsibilities of Mission Chairman when the Chairman

is unable to fulfill his duties and until a replacement is e-

lected

.

2 .

3 .

4 .

1 .

2 .

3 .
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8.20 RECORDING SECRETARY AND INSPECTOR-AUDITOR (KANJI)

General Information

1. Method of election: Recommended by the Nominating Committee and

elected by the Mission in session.

2. Term of office: One year. May succeed himself indefinitely.

3. Responsible to the Mission through the Mission Chairman.

8.21 Principal Function

The Recording Secretary and Inspector-Auditor (Kanji) records the minutes

of the Mission and the Executive Committee and fulfills the duties specified

in Article 59 of the Civil Code of Japan.

8.22 Duties

1. Record the minutes of Mission Meetings.

2. Record the minutes of Executive Committee meetings,

3. Audit the financial affairs of the Mission.

4. Audit the actions of the Executive Committee.

5. Report any irregularities to the Mission in session.

8.23 ADMINISTRATOR

General Information

1, Method of election: Recommended by the Executive Committee and

elected by the Mission in session.

2, Term of office: Indefinite term based on performance.

3, Responsible to the Mission through the Executive Committee.

8.24 Principal Function

The Administrator leads the Mission in planning, conducting, and

evaluating its work.

8.25 Duties

Planning

1. Lead the Mission to keep its Program Base Design updated.

2. Lead the Mission to maintain an adequate planning process.

3. Lead the Mission to use its Program Base Design in setting objectives

and goals and in developing comprehensive and strategic plans for

reaching them.

Conducting

4. Lead the Mission to establish and maintain an adequate organization.

5. Review personnel requests and recommend to the Executive Committee

personnel needed.
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6. Administer a Mission plan for orientation and language study.

7, Supervise missionaries during their first year on the field,

8. Review requests for reassignment and submit to Executive Com-

mittee .

9, Review and correlate program and project budget requests; re-

view Convention budget requests; make budget recommendations to

the Executive Committee.

10. Coordinate the goals and action plans of the programs in group

consultation with the program leaders,

11. Lead the Mission to accomplish its goals within the approved

budget

.

12. Coordinate missionary development activities,

13. Lead the Mission to establish and maintain essential procedures

and systems for conducting its work,

14. Prepare job descriptions for the other administrative staff mem-

bers and the program leaders,

15. Supervise the work of the other Administrative Staff members and

the program leaders,

16. Lead the Mission to evaluate its work and use the results to im-

prove its operation.

17. Evaluate the performance of the other Administrative Staff mem-

bers and the program leaders,

18. Participate in evaluating his job performance.

Reporting

19. Report progress toward Mission goals to the Executive Committee

according to established schedules.

8.26 BUSINESS MANAGER

General Information

1. Method of election: Recommended by the Executive Committee
and elected by the Mission,

2. Term of office: Indefinite term based on performance.

3. Responsible to the Mission through the Administrator.
8.27 Principal Function

The Business Manager conducts the business operation of the Mission.
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8.28 Duties

Planning

1. Anticipate and identify physical resources needed.
2. Plan for maximum utilization of the Mission's physical
Conducting

resources

.

3 .

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10 .

11 .

12 .

13.

14.

15.

Establish and administer depreciation schedules and maintenance
procedures for physical resources.

Establish and maintain records procedures and retention schedules
for the Mission Office.

Establish and maintain job descriptions, salary scales, work
schedules, policies and procedures for the Mission Office staff.
Interview, test and employ Mission Office staff personnel.
Supervise the Business Manager's staff.

Supervise the purchase of land or assist a program-assigned re-
sponsible person in the purchase of missionary residence land.
Supervise the construction of Mission residences or assist the
program-assigned responsible person.

Supervise the selling and renting of Mission property.
Administer Mission policies on the purchase and sale of cars.
Handle Mission approved overseas travel arrangements for
missionaries and their families.

Coordinate the hospitality for overseas visitors.
Maintain liaison between the Mission and Japanese government
officials in the area of his responsibility.

Provide legal assistance for handling the Mission's business and
financial affairs.

16. Assist missionaries in the maintenance of the physical resources
assigned to them for their use.

Evaluating

17. Evaluate the performance of the Business Manager's staff on the
basis of progress toward approved goals,

18. Evaluate trends related to the physical resources of the Mission.
19. Evaluate the Mission business operation policies, practices and

procedures

.
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8.29

8.30

8.31

20. Participate in evaluating his job performance,

21. Report to the Executive Committee through the Administrator

according to established schedules,

TREASURER

General Information

1. Method of election: Nominated by the Bcecutive Committee, formally

recommended by the Mission, and elected by the Foreign Mission

Board

.

2. Term of office; Indefinite term based on performance.

3. Responsible to the Mission through the Administrator and to the

Board

.

Principal runction

The Mission Treasurer receives, disburses, and accounts for all

Mission funds. (See Manual for Missionaries , FMB regarding Power of

Attorney authorized by the Foreign Mission Board.)

Duties

Planning

1. Anticipate and identify the financial needs of the Mission.

Conducting

2. Hold Power of Attorney for the Foreign Mission Board.

3. Perform the Treasurer's responsibilities in keeping with the pro-

cedural requirements of the Foreign Mission Board.

4. Receive and disburse Mission funds as authorized,

5. Establish and maintain essential financial records systems; es-

tablish and maintain a financial records retention schedule.

6. Assist program and project leaders and others who handle Mission

funds in establishing and maintaining necessary financial systems

for receiving, disbursing, and accounting for all funds.

7. Maintain financial records so as to inform, upon written request,

the Finance Officer, Administrative Staff, and program and pro-

ject leaders on current balances in any account from which they

are authorized to use funds.

8. Recommend personnel for Treasurer's staff; supervise the staff.
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9.

Maintain liaison between the Mission and the Japanese government

area of his responsibility.

Evaluating

10. Evaluate the performance of the Treasurer's staff on the basis of

progress toward goals.

11. Evaluate trends related to financial resources of the Mission.
12. Participate in evaluating his job performance.

Reporting

13. Report to the Executive Committee and the Board according to

established schedules

,

8.32 RESEARCH AND DESIGN CONSULTANT

General Information

1. Method of election: Nominated by the Executive Committee and

elected by the Mission.

2. Term of office: Indefinite term of office based on performance.
3. Responsible to the Mission through the Administrator.

8.33 Principal Function

The Research and Design Consultant directs the research and design

activities of the Mission.

8 . 34 Duties

1. Discover the research and design needs of the Mission,

2. Coordinate the research and design activities of the programs and

projects .

3. Conduct additional research and design activities as needed,

4. Recommend systems, procedures, personnel, and budgets for pro-

posed Mission projects,

5. Assist Mission project leaders and program project leaders.

6. Develop and recommend procedures, standards, and criteria for

evaluating the work of the Mission.

7. Manage the Mission Research Center; evaluate the performance of

the Center staff on the basis of progress toward goals.

8. Report to the Executive Committee through the Administrator accord-

ing to established schedules.

9. Participate in evaluating his job performance.
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8.35 DIVISION

General Information

1. Membership: All members of the Mission assigned to the division on

the basis of work activities related to the division's program.

2. Frequency of meetings: As often as necessary within budget limita-

tions .

3. Organization: Nominates division leader and completes its organ-

ization as necessary to achieve its goals.

4. Responsible to the Mission through the division leader.

8 . 36 Principal Function

The division recommends its goals and action plans to the Mission and

works to achieve approved program goals.

8.37 Duties

1. Prepare and adopt a base design for the program.

2. Recommend action plans, personnel needs, and supporting budgets

for achieving its goals.

3. Carry out action plans and achieve goals within the approved budget.

4. Develop criteria for evaluating progress toward goals; evaluate

progress toward goals.

5. Nominate its division leader.

6. Organize itself to achieve its goals.

7. Establish division procedures.

8.38 DIVISION LEADER

General Xiiformation

1. Method of election: Nominated by the members of the division and

elected by the Mission.

2. Term of office: Three years. May not serve more than two terms

in succession.

3. Responsible to the Mission through the Administrator,

8.39 Principal Function

The division leader leads the personnel of the division in planning,

conducting, and evaluating its program.
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8.40 Duties

1. Guide division personnel in preparing a base design for the program
2. Lead division personnel to develop and coordinate action plans,

personnel needs, and supporting budgets to achieve goals.
3. Assist in preparing job descriptions for division members.
4. Prepare job descriptions for projected personnel needs.
5. Assist division personnel in setting work goals.

6. Assist division personnel in carrying out their action plans and
actions within the budget.

7. Lead in providing training opportunities for division members.
8. Lead in developing criteria for evaluating progress toward program

goals and in evaluating progress toward goals,

9. Report progress toward goals to the Executive Committee through the
Administrator according to established schedules.

10. Serve with other division leaders as a consulting group to the Ad-
ministrator

.

11. Participate in evaluating his own job performance.
8.41 DIVISION MEMBER

General Information

1. Related to division on basis of work assignment.

2. Responsible to the Mission through the division leader.
8.42 Principal Function

The division member carries out his responsibilities in the program.
8 .43 Duties

1. Write his job description with assistance from his division leader,

and assume responsibility for fulfilling it.

2. Prepare his work goals in consultation with the division leader;

determine his action plans to achieve them,

3. Participate in program planning and decision-making.

8.44 DIVISION PROJECT LEADER

General Information

1. Method of election: Elected by the division,

2. Term of office: From date of assignment until next furlough or

terminal date of project, whichever comes first.
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3. Responsible to the division through the division leader,

8.45 Principal Function

The division project leader conducts a project and leads in evaluating,

reporting, and making recommendations concerning the project.

8.46 Duties

1, Conduct the project and make progress reports according to estab^

lished schedules.

2. Evaluate the project, in consultation with the division leader and

the Research and Design Consultant, according to established

criteria; make recommendations.

8.47 MISSION PROJECT LEADER

General Information

1. Method of election: Elected by the Mission on recommendation of

the Executive Committee.

2. Term of office: From date of election until next furlough or

terminal date of project, whichever comes first.

3. Responsible to the Mission through the Research and Design Con-

sultant .

8.48 Principal Function

The Mission project leader conducts project and leads in evaluating,

reporting, and making recommendations concerning the project.

8.49 Duties

1. Conduct the project and make progress reports according to es-

tablished schedules.

2. Evaluate the project, in consultation with the Research and De-

sign Consultant, according to established criteria; make

recommendations ,
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INTRODUCTION9.1

9.2

9.3

9.4

9.5

9.6

Human resources are the personnel required to carry out the Mission's
purpose. They are the Mission’s primary resources; physical and financial
resources play a secondary, supportive role.

God conducts the work of his kingdom through persons. He has given to
missionaries particular tasks and responsibilities in kingdom witness and
ministry.

To carry out its God-given purpose more effectively, the Mission seeks
to strengthen and multiply human resources through cooperation with the
Convention in witness and ministry. The Convention and its agencies and
related institutions share in the responsibility of guiding the work of
missionaries directly related to them.

PERSONNEL INVENTORY

An inventory taken in March 1973 reveals the following statistics on
the Mission's membership:

Appointment Status

Career missionaries
(including 2 special appointees)

Missionary associates

Missionary journeymen

Total membership of Mission

Age

The average age of members not including journeymen is 44.5
(husbands, 45.2; wives, 43.8; singles, 44.8). Ages are distributed by 5

and 10 year spans as follows:

121

6

6

133

26 - 30 = 12 = 9 .5%

31 - 35 = 9 = 7 .1%

36 -- 40 = 12 = 9 .5%

41 -- 45 = 31 = 24 .6%

46 -- 50 = 34 = 27 %

51 -- 55 = 19 = 15,.1%

56 -- 60 = 4 = 3. CM

61 -- 65 = 5 = 4 %

21 (16.7%)

43 C34.1%)

53 (42.1%)

9 ( 7.1%)
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9.8

9.9

9.10

Retirement Schedule , The ages indicate that members will reach the

retirement age of 65 as follows:

Next 10 years Following 10 years Total for 20 years

1974 - 1 1984 - 0

1975 - 2 1985 - 4

1976 - 2 7 (5.5%) 1986 - 5 17 C13.5%)

1977 - 2 1987 - 7

1978 - 0 1988 - 1

1979 - 0 1989 - 9

1980 - 0 1990 - 13

1981 - 0 10 (7.9%) 1991 - 4 34 C26.9%)

1982 - 6 1992 - 5

1983 - 4 1993 - 3

Total 17 (13.5%) 51 (40.5%) 68 (54%)

The rate of retirements over the next ten years will approximate the

present rate of new appointments. However, in the following ten years

(1984-1993) as many as 51 (40.5%) of the present members will reach 65

because of the large number of appointments for Japan in the decade following

World War II.

Since retirement is not necessarily mandatory until age 70, the actual

retirement schedule may vary from that shown above.

Education . As of May 1973, the 127 career missionaries and missionary

associates have studied at more than 100 senior colleges, universities and

seminaries as shown below. The B, D. is listed with the master’s level de-

grees because it is equivalent to the old Th. M. and the current M. Div.

"Associate" degrees are omitted.

Academic Degrees Held by Members (excluding Journeymen)

5

2

2

2

1

1

Bachelor ’

s

Level Master ’

s

Level Doctor's

B. A. 79 B. D. 36 Th. D.

B. S. 28 M. R. E. 32 Ph. D.

B. S. Ed. 3 Th. M. 17 D. R. E.

B. A. B. E. 2 M. A. 11 M. D.

B . Mus . Ed . 2 M. Div. 6 Ed. D.

B. R. E. 2 M. C. M. 3 D. Min.

13
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B. B. A. 1 M. E. 1

B. Ch. Ed. 1 M, S. 1

B. M. 1 M. F. A. 1

B. M. E. 1 111
B. S. M, 1

B. C. M. 1

Th. B. 1 Special

B. M. T. 1
R. N. 5

124 M. T. 1

Schools Attended (excluding Junior Colleges and Business Colleges)

Alabama, Univ. of
American Univ.
Auburn Univ.
Baylor Univ.
Bethel Coll.
Berea Coll.
Biola Bible Coll.
Bob Jones Univ.
Bowman Gray School of Medicine
California Coll, of Arts and Crafts
California Baptist Coll.
California, Univ. of (Berkeley)
Campbellsville Coll.
Carson-NevTman Coll.
Catholic Univ.
Central Baptist Theol. Sem.
Central State Univ. (Okla.)
Chicago, Univ. of
Columbia Bible Coll.
Columbia Univ.
Drew Univ. Sem.
Duke Univ.
East Central State Teachers Coll. COkla.)
East Texas Baptist Coll.
Eastern Baptist Theol. Sem.
Eberhart-Karls Univ.
Emory Univ,
Florida, Univ. of
Fresno State Coll.
Fuller Theol. Sem.
Furman Univ.
George Peabody Coll, for Teachers
George Washington Univ.
Georgetown Coll.

Georgia, Univ. of
Georgia Institute of Technology
Georgia State Univ.
Golden Gate Baptist Theol. Sem.
Howard-Payne Coll.
Harvard Divinity School
Hawaii, Univ. of
Hendrix Coll.
Jacksonville Univ.
Judson Coll.
Kansas, Univ. of
Kentucky, Univ. of
Kentucky Baptist Hospital

School of Nursing
Laval Coll.

Livingston Univ.
London School of Hygiene and

Tropical Medicine
Louisiana Tech. Univ.
Louisville, Univ. of
Luther Rice Sera.

Magic Valley Christian Coll.
Mars Hill Coll,
Mary Hardin-Baylor Coll.
McKendree Coll,
McNeese State Univ.
Mercer Univ.
Meredith Coll.
Midwestern Univ.
Midwestern Baptist Theol. Sem.
Mississippi Coll.
Mississippi State Univ.
Moody Bible Institute
Mount Holyoke Coll.
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Murray State Univ.

New Jersey State Teachers Coll.

New Mexico, Univ. of

New Orleans Baptist Theol. Sem.

North Carolina, Univ. of

North Carolina Baptist Hospital

School of Nursing

North Georgia Coll.

Northern Arizona Univ.

Norton Infirmary School of Medical

Technique
Oklahoma, Univ. of

Oklahoma Baptist Univ.

Oklahoma State Univ.

Ouachita Baptist Univ.

Pennsylvania, Univ. of

Rice Univ.

Richmond, Univ. of

Salem Coll.

Samford Univ.

Shorter Coll.

Southeastern Baptist Theol. Sem.

Southeastern Louisiana Univ.

Southern Baptist Theol. Sem. (including

former W.M.U. Training School and

Carver School)

Southwestern Baptist Theol. Sem.

Southwestern Louisiana, Univ. of

Stanislaus State Coll.

Stephen F. Austin State Univ,

Stetson Univ.

Tarleton State Coll.

Tennessee Temple Coll.

Tennessee, Univ. of

Texas, Univ. of

Texas Christian Univ,

Texas Wesleyan Coll.

Tift Coll.

Toccoa Falls Bible College

Tokyo Union Theol. Sem.

Trinity Coll.

Union Univ.

Union Theol. Sem.

Vanderbilt Univ.

Washington Univ.

Wayland Baptist Coll.

West Texas State Univ.

Western Kentucky Univ.

Westhampton Coll.

Wheaton (111.) Coll.

William Carey Coll.

William Jewell Coll.

Winthorpe Coll.

Yale Univ.

Experience . Positions held by members prior to their appointment as

missionaries include the following (and others not listed)

:

Auditor
Bank Staffer
Baseball Coach
Bookbinder
Bookkeeper
Bus Driver
Business Manager
Caseworker
Cashier
Chemical Engineer

Chemi s t

Clerk
Counselor
Draftsman
Educational Director
Editorial Assistant
Electrician
Engineer
Hospital Chaplain

Kindergarten Director
Library Assistant
Medical Technician
Military Chaplain
Millwright
Music Director
Nurse
Organist
Pastor
Pharmacist
Phychiatric Aide
Physician
Pianist
Printer
Probation Officer
Receptionist
Salesclerk
Salesman
Secretary
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9.15
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Shipbuilder
Student Secretary
Superintendent of Missions
Teacher (many levels and subjects)

Telephone Operator
Typist
X-ray Technician
Young People's Secretary

SkiJJ^. A questionnaire sent out in March 1973 asked members to state
their skills acquired through training and experience. The answers are grouped
below and ranked according to frequency of appearance:

1. Teaching (including English teaching)

2. Preaching, pastoral work

3. Counseling

4. Writing

5. Administration

6. Music: playing, singing, directing, worship, revivals.

7. Secretarial work

8. Medical work: doctoring, nursing, pharmacy, lab work

9. Arts and crafts

10. Publ ications work

11. Audio-visual services

12. Printing

The questionnaire also asked members to state any personal skills not

being fully used in the Mission. These included:

1. Preaching

2. Bible teaching in depth

3. Music

4. Personal evangelism

5. Counseling

6. Secretarial work

FORECAST OF SKILLS NEEDED

The basic skills for witness and ministry in Japan are still needed and

will be needed in the future. In a nation with the world's sixth largest pop-

ulation and only 1% professing Christians, the need for witnessing is un-

limited.

Preaching opportunities are not lacking but these are usually for pulpit

supply rather than a regular pastoral ministry. It is not clear whether this

situation will change in the future.
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Teaching in an institutional context will likely continue to be a much

needed skill.

Teaching in a church context is needed, but missionaries tend to be

limited to teaching in English and have a less than satisfactory opportunity

to teach the Bible in depth.

Skills in music and in religious education are much needed and much

desired. The use of these skills calls for much flexibility and adaptation

to the situation in Convention churches.

The use of missionary medical skills is limited mostly to the Japan

Baptist Hospital and School of Nursing. It is difficult at present to pro-

ject the prospects for use of these skills in the future.

The programs will require skills in planning, designing, organizing,

writing, and evaluating.

The projects will call for skills in creative thinking, innovative

planning, research, designing, trying the untried, and discontinuing un-

successful projects.

Staff Services will need skills in business administration, planning,

managing, supervising, purchasing, accounting, bookkeeping, legal affairs,

secretarial and clerical work, printing, reception, hospitality, research

and design, library science, and translating.

Forecasts of skills and personnel needed should include Convention-

related needs for Mission personnel, since most members will be related

in their work assignment to the churches of the Convention and related

agencies and institutions.

Many missionaries state that they work best in a face-to-face or small-

group ministry. Significantly, Japanese leaders have indicated that in

this very area of work missionaries can make their best contribution. This

indicates the need for more effective communication between the Mission and

Convention to fit the skills to the needs.

DETERMINING PERSONNEL NEEDED

The tremendous and increasing cost of operation in Japan coupled with

the projected retirement of over 50% of the Mission's members in the next

20 years will make it difficult to maintain the present numerical strength.

The Mission should carefully study its long-range personnel needs.
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Replacements . Replacing missionaries is more complicated than matching
each resignation or retirement with an appointment. Each missionary has cer-
tain skills that he uses in his work. When he leaves the field or merely
changes jobs. Ideally someone else with the same or similar skills should
replace him, or at least could carry out the more critical functions involved.

Replacements and back-ups can be provided by carefully worked out
missionary development plans and close liaison with the Board's Personnel
Department to obtain new personnel with needed skills. An up-to-date list
of personnel needs should be maintained according to priorities.

New Positions . The Mission should be alert to changing needs and
opportunities and prepared to assign missionaries to new positions. Some
positions doubtless will need to be eliminated in favor of more pressing
ones. New skills may become available through appointments and missionary
development programs.

The Mission might consider the future use of missionaries in some
positions currently filled by nationals. As Japanese salary scales continue
to rise, the extended use of missionaries might reduce the strain on budgets
without decreasing efficiency.

Japanese Employees , The Mission employs Japanese in positions that
missionaries, because of language and cultural barriers, cannot fill sat-
isfactorily. Japanese assistants are required in Staff Services and many
of the programs to make the work of missionaries more effective. Care

should be given to obtaining qualified personnel and providing them the salary
and other benefits they are entitled to receive.

REQUESTS TO THE BOARD

The Mission looks to the Board for new personnel. It should submit its

requests annually, as far in advance as possible, and report changes in per-
sonnel needs as soon as they occur. It would be helpful for the Mission to

participate in the Personnel Department's communication with missionary can-

didates slated for Japan. The closer the relationship maintained between the

Mission and the Personnel Department, the more successfully will new appointees
adjust to the situation in Japan.
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9.34

9.35
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Training should begin when the missionary is appointed and continue

throughout his career. Orientation, language study, and the entire first

term should be a time of training for the job ahead. It is especially im-

portant in this age of increasingly rapid change for a missionary to update

his knowledge and upgrade his skills continually. Thus, training must be

an integral part of an effective planning and operation of mission work.

The Mission should provide developmental activities while the missionary

is engaged in work on the field. In addition, it should include in its

missionary development plane training activities for the missionary to engage

in while on furlough. These should include both general study and specific

preparation for increasingly effective service.

MISSIONARY DEPLOYMENT

In the years following World War II a plan was adopted to deploy a

missionary couple, along with a Japanese pastor, to each of the prefectural

capitals. The plan was implemented only in part, for missionaries tended to

concentrate in areas where children's schooling and special work opportuni-

ties—as in convention-related institutions—were available. Missionary

cluster groups developed in Hokkaido, Tokyo, Nagoya, Kansai, Chugoku-Shikoku

and Fukuoka Prefecture.

In 1967 the Mission took an action encouraging couples who had seen

their children through school to consider work opportunities in outlying

areas. Subsequent developments have shown wisdom of this action.

The outlying areas are being joined to the Tokaido region by an ex-

panding network of expressways and high-speed rail lines. No missionary will

be severely isolated. Furthermore, the nation's population is shifting more

to the medium-sized cities than to the giant metropolises. The spiritual re-

sponsiveness found among mobile, urban populations is available in many cities

outside the missionary cluster areas. It is indeed appropriate that the Mis-

sion affirm the nationwide scope of its witness.

In deploying missionaries, the Mission should give special attention to

Convention-related work opportunities. Though circumstances have changed

since the deployment plan of the 1950s, when missionary-pastor teams devel-

oped churches rapidly, many pastors and churches today want assistance and
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9.39

can work effectively with missionaries. The Mission should give priority
developing a missionary deployment plan in keeping with its objectives and
goals and in consultation with the Convention.

LIST OF PERSONNEL POLICIES

201 Requests for Missionaries

202 Providing Missionaries to Convention, Its Churches and Related In-

stitutions

203 Providing Missionaries for Work outside the Mission and Convention

Structure

204 Assignment of Missionaries - general

205 Relationship of Missionaries to Program and Division

206 Missionary Development

207 First Term of Service

208 First-term Missionary's Return to the Field

209 Scheduling of Furlough

210 Communication with Missionaries away from the Field

211 Retirement

212 Requests for Journeymen

213 Assignment of Journeymen

214 Support of Journeymen

215 Orientation and Supervision of Journeymen

216 Income-Producing Work by Missionaries

217 Student Summer Missionaries
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10.1

10.2

10.3

10.4

10.5

10.6

10.7

10.8

INTRODUCTION

A corollary to the need for human resources is the need for physical

resources. Missionaries as physical beings live and work in a physical

environment; they need material things for performing spiritual tasks.

The Board recognizes this principle and seeks to provide sufficient

physical resources to make the greatest use of human resources. For its

part, the Mission strives to exercise good stewardship of all resources

entrusted to it.

Physical resources may be defined as the property, cars, equipment,

and supplies that the Mission needs to carry on its program. The Mission's

needs are determined by its specific plans, programs, organization, and per-

sonnel .

Property is (1) land, used for buildings, parking, landscaping, and

outdoor activities; and (2) buildings, including missionary residences,

chapels, centers, offices, and storehouses.

Cars are vehicles needed for Mission activities.

Equipment includes furnishings for Mission buildings and machines for

office work and audio-visual ministries.

Supplies are materials such as literature, books, films, tapes, and

office supplies.

PROPERTY (LAND AND BUILDINGS)

Values . The most valuable of the Mission's physical resources is land.

In recent years it has increased in value at a staggering rate, as seen in

the table below. In this table and elsewhere in this discussion, land means

residential land; the rates of increase for industrial and commercial land

are comparable.^
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CHANGES IN UND PRICES AND BUILDING COSTS (March 1955 = 100)

Land Prices
in mb an
areas

(national
average)

Land Prices
in urban
areas

(6-large-city
average)

% of In-

crease

Building costs

of wooden
houses
(national aver-

age)

% of In-
crease

March, 1955 100 100 100

rt 1956 114 113 13 100 0

tr 1957 144 150 33 110 10

tt 1958 177 191 27 111 1

ft 1959 219 236 24 113 2

ft I960 269 303 35 120 6

ft 1961 371 436 44 139 16

ft 1962 469 614 41 165 20

It 1963 542 763 24 175 6

ft 1964 617 928 22 187 7

ft 1965 707 1.038 12 192 3

If 1966 751 1,075 4 201 5

ft 1967 826 1,146 7 219 9

ft 1968 962 1,288 13 242 11

ft 1969 1.152 1.525 18 265 10

fi 1970 1.412 1,832 20 303 14

II 1971 1,662 2,176 18 335 11

ft 1972 1,902 2,504 15 358 7

10 As the table indicates , land prices in the six large cities of Tokyo, Yokohama,

Nagoya , Kyoto ,
Osaka, and Kobe, where much of the Mission’s property is located, in-

creased by 28 times in the 17-year period from March 1955 to March 1972. And prices

continue to soar. During the calendar year 1972, the price of land increased by 33-3

2

per cent throughout the country and by 35-9 per cent in Tokyo.
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10.11 In April, 1973, the Construction Ministry released a list of land

prices as of January 1 in 5,490 places throughout the country. Following

are the lower prices listed for some areas where the Mission has an interest.^

The prices given are per square meter; the price per tsubo would be 3.3 times

the amount shown, Tokyo area prices are omitted from the list and shown on

the chart that follows.

Land Prices per Square Meter, Jan. 1, 1973

Sapporo-shi, Chuo-ku, Miyagaoka 428-53 ¥35,300
Sapporo-shi, Minami-ku, Makamanai, Midori-cho 2-1-10 29,000
Sendai-shi, Sendai-shi, Kamisgui 5-219 62,000
Nagoya-shi, Chigusa-ku, Tsukimisaka-cho 1-26-3 72,000
Nagoya-shi, Moriyama-ku, Oaza Ushiboku, Aza Hanare, Matsu

1640-52 28,800
Kyoto-fu, Sakyo-ku, Shimogamo, Kishimoto-cho 12 119,000
Osaka-shi, Tennooji-ku, Kiyomizudani-cho 13-16 153,000
Osaka-shi, Asahi-ku, Oomiya 5-32-5 91,000
Osaka-shi, Abeno-ku, Bishoen 1-77 114,000
Toyonaka-shi

, Harada Motomachi 2-3-8 60,000
Takatsuki-shi, Tenjincho 2-10-50 75,500
Kobe-shi, Higashi nada-ku, Sumiyoshi Koshigahara-cho

3-30-2 75,000
Kobe-shi, Fukiai-ku, Kumanocho 5-113-2 106,000
Itami-shi, Itami Aza Umenoki 336-25 80,000
Takarazuka-shi

,
Nishikawa Kita 3-149 85,000

Hiroshima-shi
, Higashi Shiroshima-cho 11-19 124,000

Matsuyama-shi
,

Iwasaki-cho 1-247-1 74,500
Kitakyushu-shi , Moji-ku, Oaza Moji Aza Maruyama 1202-228 19,200
Kitakyushu-shi

, Kokura-ku, Takamine-cho 2-5-5 31,800
Kitakyushu-shi, Wakamatsu-ku

,
Motomachi 2-701 96,000

Kitakyushu-shi, Yahata-ku, Shinobara-cho 363-15 17,300
Kitakyushu-shi, Tobata-ku, Hitoe 2-9-15 21,000
Fukuoka-shi, Higashi-ku, Higashihama-cho 3-12 19,500
Fukuoka-shi, Nishi-ku, Oaza Bairin Aza Shoyoo 124-52 15,600
Nagasaki-shi , Jyunin-cho 120 25,500
Kumamoto-shi

,
Shimamachi Aza Kamikawada 352-12 9,400

10.13 The prices shown on the following chart are in units of ¥1,000, and

they apply to land about a ten-minute walk from the stations indicated.
4

The distances expressed in kilometers are measured from Tokyo Station.
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10.15

10.16

10.17

10.18

Prime Minister Tanaka’s plan to rebuild the Japanese archipelago and the

availability of easy money have helped to push up prices, but the basic cause

of this fantastic inflation is the scarcity of land, Japan's population is

l^^lf that of the United States but her land area is only l/25th as large.

More than 106 million Japanese are struggling for ground space on islands whose

combined area is less than the area of California and whose terrain is most-

ly rugged.

To help alleviate the land shortage, planning groups have proposed on-

the-sea dwellings, floating airports and other traffic facilities, greater

use of vessels, and transformation of the contlnential shelf into usable

acreage. Such proposals, if realized, would ease the problem only slightly.

Since it is estimated that Japan's population will grow to 130-40 million

by the year 2000, the fierce struggle for land doubtless will grow more in-

tense. So unless the economy collapses, land prices—despite government

efforts at control—will continue to spiral upward.^

The inflation of land prices has affected the Mission in at least two

significant ways. On the plus side it has increased the value of the

Mission's physical resources to the millions of dollars. The Mission ac-

quired large land holdings in the 1950s by purchasing about 350 tsubo for

each missionary residence. As prices rose, it bought smaller plots and

then set a limit of 150 tsubo per residence. Even so, its holdings in 1973

2
exceeded 60,000m

, not including the English-language church property reg-

istered in the Mission's name. When the Mission sold surplus land, it often

used the proceeds to buy land in another area, where values rose sharply.

On the minus side, the steep rise in land prices has hindered the

Mission's acquisition of needed land. It has rendered obsolete the Board's

maximum land budget of $7,000 for a missionary residence. So the Mission

now can acquire land only by disposing of land; it cannot expect the re-

quired capital from the Board or other sources outside the Mission,

Since the middle 60s, the Mission has used some of the proceeds from

the sale of land to pay for building construction and property improvements .

This practice virtually insures a permanent reduction in the Mission's land

holdings. Unlike land, buildings depreciate in value, though in some cases
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10.20

10.21

10,22

10.23

10.24

10.25

they provide rental Income. Any decision to sell land—except to exchange

it for other land of equal value and equal or better growth potential—is

a weighty decision with far-reaching consequences.

Mission property Is divided into four classifications: property in use,

rental property, reserve property, and disposable property.

Property in Use .

1, Missionary residences. As of 1973, the Mission has about 90

residence buildings, including 8- and 9-unit apartment buildings and a tri-

plex in Tokyo, a 4-unit town house in Kobe, and duplexes in Kyoto, Kitakyushu,

and Fukuoka, Except for two ferroconcrete apartment buildings, the resi-

dences are of wooden construction. About 80 units are assigned to mission-

aries, journeymen, and others temporarily related to the Mission,

In the 1950s the Mission exercised strict control over the specifi-

cations of new missionary residences, but with the persistent increase in

construction costs, it relaxed its controls by setting only minimum speci-

fications and allowing the budget to control other details. However, it ‘

allowed the budget to remain fixed over a period of years while building

costs increased, resulting in uneven quality in residences.

The Mission has long equipped its residences with water heaters, but

not room heaters. In the early postwar years, it installed furnaces in

residences in Hokkaido and northern Honshu, but in other areas, mission-

aries provided their own space heaters. Then gradually the Mission in-

stalled central heating in all residences where feasible. More recently,

central air conditioning was installed in the Uehara apartment buildings,

and the feasibility of providing window units for all residences came under

discussion.

In Mission inventories, it should be noted, hot water heaters, furnaces,

and air conditioners are listed under buildings rather than equipment,

As land and building costs continue to rise, the Mission should continue

to study specifications for housing that is conducive to physical and mental

health but not extravagant or excessive in space or quality. More flexibility

may be needed.

2. Encounter Centers, The Mission has three encounter centers housed

in former missionary residences in Kyoto, Kobe and Fukuoka. Since these
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buildings are used for a purpose different from that for which they were de-

signed, careful attention should be given to the most efficient use of space

and equipment. A space analysis of functional use should be made to maximize

efficiency and to guide the Mission in designing and using future centers.

3. CAPEO Property . In 1966, the Mission established the Cooperative

Advance Program of Evangelistic Operations (CAPE0>, through which it pur-

chased small plots of land and erected temporary buildings for missionaries

who requested these aids for evangelistic work. This property, called PEP

CPioneer Evangelism Property), includes sites with buildings in Nagoya and

Fukuoka and a site without building in Fukuoka, The only CAPEO property not

included in PEP is the Mission—owned student center on the premises of

Nagasaki Baptist Church. The church has agreed to purchase the center. The

entire CAPEO program is being restudied.

English-Language Churches , The Mission holds legal title to the property

of five English-language churches: Calvary (in Misawa)
, Chofu, Tokyo,

Yokohama, and Zama, It has a contract with a sixth, Kanto Plains Church in

Fussa, for reversion of ownership to the Mission if the church disbands. De-

tails concerning the status of English-language church property are found

in "Guidelines for English-language Churches" in Operations Manual and in

the contracts between the Mission and each of the churches.

In 1951 a joint Mission-Convention office building was constructed at

Karaiyama. In 1959, when this building had become inadequate and zoning laws

prevented new construction at Kamiyama, a new joint building was erected at

Nlshiokubo , Titles to the land and building were given to the Convention,

In 1973 it was proposed that the Mission office be moved from Nishiokubo to

Shibuya Baptist Building to bring together the financial business functions

of the office and the newly created functions of administration and research

in a modern, well-equipped building. The parking lot adjacent to Tokyo

Baptist Church is owned by the Mission and serves both the church and Shibuya

Baptist Building,

5. Storehouses , Storehouses in Fuchu and Kobe accomodate the household

goods of missionaries who are out of the country and have no residence in

which to store their belongings. More space is needed for this purpose.
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Rental Property . Residence property not required for missionaries or

journeymen may be designated as rental property to produce income for the

Mission. In Tokyo, where high-quality Western-style housing is required

by many foreigners, the Mission obtains up to ¥400,000 monthly for its

units

.

Rental property includes 6 houses and 9 apartments in Tokyo that were

designed or refurbished with a view to obtaining maximum rental income,

and several residences throughout the country that are rented temporarily at

a lower rate. Rental income has been used for maintaining rental property

and to supplement Board funds for other property upkeep.

Since the Board does not allow the Mission to build residences solely

for commercial rental, the Mission has provided housing in Tokyo for both

present and future needs, and rents surplus units for income. This repre-

sents wise utilization of land, With the completion of 9 units at Uehara

Gardens, the Mission probably has satisfied its potential needs in down-

town Tokyo and should not plan further construction aimed at the rental

market

.

Rental income is subject to taxation, but the rates are reasonable

for a non-profit corporation.

To determine its net taxable income, the Mission deducts from rental

income all expenses including repair and maintenance, insurance, fixed

assets tax, depreciation at the statutory rate, and general and administra-

tive expenses. Furthermore, it may deduct another 30% of the taxable income

by transferring it to non-profit operations of the Mission. The net profit

is taxed as follows:

Corporation tax (national tax'* 23%

Enterprise tax (local tax) -

On the first ¥1.5 million (per annum^

of taxable income

Next ¥1.5 million (per annum'*

Remainder

Inhabitants tax (local tax') -

14.7% of corporation tax due or

6 %

9%

12%

3.38%
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10.41.

_
Reserve property , Land in newly developing areas increases in value

at a higher-than-average rate. When the Mission has unneeded land in an
area where prices are somewhat stagnant, it may sell the land and purchase
other land in a developing area. This requires careful study of the growth
potential and specific plans for selling the land when the anticipated pro-
fit can be realized. Details should be indicated in a prospectus.

In 1973 the Mission had eleven pieces of land which could be classified
as reserve property. These are listed in the physical resources inventory.

Disposable Property . Disposable property is property that the Mission
has voted to sell. Board approval is required before the sale can be made,
and further waiting may be necessary before a satisfactory offer is ob-

tained. The Mission seeks the best available price for each property sold.

Space Utilization , Since building space is a high cost item in Japan,

the Mission should conduct space utilization studies on a continuing basis.

It should give specific attention to any space that is not serving a useful

purpose most of the time.

Mission-owned buildings used by churches should be designed so as to

be adaptable for various community activities as well as worship services

and Bible study groups. Making the building available to non-religious

groups may hasten the community's acceptance of the church as an integral

part of its life.

Missionaries working in encounter centers should study the floor plan

carefully and seek ways to increase the efficient use of space by moving or

even removing furniture. Space utilization studies may well result in more

people reached and reached more effectively. Buildings should be used, not

overprotected from abuse by disuse.

Taxes . The Mission pays taxes on its property as follows:

1. Annual taxes

a. Fixed assets tax of 1 . 4 % to municipality -

b. City planning tax of 0-2% to municipality in designated districts

only .

2. One-time taxes

a. Acquisition tax of 3% to prefecture

-

b. Registration tax of 5% to national government.
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10.43

10.44

10.45

10.46

Future Use of Property . The Mission should study the possibility of

selling Mission residence property after residence needs are met and buying

other property for pioneer evangelism or other uses. The twenty or so

Mission lots not required for present needs could cover an increase of ten

missionary units and still leave ten for use as church property perhaps one

a year for ten years. Each of these lots is larger than 330m and possibly

could provide two or three small church lots. Careful personnel projections

are necessary to insure that all residence needs can be met, since property

converted to church use probably cannot be reconverted.

If the Mission's membership remains at the present level of about 135,

an average of two new houses a year may be needed to relocate missionaries

and replace worn out houses. These could be provided from the income pro-

duced by 14 rental units,

CARS

Purchase and Assignment . In the early postwar years
j the Mission im-

ported foreign-made cars and attempted to provide a car at each location where

missionaries lived. For ten families living at Nishiokubo, it provided two

cars; each family signed up in advance to reserve a car when needed. Grad-

ually the Mission was able to assign a car to each missionary unit even when

two or more lived in proximity.

In 1958, when Japan's automobile industry began to be competitive, the

Mission purchased its first domestic car, a Toyopete In the 1960s, when

the Mission could no longer import care tax-free, it replaced all its foreign

cars with domestic makes.

In general a Corona or Bluebird was assigned to single missionaries, and

a Crown or Cedric to couples. A new car was made available at the beginning

of each five-year term. Automatic transmission was available only at per-

sonal expense, but after the Mission had made several exceptions for medical

reasons, it offered the automatic as an option to all missionaries. In 1971

when the price of a Crown or Cedric with automatic transmission rose above

the Mission's budget ceiling of ¥1 million the Mission allowed the option of

purchasing a used car. Several missionaries obtained fully-equipped deluxe

models with low mileage at less than half the original cost. Such cars, used

by business executives for prestige, depreciate more than 50% the first year
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10.47

because they are usually traded in when a new model appears. Such cars

are a bargain purchase, but extra equipment means costlier upkeep.

Maintenance . To compare the maintenance expenses of different makes of

cars, a study was made of the Mission cars that were operated during 1971-72

for the full two year period: All the cars had been purchased new; the used

cars mentioned above were purchased too late to be included. The average age

of the different makes was about the same. All cars were reregistered one

time during the two-year period. The study did not include gas and oil used.

10.48

10.49

10.50

10.51

Car Maintenance 1971-'^2 C24 months)

Number of

Vehicles Make (average)
Reregistration

(average) Total

10 Cedric ¥84,575 ¥53,675 ¥138,250

9 Crown 66,540 43,895 110,435

13 Corona 50,502 31,168 81,670

6 Bluebird 29,927 29,993 59,920

Because of the limited number of cars included in the study, no g

ization is safe except that the larger cars CCedric and Crown) have costlier

upkeep than the smaller ones (Corona and Bluebird)

,

Since many missionaries are not experts in car maintenance, detailed

procedures should be provided by the Mission.

Taxes . An automobile tonnage tax of ¥7,500 is levied on new Mission

cars. In addition, an automobile tax must be paid semiannually in May and
gNovember at the following annual rates;

Cylinder volume: 1,000 - 1,500 cc ¥21,000

Cylinder volume: 1,500 - 2,000 cc 24,000

EQUIPMENT

In the 1950s, missionaries could obtain equipment for evangelistic

services Cfolding chairs, slippers, heating stoves, hymnals) through Un-

designated Gift Funds, They could obtain Bibles through the Bible Fund, which

was also dependent on special gifts. Movie projectors and films were available

on an area basis through the Convention. With the development of CAPEO in

the mid-1960s, the Mission established an Evangelism Equipment Fund to pro-

vide a wide variety of equipment including duplicators, small organs, tape
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10.53

10.54

10.55

10.56

10.57

10.58

recorders, and other audio-visual aids.

Since this equipment represents an increasingly heavy outlay of funds,

missionaries should try to insure its maximum effectiveness and long life.

Mission policies and procedures are set for this purpose.

With the coming of journeymen who required furnished apartments, the

Mission began to accumulate appliances, furniture, and other household

items. It installed some appliances in the Uehara apartments because space

limitations precluded interchange of appliances^ Missionaries who live in

these apartments pay an appliance charge, since the Mission does not pro-

vide household goods for missionaries.

In the postwar period, the Treasurer, Business Manager, and others

working in the Mission office have used Mission-owned office equipment.

More recently, missionaries in encounter centers have obtained office equip-

ment at Mission expense.

Each organization component will need policies and procedures for pro-

viding, inventorying, and maintaining equipment. Staff Services should

provide leadership in this area,

SUPPLIES

Previously^ missionaries have obtained pay request forms from the

Mission office and evangelistic supplies— tracts, filmstrips, slides, poster

material, books and periodicals for lending library, cleaning supplies

—

through the Evangelism Aids Fund or Evangelism Equipment Fund, In the new

organization, programs will determine their needs and budget for them. Staff

Services will provide its own supplies and furnish necessary request and re-

port forms to missionaries.

Each organization component needs policies and procedures for providing,

inventorying, and maintaining supplies. Some supplies are to be used and re-

plenished, but others can be maintained. All should be inventoried period-

ically ,

DEPRECIATION OF PHYSICAL RESOURCES

With the exception of land, all the Misslon^s physical resources de-

cline in value with the passing of time. They gradually lose their usefulness

because of wear and tear and natural deterioration. The useful life of

various items is set by Japanese tax laws as follows:
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10,62

10.63

Missionary residences Cf erroconcrete)

Missionary residences (wooden)

Gas, Water systems

Furnaces

Steel furniture

Office Chairs

Cars

Appliances

Kitchen utensils

Office machines

70 years

30 years

15 years

15 years

15 years

8 years

6 years

5 years

5 years

5 years

Two methods of depreciation accounting are available to the Mission.

One is the straight-line method, by which an asset is depreciated by a

fixed amount each year. The amount is determined as follows; multiply

the original cost by 0.9, then divide by the number of years of useful life.

Since the law assumes a residual value of ten percent after the years of

useful life, 90 percent rather than 100 percent of the original cost is

divided into equal amounts for annual depreciation. The Mission has used

this straight-line method In the past for computing the book value of leased

land but does not use it at the present time.

The method used by the Mission is the declining balance method. It

measures depreciation by a constant proportion rather than a constant

amount. The original cost of an item is reduced by a certain percentage the

first year, and the balance is reduced by the same percentage the second

year, and so ono Thus, the value declines by a large amount the first year,

then less each succeeding year. This method results in less tax liability

in the kind of operations the Mission engages in.

An accelerated version of the declining balance method is permitted

on housing units built for rental. This reduces the tax liability on rental

income as well as on the buildings themselves

-

If an asset costs less than ¥50,000, or its useful life is less chan

one year, the full cost of acquisition may be deducted immediately. If an

9item costs less than ¥10,000, it is not added to the list of assets.

Depreciation records are important not only for tax purposes but for

budgeting funds to replace worn out resources.
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10.64 POLICIES RELATED TO PHYSICAL RESOURCES

10.65

PROPERTY

301 Classification of Property

302 Acquisition and Development of Property

303 Land for Missionary Residences

304 Construction of Missionary Residences

305 Maintenance of Property

306 Use of Mission Property

307 Assignment of Property

308 Assignment Status of Unoccupied Residences

309 Care of Unoccupied Residences

310 Personal Belongings in Unoccupied Residences or Storage

311 Rental of Missionary Residences

312 Rental Property
313 Reserve Property
314 Disposable Property

CARS ,
EQUIPMENT SUPPLIES

401 Provision of Cars for Missionaries

402 Responsibility for Cars

403 Disposal of Cars
404 Use of Cars not owned by the Mission
405 Provision of Equipment

406 Equipment - Maintenance, Inventory, Disposal

408 Provision of Supplies

Notes on Section 10

1. Zenkoku Shigaichi Kagaku Shisu (Nationwide urban land price index*)

CTokyo: Nihon Fudosan Kenkyu Sho ^apan Real Estate Research Institute^,

1972), pp. 8, 9; Zenkoku Mokuzo Kenchiku Hi Shisu (Nationwide wooden con-

struction cost inde.x) (Tokyo, Nihon Fudosan Kenkyu Sho, 1972), p. 4;

Tokyo ^8 Housing Problem (Tokyo: TMG Municipal Library, 1972), p. 174; per-

centage figures added by writer.

2. The. Japan Times , 2 April 1973; based on Construction Ministry

reports

.

^^ainichi Shimbun , 2 April 1973.

4. Ibid; cf. The Japan Times , 22 April 1973 ^

5. Japan Center for Area Development Research, The 4th International

Symposium on Regional Development (Tokyo, 1972), pp . 6, 50, 111, 128.

6. Taizo Hayashi, Guide to Japanese Taxes 1972-73 (Tokyo: Zaikei

Shoho Sha, 1972), pp . 18-21, 117-18-
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11.1

11.2

11.3

11.4

11.5

11.6

INTRODUCTION

The Mission's work requires money—more than $2 million annually. Most

money comes from the Board, directly by appropriations or indirectly

as income from physical resources provided by the Board, A small amount comes

from other sources as gifts. Regardless of the source, all the Mission's

financial resources are subject to Board policies and regulations,

DETERMINING FINANCIAL RESOURCES NEEDED

The Mission determines its financial needs by deciding the work it will

do and the amount of aid it will extend to organizations and institutions with

which it cooperates. It develops operating and capital funds budgets in

accordance with adopted policies and procedures and formally submits financial

requests to the Board.

The Mission makes requests with reasonable assurance—barring advance

notice to the contrary— that the Board will grant funds in line with pre-

cedents already set. The Mission should be prepared to justify any major

deviation from the preceding year's budget. Yet budgetary requirements should

be based primarily on what the Mission's human resources can accomplish and

ought to accomplish, and secondarily on anticipated income. The Board is

open to bold innovative plans that imply the wise stewardship of kingdom funds.

In preparing its budget requests to the Board, the Mission should

always include the anticipated inflation factor so as to avoid asking for mid-

year or year>-end appropriations or permission to run an overdraft.

The Mission does not determine missionary salaries and compensation,

medical aid, and furlough expenses, though it may submit to the Board relevant

data such as the cost of living index prepared by the Prime Minister's office.

The Board determines compensation levels for its missions by such objective

data, especially a worldwide cost of living index prepared by the U.S. State

Department. Any research the Mission might do in this area could be

fruitless if not divisive.^*

Emergency compensation is usually adjusted at the beginning of the year,

as a part of the new annual budget. The Board seeks to avoid interim ad-

justments because they create complications and make extra work for those who

administer salaries.
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11.8

11.9

11.10

11.11

In case of major currency shifts, the Board has been willing to take interim
^

action, even retroactive action, but it prefers not to act onminor fluctuations.

Programs . The programs of the Mission are the heart of its work and re

quire the greater part of its financial resources. Each division develops its

own program budget requests to cover all anticipated expenses except those which

are handled uniformly on a Mission-wide basis, as specified in Mission policy

on preparation of budgets. The programs vary widely in their budgetary needs

because of the type of work undertaken and the number of people involved.

Pro-] acts . Mission projects will vary in number and cost from year. They

may have to yield to the budgetary demands of programs because of the con-

tinuing nature of program commitments, but every effort should be made to

budget adequately for essential experimental projects even if programs

occasionally have to curtail some of their activities.

Staff Services . The Staff prepares budgets for its work and helps co-

ordinate the budget recommendations of programs and projects.

Aid to Convention-Related Bodies . In determining its monetary needs, the

Mission will consider aid requests submitted by the Convention and related

churches and institutions. Determining the proper response to such requests

will involve weighing the Importance of needs in direct Mission work with that

of Convention-related needs—all in the light of the Mission's philosophy of

financial assistance

r

PROCURING FINANCIAL RESOURCES

Board, The Mission obtains the bulk of its financial resources from the

Board, The following table indicates the extent of Board appropriations for

Japan over the past 10 years.
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11.12

FOREIGN MISSION BOARD ALLOCATIONS

(1963 - 1972)

Tear

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

Operating

$ i^l6,066

.

56

245,735.00

279 , 120.00

304,480.00

322 , 700.00

339 ,475.00

349 ,275.00

382,706.86

406,544.00

472 , 910.00

Japan Baptist Mission

Capital

$159,980.00

157 ,113.00

158,100.00

268,060.00

200 , 605.00

320 , 150.00

221 , 005.00

183,389.00

109 ,700.00

146,000.00

Total

$ 376 ,046.56

402,848.00

437,220.00

572,540.00

523 , 305.00

659 , 625.00

570,280.00

566 . 095.86

516 ,244.00

618,910.00

Japan Baptist Convention

Operating

$ 269 ,703.36

268,900.00

289,520.00

302 ,490.00

308,810.00

316,600.00

319 , 520.00

335 , 515.00

299,770.00

274 ,220.00

Capital

$ 150 ,700,00

305 ,900.00

385,230.00

351 ,050.00

340,833.00

349,490.00

300 , 686.56

234 , 279.00

197 ,202.00

226,266.00

Total

$ 420 ,403.36

574,800.00

674 .750.00

653 , 540.00

649,643.00

666 ,090.00

620,206.56

569,794.00

496,972.00

500,486.00

TOTAL

ALLOCATION

$ 796 ,449.92

977,648.00

1 , 111 , 970.00

1,226,080.00

1,172,948.00

1,325,715.00

1,190,486.56

1,135,889.86

1,013,216.00

1,119,396.00

TOTAL 3 , 319 , 012.42 1 , 924 ,102.00 5,234,1U.42 2,985,048.36 2,814,636.56 5,826,684.92
10 years

i 1 |
i

11,069,799.34

Note: Missionaries* salaries, compensation, fvirlough expenses and Joiimeymen
salaries are not included.

Miscellaneous Special Gifts and other small remittances which do not
directly relate to Mission Items are not included.
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11.16

11.17

11.18

11.19

The chart reveals several items of interest- Mission operating expenses

more than doubled during the 10-year period-an Increase due mainly to in-

flation. It is highly probable that the Mission's operating Budget will con-

tinue to increase because of inflation, currency shifts, and expanding op-

erations. Capital grants peaked in 1968 and fell to their low mark in 1970.

The decrease since 1968 reflects the recent practice of depending on the Land

Purchase Supplement Fund rather than Board appropriations for house con-

struction

.

The largest factor in any financial forecast is not shown on the chart.

This is the amount required for missionary salaries, compensation, and fur-

lough expenses, an amount in excess of $1 million annually -since 1972 . These

items are budgeted by the Board and not the Mission, and a considerable por-

tlon of the money is paid in the States.

Missionary support, which includes housing and other expenses as well

as salary and compensation, required about 33% of the Board's budget at the

end of World War II. Since that time, along with the increase in personnel

and improvement in fringe benefits, the figure has gradually increased to

55%.^ Is there a point at which missionary appointments should be curtailed

to make available funds for missionary work? The Mission may be called on

to debate this issue in preparing its budgets

-

Fortunately for the Board and its missions, the Southern Baptist Con-

vention, unlike most other large denominations, has continued to grow in

membership and giving. Cooperative Program receipts, of which the Board

gets 49.4%, are still climbing, though "advance funds" are no longer avail-

able. The Lottie Moon Christmas Offering for Foreign Missions likewise is

increasing. Formerly used for capital funds, this offering is now used

mainly for operating needs ($11 million out of $17 million received in 19721

Gifts. The Mission obtains financial resources also through gifts

received by the treasurer and individual members of the Mission. Some gifts

come through the Board, some do not. Some are designated, others are not.

The Board does not permit the Mission or its members to solicit gifts. When

specially-designated gifts are received without solicitation, the Mission

exercises jurisdiction over their acceptance and use. It should use the
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11.22

11.23

11.24

funds most effectively in keeping with the donor’s wishes.

Internal Income . The Mission obtains financial resources from the sale

of property, cars, and equipment, and from the rental of property. It can sell

property only with approval of the Board, which determines the use of money

received- In general, the money is used to obtain other property. Money from

the sale of cars and equipment is applied on replacement costs. Rental income

is used for maintenance of rental property and other property needs. Thus,

use of the Mission’s internal income is strictly limited in scope.

Another type of internal income is received in some of the programs.

Encounter centers charge fees for English-language classes and other services

rendered. These fees are healthy for the participants and helpful to the

Mission in financing the program. It should be noted, however, that classes

in flower arrangement, dressmaking, cooking, etc, are regarded by the tax

office as profit-making businesses, and income from such classes is taxable,

English classes are not regarded as profit-making business.^ English-

language churches meet their own expenses and some expenses of the missionary

pastor through the members’ contributions. Mission points for which mission-

aries are responsible also provide local expenses through offerings. All

such internal income should be encouraged.

USING FINANCIAL RESOURCES

The Mission should be careful in the use of financial resources. Though

its purpose is not to show a financial profit, it should demonstrate good

business sense as well as Christian stewardship in handling all funds. The

Mission should plan and operate on as economical a basis as possible, setting

goals to simplify work and reduce costs,

Basic Principles . Certain principles enunciated by the Board are basic.

Operating funds are used for operating purposes, and capital funds for cap-

ital needs. The two categories are kept distinct. All funds must be used

for the purpose for which they are appropriated or designated- And until it

is appropriated, anticipated money should not be spent at all.^

Salaries of Employees . Japanese employees should be paid according to

a Mission-set wage scale and provided customary fringe benefits. The scale

should be commensurate with scales used in government and industry and should
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11.26

11.27

11.28

11.29

11.30

11 . 31 .

reflect the Mission's own criteria. The scale should be flexible enough to

deal fairly with special requirements.

Taxes . The Mission should note the important distinction between tax

evasion. 7he failure to pay taxes due, and tax avoldan^, the minimizing of

one's tax burden.^ Tax evasion is illegal conduct, and the Mission will have

nothing of it. Tax avoidance is responsible management, and the Mission

should order its business accordingly.

ACCOUNTING FOR FINANCIAL RESOURCES

The Mission accounts for financial resources primarily through an

accounting system based on the Board's requirements for each of its

missions. The system is set forth in detail in the Mission Treasurer's

Manual .

Accounting is the process of recording, summarizing, and interpreting

financial transactions. It is a recordkeeping process for controlling

physical and financial resources and transactions related to them.

At the heart of the Mission's system is the double entry method of book-

keeping. This method requires that each financial transaction be recorded

in two places, each representing a different viewpoint. The debit entry

represents the viewpoint of the Mission's assets; the credit entry represents

the viewpoint of the financial interests in those assets. The assets and

financial Interests (also called liabilities) are each totaled on a balance

sheet and shown to equal one another. They should be equal because they

describe the same thing from two standpoints.

Certain records are necessary for carrying out this process. A dis-

bursement voucher or receipt voucher is prepared for each financial trans-

action. These vouchers are supported by original documents such as pay

request forms, purchase orders, bills of sale, bank deposit slips, bank

statements, worksheets, and so on.

The transactions indicated by vouchers are recorded in chronological

order in the books of original entry, or journals. Both dollar and yen

journals are necessary for Mission transactions.

The debits and credits are posted from the journals to the book of final

entry, or ledger. Here the transactions are recorded by accounts, each

represented by a separate ledger sheet. Some accounts have sub—ledgers for
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convenience

.

the end of each month, afcer all debits and credits have been made

on the various accounts, a balance is computed in each account, and the

total of debit balances and the total of the credit balances are shown to be

the same. This operation is called taking a Trial Balance. The balance sheet

is a statement of financial position at the moment of time for which it is

drawn up. It reflects all the changes in assets and financial interests

before that moment. The Board requires a partial trial balance for a monthly

financial report and a fuller trial balance each quarter.

The bookkeeping process may be summarized as follows.'^

VOUCHERS
(documents authorizing receipts and disbursements)

i
JOURNALS

(dollar and yen transactions recorded chronologically)

1

LEDGER
(separate accounts for each kind of assets, funds, etc.)

I
TRIAL BALANCE

(list of net amount in each account)

i
STATEMENTS

(summary of accounts)

11.34 Since financial statements come from the bookkeeping process, some

knowledge of the process is necessary if one is to make an intelligent an-

alysis of the statements. The Mission's planners need a knowledge of the

entire accounting system to interpret the results of financial operations,

to control costs, to budget for the future, and to make sound policy de-

cisions .

11.35 The Treasurer has to account for all Mission funds, but each missionary

accounts for those funds entrusted to his care. Forms for this purpose are

made available by the Business Manager. Careful accounting of funds will

protect one from possible suspicion and make for good stewardship.
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11.36 POLICIES RELATED TO FINANCIAL RESOURCES

501 Preparation of Budgets-Operatlng and Capital

502 Reimbursement for Travel on Mission Business

503 Payment of Utility Expenses

504 Moving on the Field

505 Children's School Expenses

506 Contingency Fund

50^ Use of Special Gifts to the Mission

508 Use of Special Gifts Received by Missionaries

509 Use of Imprest Funds

510 Audit of Treasurer's Financial Records

511 Audit of Units Having Income from Non-Mission Sources

512 Employment of Assistants

513 Financial Assistance - General

514 Undersignated Gifts Fund

11.37 Notes

1. Report of Director of Overseas Division ,
12 March 1970.

2. Winston Crawley letter to Charles Whaley, 2 April 1973.

3. Oral report of James Belote, Tokyo, 3 March 1973.

4. Price Waterhouse and Co. letter to Charles Whaley, 25 January 1973.

5. Manual for Missionaries ,
1971 et., pp. 12-13.

6. Lee E. Preston, ed., Managing the Independent Business (Englewood

Clifts, N.J. : Prentice-Hall, 1962), p. 107,

7. Ibid.
, p. 35.

8, Ibid, , p. 46.
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12.1 INTRODUCTION

12.2

12.3

12.4

12,5

This section explains how the Mission guides and controls its work. It

describes the guidance system by which the Mission stays on course to reach

its objectives and goals.

A space vehicle, no matter how carefully aimed and launched, requires

a guidance system for correcting the trajectory and controlling the vehicle's

movement until the mission is accomplished. Similarly, the planning pro-

cess requires administrative guidance, for an organization's plans, no

matter how well conceived, tend to go astray or fizzle out.

Administrative guidance does not mean personal control; it is not to

be equated with domination, constraint, or coercion. Personal control is

accomplished through the selection, training, motivation, and supervision

of subordinates—or persons treated as subordinates—and its effectiveness

depends largely on managerial skills. Obviously, personal control is in-

appropriate for the Mission. Each member of the Mission has an equal vote

in all major decisions; no member is superior or subordinate to any other.

Administrative guidance does mean systematic control of the Mission's

work by the members of the Mission. Though a certain amount of regulation

is necessary, the emphasis is on guidance, not restriction, and the focus

is on work, not people. This approach sometimes is characterized as con-

trol through facts. It emphasizes objective means of measurement and

evaluation
.

^

MEANS OF GUIDANCE

The Mission may adopt various means of guidance, particularly the

following

:

Constitution . The Mission's constitution is a legal document requiring

approval of the Japanese government, for it is the Mission's charter or

articles of incorporation as a public-service corporation. A corporation is

2
"a group of persons authorized by law to act as a unit." One of its more

important attributes is legal personality. This means that the Mission is

a person, though a ficticious person, in the eyes of the law. The Mission

usually will be subject to statutes that apply to persons. It may buy, sell,

and hold property in its own name. It may sue and be sued in its own name.
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12.6

12.7

12.8

12.9

And it is not legally affected by the loss of any of its officers or mem

bers. As a legal person, the Mission enjoys a degree of stability and con-

tinuity that otherwise would not be possible.

For these benefits, the Mission pays a price. It must write its con-

stitution in conformity with government regulations, and it can amend it

only with government approval. The government agency to which the Mission

reports, the Agency for Cultural Affairs in the Ministry of Education,

maintains its own customs and traditions in dealing with religious bodies.

It discourages—and may disapprove—any change in the Constitution once it

is adopted. Thus, the Mission may find itself regulated beyond the actual

words of the law. So it is wise to write the Constitution in such a way

as to preclude the need for occasional revisions.

Bylaws . Bylaws are specific rules adopted by the Mission for the

government of its members and the regulation of its affairs. Though they

do not require government approval, they are important enough to require

that written copies of any proposed amendment be distributed to the members

of the Mission a day in advance of the Mission's vote on the amendment.

Objectives and Goals .
Objectives and goals indicate the major thrust

and aim of the Mission's work; they are indispensable for keeping the work

on course.

Objectives and goals are set at three levels: (1) Mission; (2) pro-

gram, project and staff; and (3) individual. Mission objectives and goals

are adopted for a 3-year cycle; progress toward reaching them is evaluated

through the use of established criteria by elected leaders responsible to

the Mission. Program, project, and staff objectives and goals are set and

evaluated on the organization component level with the assistance of the

Research and Design Consultant and Mission Administrator. Work objectives

and goals are set and evaluated by the individual and the one who shares

the responsibility for getting the work done. Objectives and goals for

work outside the Mission are the responsibility of the body which sets the

job description. Personal objectives and goals are the sole responsibility

of the person who chooses to use them. These goals are set in personal

areas not covered by work goals.
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12.10

12.11

12.12

12,13

12.14

12.15

12.16

12.17

12.18

Action Plans and Actions * An action is a definite item of work under-

taken to achieve a goal, and an action plan is a systematic arrangement of

related actions. Action plans determine personnel and budget needs. They

also give specific, step-by-step guidance in reaching goals. When actions

are stated in the order of performance, with the actor and date of each

action specified, evaluation of progress can be made objectively.

Organization Charts . An organization chart indicates the formal

arrangement or pattern by which members of the Mission relate to one an-

other in their work functions. It clarifies the normal channels of com-

munication among components, officers, staff members, and other persons.

Job Descriptions , Job descriptions are part of the pre-operational

guidance for achieving objectives and goals. They are the basis for setting

work goals.

A job description includes;

1. The name of the job,

2. Its principle function.

3. The scope of responsibility and authority.

4. The significant working relationships.

Budgets . The Mission’s comprehensive budget shows how the Mission's

financial resources will be employed during a particular period of time.

Supporting budgets for organization components show in detail how much will

be spent for what.

Budgets set limitations on the Mission's work. They are based on action

plans, and they control action plans. An underdrawn budget frequently in-

dicates that work is not being done. An overdrawn budget may indicate poor

planning or inefficient work.

Policies. Policies are established by the Mission to guide all aspects

of its work. They are principles that help to insure order and efficiency

in its operations.

Procedures . Procedures define the step-by-step process for getting

work done. They provide needed instructions concerning normal operations.

Schedules . A schedule is a series of events to be accomplished within

a given time period. Schedules provide guidance in the planning process

and the carrying out of plans.
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12.19

12.20

12.21

12.22

12.23

12.24

12.25

12.26

12.27

12.28

12.29

Systems , A system is a necessary structured process conducted by

assigned personnel with the use of the proper devices to attaxn predetermined

goals. The Mission's bookkeeping, banking, and inventory systems are examples.

MEASUREMENT AND EVALUATION

After the Mission has established the means of guiding its work, it needs

to measure and evaluate the work while it is in progress and after it is completed

Measurement and evaluation are not ends in themselves. Their purpose is improve-

ment of the operation by continuing and strengthening the positive aspects of the

operation and correcting or eliminating the negative aspects. Some methods of

measurement and evaluation which can be used are.

Personal Observation , One may evaluate his own work more objectively by

observing how others do similar work. It is also helpful to have a qualified

person observe one's work and make suggestions for improvement.

Records. Essential records of activities should be kept and used for

measurement and evaluation.

Audits. Financial and other audits are important for determining the

proper use of resources in terms of actions conducted.

Inspection . Inspection of the work area, facilities, equipment, and

supplies is an important method for guiding work in progress.

Inventories, These are useful for avoiding work disruptions due to

personnel and material shortages.

Interviews. Interviews or listening sessions are important for getting

first-hand information for use in measuring and evaluating the effectiveness

of materials, plans, programs, projects, and personnel.

Reports . Reports based on valid records are essential for knowing the

current status of an operation- Reports are not an end in themselves; they

should be requested only when necessary, especially for determining progress

toward goals.

Questionnaires. Questionnaires should focus on getting information needed

for measurement and evaluation. They tend to lose their edge if used too often

without clear goals in view.

Evaluation Forms. Evaluation forms can and should be used often. They

can be used to evaluate Mission Meetings, retreats, work sessions, planning,

planning periods, and so on, to obtain feed back tor improving the next
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12.30

12.31

12.32

activity. The forms should make use of criteria developed for the different

kinds of activities to be evaluated.

CORRECTIVE ACTION

There are lessons to be learned from evaluation which will help in any

future operation and should lead to corrective action in any continuing work.

The purpose of both evaluation and corrective action is improvement of op-

eration .

A regular and formal review is important to any operation. This will

help missionaries to discover in respect to the operation the following:

1. Where they are.

2. Where they should be.

3. Why there is a difference.

4. What they are going to do about it.

Where changes are necessary in program or project goals, action plans,

budgets, or personnel, the program or project should make the necessary

changes in consultation with the Administrator and other appropriate per-

sons. When changes in budget or personnel involve more than one program

or project, the Executive Committee should take corrective action based

upon the request of the programs or projects involved. In cases other than

those which involve programs or projects, the person or group which has the

final responsibility for reaching goals and carrying out action plans

should take the necessary corrective action.

12 .33 GENERAL POLICIES

101 Policy and Procedure Statement of the Mission
102 Relationship of Mission to Missionary as Guarantor to Guarantee

103 Temporary Replacement of Personnel
104 Vacation
105 Mission Hospitality
106 Planning, Conducting, and Evaluating Mission Meeting

107 Records Retention
108 Reports
109 Medical Care
110 Absence from Work
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12.34
Notes

1. Lee E. Preston, ed. ,
Managing the Independent Business (Englewood

Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1962), p. 130.

2. Encyclopedia Britannica ,
1968 ed., s.v. 'Corporation.

3. Preston, Managing the Independent Business, p. 13.
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Glossary

ACTION A definite item of work undertaken to achieve a goal.

ACTION PLAN - A systematic arrangement of related items of work undertaken
to achieve a goal.

ACTIVITY - Same as ACTION.

ACTOR - The person or group given responsibility for carrying out an action.

ADMINISTRATION - The process of leading a group to plan, conduct, and evaluate
its work in terms of objectives and goals which it has adopted,

administrative GUIDANCE - Systematic guidance by elected leaders and approved

means to keep work moving toward predetermined objectives and goals.

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICES - See STAFF SERVICES.

ASSISTANT - A person employed by the Mission to assist a missionary in his work.

ASSOCIATION - A voluntary affiliation of churches within a limited geographical

area for fellowship, mutual assistance, and cooperative work.

BIBICAL FOUNDATIONS - A statement of the scriptural truths which are held to be

foundational to the Mission’s program.

BYLAWS - Specific rules auj>'tad by the Mission for the government of its members

and the regulation of its affairs. See 12.7

CONSTITUTION - The articles of incorporation of the Mission as a legal person.

See 12.5

CONSULTATION - Personal assistance rendered through personal contro' or correspond-

ence to enable persons or groups to plan and carry out specific programs,

projects, or tasks.

CONVENTION - A voluntary affiliation of churches on a national basis for fellow-

ship, mutual assistance, and cooperative work,

COOPERATIVE BODIES - Conventions, associations, and similar bodies established

by churches to assist them in their v;ork.

COORDINATION - The synchronizing of the actions and materials of related programs

or activities to eliminate duplications, overlappings, and conflicts and

produce greater strength in achieving goals,

CORRELATION - The relating of budgets, tasks, programs, and objectives to

eliminate unneeded competition and overlapping and to make them complementary

to each other in achieving goals.
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Glossary

CRITERIA - Standards by which evaluations can be made.

design - To fashion according to a plan.

DEVELOP - See 3.61-63.

device - A means used to accomplish actions set forth in a proce ure

division - An organization component that designs, conducts, and evaluates

EVALUmor- A means of measuring achievement with a view to improving the

effectiveness of work.

FIEID EVANGELISM - Working directly .1th ..socl.tlo.s .nd chnrchc. In cv.ngc

church growth, and church development.
, a

financial resources - The money required to carry out the program of the ss

goal - A =t.t...nt of datod l.t.nt to obtain ...anr.bl. raanlta In ka.ylng .1th

objective,

GUIDELINES - A a.t of prlnolpl.a or tola. «hloh lnfln.no. th. ..y an .ctl.l.y

to be conducted.

historical background - Those events, circumstances, and concepts from the past

which exert significant influence upon the philosophy.

HUMAN RESOURCES - Personnel required to carry out the program of the

INTENTIONS - The statements of purpose, objectives, and goals indicating y

program exists and what it expects to achieve.

INVENTORY - A formal listing and description of personnel, property, cars, equip-

ment, or supplies.

JOB DESCRIPTION - A statement of the name, principle function, scope of re p

bility and authority, and significant working relationships of a 30b.

JOINT PROJECT - A project supported and directed jointly by the Mission an

Convention

.

long-range planning - The process of developing a specific statement of objectives,

goals, and implementing actions for an extended future period.

MINISTRY - The meeting of crucial human needs in the spirit of Christ.

MISSION - See 3.6-8

NEEDS - Personal or group conditions requiring help.
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Glossary

OBJECTIVE - A statement of intent that brings the purpose to bear on

specific priority needs.

ORGANIZATION - The formal pattern by which members of a group relate to one an-

other and work together to achieve the group ^s purpose,

ORGANIZATION COMPONENT - A Mission division or Staff Services,

OUTREACH - An organized effort of a church to extend its activities and services

to persons who are prospects for church membership.

PHILOSOPHY - The commonly accepted position, including attitudes, values, under-

standings, convictions, ideals, and loyalties about a particular subject

derived from the contemporary scene as related to the unchanging truths

found in Biblical Foundations and Historical Background.

PHYSICAL RESOURCES - Property, cars, equipment, and supplies required to carry

out the program of the Mission.

PLAN - An outline of actions for accomplishing goals,

PLANNERS - Persons who are responsible for leading the Mission to plan its work,

POLICY - A statement of principles to be followed consistently under stated

conditions without reference to higher authority.

PRINCIPLE - A fixed generalization which provides a basis for understanding; a

guide for conduct or procedure,

PROCEDURE - The step-by-step process for performing work.

PROGRAM - A grouping of basic continuing activities of primary importance in

achieving the Mission's purpose

.

PROGRAM BASE DESIGN - The stated pattern of work used for developing comprehensive

and strategic long-range plans.

PROGRAM STRUCTURE - A delineation of the tasks to be carried out by a program.

PROJECT - A temporary, dated activity or series of activities.

PROSPECTUS - A description of a piece of property, including location, size,

cost, building code, growth potential, and plans for future use or disposal-

PURPOSE - The basic reason (s) for which a program or organization exists.

RELATIONSHIPS - The essential associations with other groups which must be con-

tinually planned for and maintained.
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STRATEGIC APPROACH - A statement calling for the development of strategic action

plans and actions,

STRATEGY - Carefully developed action plans and actions which provide effective

ways for achieving a goal.

SCHEDULE - A series of events to be accomplished within a given time; a timetable.

STAFF SERVICES - The staff assistance performed by the Administrator. Business

Manager, Treasurer, and Research and Design Consultant.

SUB-PROGRAM - A sub-grouping of tasks within a program,

SYSTEM - A necessary structured process conducted by assigned personnel with the

use of the proper devices to attain predetermined goals.

TASK - A basic continuing activity.

WITNESS - The proclaiming of God’s work of grace in Christ for all men. Th

the communication of the message of Christ which has as its central purpose

bringing all men to confess Jesus as Lord and accept him as Saviour.

WORK GOALS - Goals set by an individual based on his job description and re-

flecting the goals of his organization component.
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